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E/CN.H/TECO/40

MEDIUM-TERM PLAN.FOR 1980-1983

Introduction

The medium-term plan for 1980-1983 has been prepared in conformity with
a time-table determined by the General Assembly. It is, however, subject to
modification as consultations with.other United Nations agencies, etc. continue,
and of course,.in response to, changes in international economic and other

conditions. -In principle it represents the secretariat's proposals, as of
now, regarding the main directions of ECA's work in the first half of the -
1980s and is based on fuller development of the two.principles (of increasing
self-reliance and increasing self-sustainment) laid down in numerous resolutions
and incorporated in the revised framework of principles for the impl^entation
of the new international economic order in Africa 1976-81-86 (E/eN.14/EC0/90/
Bev,3). It also takes full account of the problems of mass unemployment and

mass poverty and such other recent preoccupations of the region and the
international.community as the environment, the -role of women, the problems

of water, desertification, food and industrialization. Three other features
of the Plan.are the continuing orientation towards concrete practical field
projects, the continuing evolution of the secretariat's co-operative and
operational institutions and the increasing structural integration of

programmes.

The Plan for 1980-1983 assumes of course that the bulk of work programmed
for 1978-1979 will be completed within the biennium. To facilitate its work
and enhance its effectiveness, the secretariat ha continued its programme of
institution building-, MULPOCs are taking.shape and working relations with
other agencies are being developed. Existing institutions such as the
Conferences of African planners and of African Statisticians are being invited

to expand their roles. In the final analysis, however, the programmes for
implementation in Africa depend on the close working relations between the
secretariat and Governments among Governments themselves, and within multi
national co-operation organs. In the following paragraphs some stress is
laid on the role of members States because of the secretariat's increasing
awareness of the challenges, that Governments are likely to face in the 1980s.

They will not merely be challenged to. do many things better but also to

do well a whole range of. new and sometimes quite unfamiliar things. In aiany

cases no appropriate models.!exist and reliance will have to "be placed on

relatively independent,,,sp,ciaf and material experiment, invention and innova

tion. There may be no other alternative. Naturally, a greatly increased
flow of information relating i^p comparable problems, experiments and inventions

elsewhere will be .essential. The future of the region may, in some important

respects be settled in the first half of the 1980s.
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il!^be^.Oalled the basi0 *^*& on which ECA's medium-tern
and i,

Five current and riosely connected preoccupations of the international

have been that this shift of attention fits in vlry

technioal

acting both singly and

of 27.2 million. The ratio of girls to bovs in

(i.e. 22 years from now) indicate that the ouW-school population in
5-14 year age group, will have risen to about 220 million Th« S?t %

HIlNHfftor agriculture and rural industries, whether •grioul'ture-TOlet«*w not.

will ^ ^nevi*ab1^ the: larger part-of the increase in -rural populations
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■ It should be noted that the population challenge may be 'much more substan

tial if there is considerable extension into the rural areas of preventive

medical and health services.

Inevitably, therefore, the medium-term plan foresees formidable challenges

awaiting researchers in and students of development processes, ■ policy makers,

planners, Governments, local authorities and large segments of the business

community (e.g. the building and construction industry, the transportation, .

marketing and distribution industries). Considerable effort will be put not

only into projects directly Within the area of integrated rural development but

also into extensive examination of the dynamics of planned rural change of the

scope and kind required for self-pu^-caining and self-reliant "Iftvelopment.

The relation between population and natural resources, touched upon above,

appears to be very favourable in the region out for this conceptual relation,to
be transformed into reality will call for far more detailed knowledge of

resources and for capabilities in determining their location, in their evalua

tion, extraction, conservation and use and in negotiating their extraction and

export by foreign corporate entities. The medium-term plan therefore places

continuing emphasis on the development of national and multinational capabilities

(technology, institutions, manpower, legislative framework etc.) in this field.

There are now noticeable trends in the international pattern of demand

and supply of industrial raw materials which suggest that the region has much

less time than may bethought for developing capabilities, strategies and tactics

related to natural resources in the world context. In particular not enough

attention is being paid by mineral-ex orting countries to such critical aspects

as technically, and economically feasible linkages. Minerals and energy re

sources apart, the natural resource field will, in the medium-term plan, be

dominated by the problems of water, desertification, food and other agricultural

production and the more efficient use and conservation of forest resource?.

It is possible that during the period of the medium-term plan 198O-1983f

the concept of state and community interest in and responsibility for the:

protection of such critical natural resources in Africa as soils, water* ;forests

and fisheries will take clearer form and call for national and multinational

action not unlike the present accepted interest in and responsibility for the

protection of endangered animal species.

In the area of food and agriculture, the Regional Food Plan is expected

to demand far-reaching changes or improvements in attitudes, policies, instruments

and knowledge as well as full recognition of the need to remove constraints on

agricultural and food production or on factor supplies.. The agricultural, sector

is the sector of mass poverty and growing unemployment as well as the sector

which will have to accommodate much of the projected increases in population

(the bulk of which will be women). Its development is essential to any realiza
tion of the principles of increasing- self-reliance and.self-sustaining socio-

economic change; its modernization is a necessary condition of the development

of the industrial and other sectors for which it provides resources (food,
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ofIJ£Z, *aterl^. labour, finance) and from which it draws its supplies
of technical inputs, services, finance, etc. It offers the most extensive and
varied opportunities for the development of indigenous technologies!

Challenges will have to be faced in at least three areas but it will "not '
be possible to do more here than list some major issues in each area.

for -

n^H,,^-^^11^ er+Of/mal1 farmS: fCOd Pr°jections in relation to food
production and imports to food power) the role of agricultural business the

££& fC0Pe andPatteTO °f f°th. socio-economiTand scientific and'
«»1~ in the moderniZation of the food.and

ja particular member States may.have to concentrate'attention on- the ' ' '
faPMltL 1r!S6ar!v in8«tuti°ns and programmes tbprdduc'e and distribute new'"
usable knowledge; the capacity of the industrial sector to develop/protoe '

££££* 2" ne" -techni031 inPuts' ™° capacity of farmers to !^ t *
toowledge and use new mputs; the capacity of markets to absorb and of
systems to deliver farm output to users at tolerable costs.

™? nw knowledge, to be sought will have to encompass the fact that a 1™
proportion of .the region is arid, or semi-aridj the process of desertification^
the^ikelihood of geo-climatic changes affects water and soil resources and^ocfl
production for the foreseeable future; the need for cfearer ^^^0/
appropriate processes of changing agriculture from a natural resour^es^ase to'
a scientific and technological base; and questions of ?he LIrabmty S
feasibi^i^ of simple notions of the transfer of technologies (bil2
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resources of information and knowledge, skill, technology and finance. The
Fegiorial Plan fpr-'Food and Agriculture, arid the programmes for water and indeed
other resources^ are based on what might be considered break-throughs in

concepts, policies and instrumentation. . ,

Considerable changes will be required in institutional development

principally in research and development, agricultural administration, extension

services, distribution, marketing and credit. The changes required are likely
to be'lees a matter of establishing new institutions than of radically reforming
existing institutions. In one particular area the reauirement iS likely to be

taxing-planning,1 programming, project design, analysis and management - i

especially where 'strong intrasectoral and intersecioral linkages need to be

forged rather than left to so-called market forces.

It is now fully accepted, moreover that neither food and agricultural raw

materials problem nor the problem of Water can be adequately handled without

the development of the manufacturing industry. The secretariat, on the
authority of the Conference of Ministers and with the guidance of the Conference

of Ministers of Industry and its Follow-up Committee, has now established and

initiated the implementation of a broad programme for industrial development
covering chemicals, metals, engineering, food and forest products and institu
tions considered essential to their sustained development. The main features

of-this programme are their stron'g orientation to concrete development in the

field (in which multinational bodies such as MULPOCs are expected to play key
roles); their comprehensiveness (the determination of the natural resource

base; the detailing of the patterns of skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled

manpower inputs required and the relation of these profiles to existing

capabilities of both formal and non-formal arrangements for education and

training; the promotion of expanded capabilities at the multinational level

particularly with a view to the filling of serious gaps in courses offered;

technology, finance, markets and marketing. The inter-disciplinary character

of this coverage is readily apparent. What may not be appt^ent, however, is
the'deliberate rejection of general concepts and language. For example, the

secretariat insists that, in basic terms, the industrial process consists simply

ofConverting raw materials into semi-finished and .finished products- However

important the managerial and higher technical levels of manpower required,

, industrial production activity depends on men and women on the workshop floor

capable of candying out such processes of conversion efficiently.

' Similarly, the secretariat argues that the largest machine in the world is
made up of parts- sometimes as many as 10,000 - :and that the manufacture of

paints and components is, therefore, the first genuine step in the development of

manufacturing capability. This depends partly on the number, quality and

capacity of forges, foundries and other metal working establishments at the
national level and partly on the extent to which parts, are standardized'as.
between uses in different industries. It also depends, on the character and

role if, in many cases, existing institutions as they see them or..are .made to
see them. For example, publio utilitiss are large users; of parts and .

components and it is difficult to see why they Should not be able ;to negotiate

joint purchasing and standardization and even promote backward linkage^ in
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the production of parts and components commonly required by them. The cWfc
issue here is that the really major push forward is likely to take place in
1980-1983, when, in respect of "both national and multinational projects, Govern
ments will face the problems of national capabilities in designing, programming.,
evaluating and managing projects in a wide variety of industries and of a
considerable range of sizes. Unless far-reaching, steps are taken to develop
these capabilities now, the outcome will be either the substitution of foreign
for national initiatives or the eventual slowing down of the programme. Even
more serious tests are likely to arise with regard to strategic multinational

projects where mutual distrust and misconceptions of the practical meaning
and sources of net. benefits shared are likely to be added to uncertainties
arising from inadequate national capabilities in handling matters of industrial
development. It is hoped that these aspects of ttie programme will be fully
discussed at the forthcoming symposium on industrial policies and
internally self-sustaining development and diversification and collective
self-reliance and the action programme expected to come from it,

.. As regards finance for industry in particular and development projects in
general it is hoped that by 1980-1983 members States will have come to the
point of recognizing.the importance of and taken steps, with the secretariat's
assistance, towards the establishment of multinational and regional banks

capable of mobilizing financial resources within the region for investment in

such strategic sectors as basic industry, mining, energy resources, manufacturing
industry, transport aand technology. There seems to be a need for a less

limited approach to types of development.financing institutions and the services
they perform.

On another level, part of the problem of agriculture and food production
and of industrial development lies in the narrowness of commodity range and

in the small scale of local and national markets. This has to a considerable
extent;,arisen from the excessive orientation of trade and transport policy
towards export a-1 imports from extra-African sources and the consequent neglect
of study'and reform of domestic markets. A remarkable process of appropriation
of.both national and regional markets by foreign corporate entities appears
to be in progress whilst African attention is riveted on markets for agricultural

and industrial products in advanced industrial countries which arc^beset by
considerable difficulties of one kind or another. Indeed, it is known that

the semi-industrialized countries elsewhere are already planning the
penetration of the African regional market and not necessarily for products

appropriate for rural development. Without belittling the importance of export
trade to finance imports of essential capital goods and services, there is
clearly a need for reorientation of policies and redesign of instruments for
the development of domestic and regional markets in Africa. This is the

emphasis of the secretariat's current work programme and the medium-term plan

1980-1983. Already in West Africa and in eastern and southern Africa, promising
steps are being taken by African Governments to work towards the development

of multinational markets. The secretariat .is aware, however, that unless this
ie accompanied by steps to enable the indigenous communities to exploit such
arrangements they will merely facilitate penetration and dominance - as is

happening in other parts of tjie world - by foreign corporate interests in one
guise or another.
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to the development-., of domestic ana multinational markets, are the

development of "transport and communications and the establishment of comple-^

mentary institutional arrangements (payments systems, control of foreign ..

trade structures, trade information services, commodity exchanges) essential

for buyers and sellers to conduct "business. The shape and efficient implementa

tion of the African Transport and Communications Decade Regional Plan is

therefore a key. element in the promotion of. both domestic.and multinational

trade.. The Plan will also open up, Governments permitting, enormous prospeots

for industrial development based on the standardization and manufacturing of

equipment for the transport and communications,services. It is difficult

to overstate not only the potential of industrial development in this sector

tout its backward and lateral linkage effects, as well as its impact on accelerated

economic growth and diversification in general, especially when transport,

communications, the building materials and building and construction industries

are related to human settlements and general rural development. It is expected

that the dimensions of the inter-locking of these growth points and areas will

most clearly emerge during the medium-term plan period. How far these op

portunities are taken up fully will again depend on technical capabilities

available within the region and on the perceptions of Governments of the

meaning of colleotive self-reliance, the unemployment problem and the welfare

of rural populations.

The picture which has been unfolded in the foregoing pages raises ques

tions about the role of the State as policy-maker, as planner, as entrepreneur,

as promoter of social and material invention and innovation and, in general,

as manager of socio-economic change. Such concepts as redistribution with

growth, basic needs, integrated rural development, technology development and

transfer, domestic and intra-African trade and self-sustaining industrializat

ion pose challenges regarding the orientation, structure and processes of

Government and the character and functioning of parastatals. Not only are

planning methodologies, their statistical and information base and feedback

and adjustment processes in need of reform but the concept of the planner in

nultidisciplinary systems needs to be reconsidered. These are matters about

which the secretariat is now becoming considerably more concerned than in

the past and which are expected to come to a head during 1980-1983* It will

not be merely a matter of general planning and administration. Serious

issues of competence and innovation in sectoral planning, in project design,

analysis and management, in sectoral and project programming end in the management

of intcrscctoral relationships will also emerge. With, for example, regard to
integrated rural development some conclusion will have to be arrived at regarding

the degree of centralization and decentralization in decision making and projeot

selection, design and implementation.

The statistical and non-statistical information data bases (including

the development of household survey capabilities at the national level,

improved population censuses, analyses of factors affecting trends in popula

tion) all reflect a shift from external to internal dynamics in planning. In

this connexion, the medium-term plan period may witness some reorientation

in the role of such ECA institutions as the Conference of African Planners

and the Conference of African Statisticians.



Two major aspects of planned development and economic growth which are
expected to cai; for serious attention -,re the concept and operational meaning
of absorptive capacity. It is possible that, as the list of oountries endowed
with industrial raw materials exploitable for export lengthen and as abrupt'
increases in national foreign exchange resources take place, the question of
atfsdrptive Capacity will loom larger than the problems of exiguous foreign
exchange supplies. Associated with this shift is likely to be that of the

mobilization and redeployment of resources, and it is essential to point out

here'that resources include skilled and unskilled manpower, natural resources
and technology, as well as finance.

. This mobilization and redeployment is unlikely to be easily and efficiently

handled within the existing limitations of data, institutions and incentives.
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Plan form 1

Major programme: VIII. Food and Agriculture

Organizational unit: Economic Commission for Africa

A. ORGANIZATION

1. Intergovernmental review

The ,»rk of the secretariat in this programme is reviewed by

which affects the Programme of Work and Priorities.

2. Secretariat . .._ . '■_ I.; ■ .; ./.■;. .

■ 'The secretariat unit responsible for this programme is the J-Jjt j
Agriculture Division in ^ich there were fourteen professional staff « »»«* »•
of 31 December 1977 out of an establishment of nineteen. Ten staff members
llrl supported frLextrabud.etarr, sources. The Division had the following sections
as of 31 December 1S77:

Food and Agriculture Policy and Planning

Agricultural Production, Institutions;and Services

Agricultural Marketing

Office of the Chief

Total

Professional staff

10 10

3..... Divergences between current administrative structure

- "and proposed programme structure - 'flone

4, Expected completions and consequent reorganizations

(a) Ejected completion - The follo^ln* proSramme el™f\l\$f
gwhs 9.11 to 9.12 in the Proposed Programne Budget for ^iennium 1973-1979
are expected to be comoleted:

20
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1978-1979: 9.12.IB, 9.12.2.8, 9.12.2.16, 9.12.2.17, 9.12.2.21

9.12,3 5, 9.12.3.12, 9.12.3.13, 9,12.3.14

1980-1981: 9.12.1.3, 9.12.2.2., 9.12.2.4, 9.12.2.'ll, 9.12.2,19, 9.12.2.20,
9.12.2.22, 9.12.3.3, 9.12.3.4, 9,12.3.7, 9.12.3.3, 9.12.3.9,

9.12.3.16

(b) Consequent reorganizations - None , -■ ■ -,

5o Other organizational matters - None

B.

!• Formal co-ordination within tfre secretariat

Trade, Industry, Statistics,r-Socio-economic Research and Planning, and Social

Development Piv4.sipns, as veil asrPolicy and Programme Co-ordination Office, Economic
Co-operation Off.icer Inter-divisipnai Committees on" Integrated Rural Development and on

Least Developed Countries, and the Multinational Pr6j*ramndn?r and Operational Centres

of ECA. :

2. Formal co-ordination within the United Nations system

FAO (headqiutfters/and .A#r^can[ Regional Office), United Nations Sahel Office, UNICEF,

UNEP, and WHO> - : .•-■■" '"' ''\'V.,'..■■'■■ '.

3<, Units with which significant joint activities are expected durin% the

period 1980-1983

OAff, some Intergovernmental organizations, Xl joint ECA/UNIDO Industry Division,

Transport, Communications and Tourism Division, Spcial Development Division, Public

Administration,,. Management and Manpower Division, Natural Resources Division, and

joint ECA/FAO Forestry Advisory Group and ECA/FAO Food Processing Advisory Group.

C, ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES TO SUBPROGRAMS

The trend iii the percentage allocation of resources to subpro?rammes is expected

to be approximately as shown in the following table:

Table: Allocation of resources to subprogrammes (percentage) "

1978-1979 1980-1981 1982-1983

Subprogrammes RB XB Total RB XB Tbtal RB Jffl Total

1. Agricultural Development Policy, - .

Plannins and Programming 15 30 22.5 25 20 7.2.5 25 20 22.5

2. Promotion of Integrated Rural

Development

3. Expansion of Food Production

4. Agricultural marketing

Total

20

45

?0

100

25

15

30

TOO

22.5

30

25

100

25.

30

20

100

25

30

25

10^

25

30

22.

l'J'J

5

25

32

18

100

25

35

20

100

25

33.5

19

100

1/ Shere are no less than 50 such organisations but we shall be dealing mainly with
those concerned with food in pursuit of the Freetown Declaration of 1976.
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Plan fom 2

'■lajor programme: VIII. Food and Agriculture

Organizational unit; Joint ECA/TW Agriculture Division

Subprogramme: Agricultural development policv, planning and programing

(a) Objective

The objective of this subpropramrae is to assist the Governments of member countries

in reorientation and improving their agricultural development policies and plans and

increasing investment levels, individually,end at subregional level, with a view of

making them more relevant and effective for accelerated development of the agricultural

sector. These will be achieved on the basis of minimization of constraints to agri

cultural development through a strategy of self-reliance and rural transformation using

appropriate technology and a.pricing policy geared to a more equitable distribution of

income (see also expansion of food).

0>) Problem addressed

The problem addressed is the slow rate of growth of agriculture in the African

countries. All relevant information confirm that developing African countries have

more or less consistently failed in achieving reasonable targets for agriculture in

their plans. In view of the fact that agriculture contributes a major share to the

gross domestic product ofastost of the developing. African countries and is the base

for economic development, the failure of agriculture to attain its targets partly

resulting from lack of adequate policy formulation, planning and implementation, is

therefore a major cause for. serious concern. It is therefore essential to assist the

African Governments in the preparation and evaluation of relevant, meaningful and

operatively effective policies, plans, programmes and projects for the development of

agriculture-, The over-all perspective will embrace all agricultural products, food,

export crops, livestock, forestry and fishery, as well "as the supporting socio-economic

and physical infrastructure.

(c) Legislative authority

Commission terms of reference; Commission resolutions 220 (X) 244 (XI), 246 (XI),

289 (XIII), 311 (XIII), 312 (XIII), 317 (XIII) an4 321f(XIII); and recommendations of

the seventh, eighth and ninth FAO Regional Conference for Africa and in particular the

Freetown declaration (November 1976).

(d) Strategy and output

(i) The situation at the end of 1979

Through our activities a? contained In Programme.of.Work and Priorities
we hope that concrete a.reas,.of progress would have been attained.

Specifically, by the en4 of 197$, we would have been able to identify
the main constraints inhibiting most African Governments in the design

and implementation of effective agricultural development policies, plans,

programmes and projects. Analysis of existing plans will confirm or

disprove the fact that planned investment in the agricultural sector is

not only low, but real expenditure fall short of even this very low



figure. The Freetown Declaration calls for the preparation of an African
Regional Food Plan which will also be completed. The term 'food' includes
all food products* e.g., cereals, root^rops, pulsss, livestock and fish
products«

(ii) The .biennium 1980-1981

Tie main thrust in this bienniura will be to improve the awareness of

the govevracents with respect to increased investment in agriculture as

well as to improve their competence in the design and Implementation of
effective policy, plans, programmes and projects.

In terms of output, it is expected that (1) initial steps for the

implementation of the recommendations of the Regional Food Plan will

be taken at the subregional and national levels; (ii) through further

examination and consultation with the governments and intergovernmental

organizations, detailed policies, plans and investment programmes at

the subregional and, in nany cases, at the national levels will be

developed in respect of food; and (ill) guidelines for policies, plans

and investment progranmes for non-food products along with the necessary

socio-economic, institutional and physical infrastructure, will be

completed.

(iii) The biennium 1982-1983

In this biennium, the strategy proposed in the biennium 1980-1931, will
be continued and extended.

With regard to output, detailed plans and programmes at the subregional

level, relating to aspects otjher than food, will be developed as a

result of continued examination and consultations with the governments
and intergovernmental organisations. Furthermore, feedback checks and

continued evaluation of achievements of plan targets will be utilized in

improving capacities of the member countries in respect o£ planning,

Implementation and evaluation, and where necessary to modify strategy

in respect of investment and for the development of competence in the

•iesign and implementation, of policies, plans, programmes and projects-

(iv)' Activities in the strategy that are considered likely to be of marginal
usefulness and legislation requiring them - None -,...;.

(e) Expected impact . t. ■.

The impact of this subprogramme should be seen in the reorientation and improvement

in the agriculture policies, plans and investment programmes and projects with the

consequent acceleration of the development of the agricultural sectors. Hopefully, the

improved agricultural situation .will.reduce dependence of African Governments on food

Imports and food aid, as well as prospects of food crisis. It will also Improve the

basis for increased agricultural raw materials, including forest products, for infant

domestic industries thus leading to a realistic base for future economic development
and growth.
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Plan form 2

Major programme: VIII. Food and Agriculture

Organizational unit; Economic Commission for Africa

Sub&rosramme- Promotion of integrated rural development and improvement of
^ agricultural institutions and services

(a) Objective

^ticSarly institutions and services (see also agricultural marketing institutions,
services and facilities).

(b) Problem addressed

For decades past, problems of agricultural development in «ricY?<* P*f?£«_
and tackled on a piecemeal and ad hoc basis with little or no appreciation o inter
connections and oi the resulting lack of effective co-ordination or tapact It is, now
wtdely accepted that if rural communities and agriculture are to develop, an ^"grated
^proach to the problems of development is required. The need is urgent to *PPJ^«
the efficiency of existing institutions and their modification or replacement with new
ones that can cope with development problems.

(c) Legislative authority.

Commission resolutions 197 (IX), 152 (VIII), and 321 (XIII); World Food Conference
resolutions II ard III; resolution No, 4 of the eleventh meeting of the ECA Executive
Committee; and FAG Council resolution of J ly 1976.

(d) Strategy and output.

(i) The situation at the end of 1979:

It is expected that by the end of 1979

- The technical backstopping for the ECA Multinational Programming
and Operational Centres would be systematized into a concrete

programme of assistance to member countries in improving their
approach and systematics to integrated rural development;

- Two multinational integrated rural development projects namely,
Zambia-Tanzania and Tanzania-Mozambique integrated projects would

have started functioning and;

- Some advance would also have been made towards strengthening and
improving member Governments' rural institutions and supporting

services to the agricultural sector;

- The measures for integrating livestock with crop husbandry in the
agricultural development would have resulted in convincing impact;
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- Desk study will be completed for the World Conference on Agrarian

p.ef >na and Rural Developme-t. - _. : :

(ii) The biennium 1980-1981

The strategy followed in this biennium would continue to lay emphasis

on the establishment of integrated institutional development programmes;
Improvement of rural institutions and supporting services including

marketing, credit and input supply institutions and extension services;

and changes in the agrarian structures and lend tenure policies conducive
to rural development. In conformity with this strategy following output
is expected.

As a result of continued backstopping, the two multinational integrated

rural development projects, Zambia-Tanzania and Tanzania-Mozambique,
should be in full operation by the end of the biennium 1930-1981. In

addition as a result of studies and planning, supported by field investiga
tions, more multinational and national integrated rural development

.-. projects are likely to come into existence.

The World Conference on Agrarian Reform and 'Rural Development would

have been held and follow up on reports, recommendations and subsequent
line of action will be completed and brought to the attention of member
countries by the end of 19P0-1981 biennium for their country level
Implementation „

The effective co-ordination of livestock activities of international
institutions in Africa in line iTith government priorities is to be

achieved through consultations and monitoring of programmes,, of all

interested parties, with the Division as the co-ordinating centre*

(iii) The blenniun 1932-19C3*

The strategy followed in the earlier years would be continued and

additional positive results can be expected, the Multinational

Programming and Operational Centres would by this time be fully

established and would be requiring technical backstopping in a much
more positive way,

Uv) Activities in the strategy that are considered likely to be of marginal
•; usefulness and the legislation requiring them - None

(e) Expected impact

The Impact of this subprOgramme should be seen in better co-ordination, strengthen
ing and improvement of rural institutions and services in nember countries. Such
development will lead to increased production, income and employment in the rural
sector. This in turn will help towards reducing migration towards urban centres, help

create more demand for industrial products and therefore contribute to industrial and
over-all economic development.
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Plan form 2

or prprbgranme: VIII. Food and Agriculture . ■<

Subprograrame: Expansion of food production

(a) Objective

The objective of this subprograms is to assist the fSoverriraents of the member
countries in increasing food production both for internal consumption and for export
and to promote concerted action in inter-country, subregional and regional levels for

increasing production and improving food availability, (See subprogramwe on agricultural

marketing and services.)

(b) Problem addressed

The food production and productivity levels in African countries are low aift£ have
not been Increasing sufficiently in the past decade to cope with the increased demand

partly resulting from the increasing population. Hence imports have been increasing

and both the domestic and foreign prices for food have been, increasing spirally to the
detriment" of food importing countries many of which are in Africa. Food imports

constitute a drain oti foreign exchange as well. Per capita consumption is still low

and1 Unsatisfactory and in some instances seem to be deteriorating, to, the general

detriment pfthe health, productivity, and standard, of living in many African countries.

(c) Legislative authority ..'..-.,-

World Food Conference of 1974 - resolution 1; resolution No.- 1 o£ the tenth meeting

and resolution No. 4 of the eleventh meeting of the ECA Executive Committee; Commission

resolution 256 (VII), 264 (XII), 289 (XIII) and 312 (XIII); and the Freetown Declaration

of the ninth FAO Regional Conference (1976; , :

(4) Strategy and output ; . . . ...

(i) The situation at the end of 1979; . / . ;

Studies of institutions and policy constraints oti the expansion of foo4

production are under way with a view to determining how best to assist

government agencies. The basic studies for West Africa (Economic

Community of Rest African States), the Sahel and Central Africa, will

have been completed by the end of 1979. These should have sharply

identified the points of most needed assistance In improving and

strengthening those agencies which spearhead food production activities

in the respective member countries and subre?ional organizations. As

a result, efforts in inducing the governments and intergovernmental

organizations of these subre^ions to increase more rapidly the food

component of their prograrnnes will be pursued vigorously.

(ii) The biennium 1930-1931

Strategy followed would stress the elimination of constraints as well

as the making of provision, at the farm level, of structure of incentives
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conducive to the expansion of food production; and with this end in view,

inducing and assisting, governments and intergovernmental organizations,

to adopt the necessary policies and prepare and implement progranmes arid

projects. ... . . .

The output would include:

- Studies on institutional and policy constraints to and structure of

incentives for food production and productivity for the countries and

subregions of Eastern and southern Africa.

- Follow up in the form of assistance on policies, progranmes and

projects identified in the studies, for West and Central Africa

and the Sahel, in the biennium 1978-1979. ;.

(ill) The biennium 1982-1983

Impact policies, programmes and projects of the biennium of 1978-1979

and 1980-1981 on food expansion will be assessed; and if needed, the

strategies pursued In previous bienniums will be re-evaluated. However

if convincing progress.will have been made, it will encourage forceful

.. pursuance of previpus strategies, policies and progranmes. In addition,

help in key areas will continue for sustained increased food production- .

particularly in the seriously affected areas of the African continent*

(iv) Activities in the strategy that are considered likely to be of

marginal usefulness and the legislation requiring them - None

(e) Expected Impact ,

Food production, including cereals, pulses, oils and fatu and livestock and fish

products will be increased in all member countries resulting not only in reducing the

existing alarming dependence on food Imports, but hopefully in increased intraregional

trade in all food items. Improved nutritional level of all classes of the population,

particularly the most vulnerable (the young, old, and handicapped), and the over-all

improvement in the standard of living, will be achieved.



Plap form 2 .. ti ........

r programme: VIII. Food and Agriculture

| Subprogramme: .Agricultural marketing institutions services and facilities

i (a) abjective

The objective of this Bubnrop.raiiEcs is to assist member States of ECA to establish,
improve and develop agricultural narketin* institutions, services and facilities at
the country, subtegional and regional levels. These will help to stlm^at%*°°? **f
fibre production and increase their availability, in quantity and quality, to ultimate

i users/ Farm incomes and employment will also be raised, (See also Expansion of

Food*) "

(b) Problem addressed

The socio-economic transformation sought in the African continent requires more
attention to be directed to small holders' production with a view to increasing their
mtketable surplus, thereby improving their economic conditions and increasing the
availability of domestically produced food and other agricultural products to urban
coasters and developing industries. The problem addressed,is, therefore, the lack of
incentive-generating and effective.marketing systems, resulting in perpetuation of the
state of subsistence production and low income and in a sluggish and irrational dis-
trifeutio^of^ricultural produce in time, form and space within and among African

countries* ;:

<c) Legislative authority

- Recommendations of the seventh, eighth and ninth FAO Regional Conference for
4fri<*a; ^solution !o« 1 of the tenth meeting and resolution No, A of the eleventh
uiGCtiugof the ECA Executive Ccranittee; TTorld Food Conference resolution Nos. 1, XVII

arid XIX; and the Comission resolution 289 (XIII) and 300 (XIII),

(d)v Strategy and output

*--' - r ■ , ; L "' '■ '

ij.r, (i) Tlmj^tuation._at^ the end of 1979:

Through the collection and analysis,of basic information on agricultural
marketing systems, input supply situations and food losses, supplemented
by field missions to African countries and subresional consultations,
priorities for investment in marketing improvement programmes and support
ing policies would be identified for some African countries by the end
of 1979C The expert consultation on reducing food losses for the South
and Eastern Africa along similar lines for that undertaken for West Africa
(1976) would have identified the degree of food losses and the recommenda

tions for reducing such losses.

(ii) The biennlum X9P0-19S1

The strategy during the biennium 1930-1931 will be to lay stress on
the establishment of action-oriented programmes for launching improve

ments in the narketifiift systen. Based on the situation at the end of 1?79
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and further in-depth investigations, local consultations and subregional

meetings, output vrould include establishment of policies and programmes

relating to; „ .

- Storage facilities at the farm, urban and national levels;

- Preservation facilities for perishable products particularly food

products, and processing plants; If

- Quality control and standardization;

- Wholesale,, export and Import markets; 2/

- Market information services;

- Country and subregional food reserves and marketing arrangements for

emergencies such as in the Sahel;

- TJaste reduction activities;

- Packing, handling and transportation facilities. 2/

(ill) The biennium 1982-1933

The strategy of the biennium 1980-1981 will be continued and output on

. _ . the established programmes will be considerably increased,

(iv) Activities in the strategy that are considered likely to be of marginal

usefulness and the legislation requiring them - None

(e) Expected impact;

The impact of this subprogramme is to expect that by 1983 more rational marketing

policy will be adopted by the countries of the region, and particularly in the West

African subregion (IXOWAS). leading to a more harmonious investment pattern in agri

cultural marketing infrastructure, larger share of urban food supnlv originating from

domestic sources, and more active trade in agricultural produce among the countries of

the region, In addition, it is expected that more systematic activities related to

food waste and loss reduction will be in progress in South, East and TJest African sub-

regions. Improved marketing is also expected to hot only improve the bargaining position

of smaller peasant farmer, but also his returns on investments for nex-T adaptive technology

andover-sll incomes and employment of the rural sector.

1/ In co-operation with the joint ECA/UNIPO Industry Division and ECA/FAO Food

Processing Advisory Group„

2/ In co-operation with International Trade and Finance Division.

\ V In co-operation with Transport Communication and Tourism Division.
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Plan form It

Major programme: V. Development Planning* Projections and Policies

Organizational Unit; Economic Commission for Africa

A, ORGANIZATION

1. Intergovernmental review

The work of the secretariat in this programme is reviewed by the African Planners1

Conference and the Conference of Ministers and the Technical Committee of Experts which

meet every two years* The last meetings were in October 1976 and in February and March

1977 respectively. This plan follows the outline of the work programme approved by the

October 1976 Sixth Session of the African Planners1 Conference.

2» Secretariat

The secretariat unit responsible for this programme is jthe Socio-Economic Researoh

and Planning Division in which there were 14 professional staff on board as of 31 December

1977 of which 1 was supported from extrabudgetary sources* The Division has.the following

sections as of 31 December 1977: - ■ ■ ' . .

Section
Professional Staff

RB RB Total

I.' Office, of the Chief of Division

2m ■''■ Sacio*-EG6nomic surveys and reviews including

work on Least Develope'd countries

3, Socio-Economic RoseaTch, Planning and
Projections

4. Fiscal, Monetary and Financial Issues

at the National Level

3* Divergences between current administrative structure and Proposed Programme
structure , ...,,.

None, . ... ,,- ;

4» Expected completions and consequent reorganizations

(a) Expected completions

The following programme elements described in paragraph 9»24 in the proposed programme

budget for Biennium 1978-1979 (A/32/6) are expected to be completed:

In 1973-1979;

1.1, 1.2, 1.3? 1.4, 1.6, 1.7; 2.1, 2.5,

In 1930-1981

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.6, 1.7; 2.3, 2.5.
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5* Other organisational matters

None expected., : ..:..w _^. .

B. CO-ORDINATION

1- Formal co-ordination within the secretariat

(a) Work on review and appraisal is undertaken partly throu^Htriwin>-ori <n?oVmation
'fJ? 6 fVirnl°f statistice< ^national tie, .iXuJ, a^icultoe a^T

Pm6n^ ^^ Pegibhaa C0^titd thh dibSr ^Ipvpf M^w^P^? ^ egibhaa C0^atitm,v.and through disbusSonrat the
level with the: policy and programme co-ordination oi*ficeo' .

(b) Work on the leasf developed1 cOuhtriesVis co-ordinated throurfi ak i
committee serviced by a monitoring unit locate* in the: Division. i

(°) Preparation of the papers forming the documentation for the eighth"Plafinfers-»
Conference, involves working closely with the division of Public. Administration, and the
Institute for Economic Planning and ■Wldfrneni; in S^nega4v ';, . ". . .

Formal co-prdinationiwithin the United Nation's System .

carrie^ *h1e.same responsibilities as those of the Centre for Development

Division is in contact,.,with the United Nations Research Institute for Social Development
in Oeneva-for eJEchahge- of"ideas, publications and particularly in oonneiion with the

T^tLlflZt™ 9f ?f mtied ^™™h ** ^elopmenV Alis' d"it-i ^^9f ?f mtied ^™™h ■**■ ^elopmenV Analysis' and" its-practical
^S^ ^r™n±tlOnS "* Wlth IL° in th^ Planning for basic needs. There ii= alsrf
effort with UNCTAD on projection of the. African economies with .the view to.determining

feasible growth rates for Africa including its least developed ti [

ioint aotivities are mMtri. tori^ the period'

(a) The ECA divisiocsofs Agriculture, Industry; Trade, Social. Development^
Public.Administration and Programme Co-ordination Office.

(b) ItOf"FAOf and mrCTAD~ . ..

C. ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES TO 3UBPR0GRAMMES ::... -™^v ~

The trend in the percentage allocation of resources to subprograms is expected to
oe approximately as shown in the following tableJ



Table: Allocation of reso^rcas to subprogrames (percentages)

.. :—~«—- ,— ....

subprogrammes

l-_ Surveys and reviews

including least

developed countries

2* Planning and

projections

3^ Pi3calf monetary

and financial

■•■■ ■ ■■■

RB

40

12

XB Total

40

48

12

RB

37

41

22

1980-1981

XB Total

37

41

22

RB

34

43

23

1982-1983

XB Total

34

43

23

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100
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Plan

Mai or programme: Dgre^opngTvf JPl^n-i -■i^-_ Projections and Policies.

Organizational unit or Bivision: Socio-Economic Research and Planning

J]i* Socio-economic surveys and reviews

(a) Objectives

(i) To review and appraise progress in implementing the goals and objectives

of the International Development Strategy in general and/or strategies
for the region adopted "by ECA in particular)

(ii) To identify how effective internal, regional and international policy

- -.measures have been in achieving the goals and targets set at the

national, regional and international levels-

During the 1980s the following problems likely to confront African developing

countries will be addressed in the surveys and reviews: the serious lag in agricultural

production, increased mass poverty) inadec[uacy of basic commodities needed for the poor

income groups, unemployment, underemployment, dependence on developed countries, widening

balance of payments and international trade deficits, inflation, and high cost of energy,

with a view to alerting the governments on the need for revision of goals and targets

or changes in policies, plans, programmes and projects.

(°) Legislative authority

Commission second session report; paragraph 85 J General Assembly resolution^.

2626(XXX) on the Ii^crn^.iona,! TW?<1ojrr'?.nt strategy; Commission resolution 2l8(X) and
238(Xl) on Africa's Strategy tor Development in the i9V*Js; Commission resolution 187 (IX )o

The following work shall have been accomplished:

Annual Survey of Current Economic and Social Development and Policies
in the member countries of the Commission (published as Part II of the
Annual Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in Africa) (1978-and 1979);

Biennial Review and Appraisal of Progress in Implementing the Coals

and Objectives of the Second United Nations Development Decade in

Africa (published as Part I of the Annual Survey of Economic and

Social Conditions in Africa) (l978)»

Legislative authority more than 5 years old*



Annual Survey of Current Economic and Social Development and Policies

in the Region (Published as Part L of th3 Survey 1979)" A special :;■„; ' :
item will o<e Survey of Self—euffi^iency in food in .ae EGA Hegion;

" ' ' "* Biennial Survey of the Development of the Least Developed African

countries as part of the Annaal Survey of Economic and Social

Conditions in Part I 1978;

Continuous in-depth stud;- of the eGonorrdc and social circumstances of the ":

'■' ' Least—Developed African countries; ■ ■ '

The annual surveys and reviews will be circulated to the member Governments o.f ECA

before being discussed at the seventh ecunion of tha ■ A?iv ".an Planners-1 Conference in 1978
and at the fourteenth ses^ior. o^ the Comuiesxor. in 1279• '-no special topics, education and

employment which was discussed in the 1977 Survey and Self-sufficiency in Pood which

will be discussed in the 1979 survey, -rill bo respectively fed into the projects of

Public Admnistration and Agriculture Division'j6

•;■ ■;■;' (iif 1900-1931
,. ■*' i -■ * ■ ■

The Survey of Socio-economic I)evelpp&gnt. and Policies in the African

1=1 "'■ V Countries ard in the region as a-'whole and Itev^cw and'Appraisal of Progress

■;■■" '■- . being made in Africa? isol-j.Aing its Least Develop id Countries, in the

■ * ' ' implementation of new development strategies atd fulfilment of targets
:" set, will be completed* ••

The surveys and reviews will be circulated to -.nosier Governments;of EGA

f ii t ih l>ih i f h i'Pl'ih African'Planners' Conference

n

'for diEjeujcic-a at tii?. e*£."-T,* session o:

in I98O and ..at the fii'^ecnth cession o.r

1982-1983''': . . ."

An evaluation will bo uri-;r* r»!:on zr. -tiu* cf-wS'livonocs of the survey on

policy making, re3earcb ami teshrology in tomj of contents and format*

Depending on the outcome. Vaa Survey will continue to be published with

appropriate modifications, The Sawey will b-3 ciroula'ted to the ffljgmber

Governmentc of HCA fo;.* disoiiR^ion ^t tiio lpi'r'U .-j^r-'riion 0^' the African

Planners1 Conference in 1962? to the Executive GoEsnitteo-ond the sixteenth
session of the Commission in 1983*

f'.(e). -. Expected .impact ■-, j..: ■■ .■■■-. -■■■■ '■■ ■ "'■■'■■- ■ -

Member Governments, the legislative bcdicT of LCAfl ECOSOGj the General Assembly and

the international conusunity Kill bo appraieod of the achievoncnts and problems faced ir.

the member countries of.JECA in the i'iold of socio-economic development. It: is expected to
help, in stimulating the discussion of common African problems, exchange of information on

efficiencies,, of policies taken and the need for the formulation of appropriate policies

at tae national, regional and international level*
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Subprogramme ^5 Socio-economic planning and projections

(a) Objective

trim* +° S^W? sooi°-e?onomic r^earoh on specific development problems of Africa-«ith ar.-
view to identifying policies and" making the experience of some countries in tackling their
socio-economic problems available to others. , ,

To develop appropriate planning, programming and projection techniques particularly

J?J! %°t ™ * ^^ approach t0 development analysis and planning for satisfac
tion of basic needs applicable to African countries* * *

To undertake projections work on the economies of Africa with a view to providing
guidance on the lon^-term development possibilities of member States. „ -

(b) Problem addressed

The results of planning have not always satisfied.expectations of African countries,
when evaluation reveale that national targets set at the beginning have not been attained
at the end of each plan. Mass poverty increased, large shortfalls occurred in the provision
ot basic needs, income inequalities widened and unemployment, particularly among the
educated youth, rose. As the present system of planning failed to cope with these problems,
it is therefore the intention to work on (a) improvement of planning techniques and plan
implementation an order to make them more effective in solving these pioMe.il (b) provide a
suitable framework and guidance for planning by-undertaking -projections of the African^
economies. \ . . *economies

(c) Legislative.authority

Commission first session report, paragraph 61*; Commission resolution 105 (Vl)
creating the Conference of African Planners* 3C0SGC resolutions 979(xm) and 777(

SSS? re80lUti°nS 181(JX)! ^(XII) and 260 (XII); General Assembly resolut/on

Strategy and output

(i) Situation at the end of

Work on evaluating the implementation of indigenization policies in African
countries and preliminary results of projections work for the third United
Nations Development Decade will be completed, ■ ■ . , -

Both the studies will be presented to the seventh Conference, of African '
Planners in 1978V the Committee of Experts* the Executive Committee and ■
subsequently at the fourteenth session of the Commission in 1979. The study
on evaluation of indigenization policies will also be fed into the. relevant

-projeots of Public Administration Division- ■■;

* Legislative authority more than 5 years old.



(ii). 198QL.1981

The launching of Africa's Development strategy and the planning and

projections framework for implementation of the strategy will..ke.the
major work. Hence output during this period will consist of work on

Africa's Development strategy for the 198O's and providing a framework

and. guidance for planning and projection of the Afrioan economies.

(ill) I982-I983

The strategy will be to work for adoption of appropriate and improved

planning techniques by follow-up work on the application of a unified

approach to development planning and analysis under Afrioan conditions and

to plan for the provision of basic needs. The thircUphase~-ofr*ihe -continuing

work pn projections for the third United Nations Development Decade will also

■-' v--'- .. b& undertaken. . . . .

(eY Expected infract . . .

A realist'io determination of the growth paths of the African countries should emerge

and the options available and policies needed should be better understood by the'member

Oovarnments in the major problem areas of trade and savings gaps, the imbalance in supply

and'deinani'for majol1 eSport commodities and shortfalls in investment import requirements,'
the fidfiTwaiit of.*bksio needs; and expanding; regional, co-operation with a view, to deter
mining the fie^d^^aj^prbpriate for such cooperation. .'""/. ,

It is; fibpeiJtnaLt: by 1983 a number of co\uitries: could adopt the unified approach to*. ,
planning for satisfaction of basic needs so that this system or planning can "be spread, in

the 1980s to all member countries of this Commission adjusted and adapted to fit the

conditions in Africa and problems confronted. , . ,■ ,
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Subprograrame 3: < Fiscal, monetary and financial issues at the national level

(a) Objective . .

The objective is to- assist meaber States in formulating appropriate monetary and

financial policies for stimulating growth in the flow of monetary and financial resources
and their optimal use in general, mobilizing and channelling domestic savings into

productive and optimal programmes and projects for tackling unemployment and mass poverty
in particular. The aim also is to assist member Countries in building appropriate

monetary and financial institutions especially those catering for the rural areas and other
lagging sectors of the population.

..'■:- (*>) Problem addressed

There are inadequacies in policies and measures for encouraging a large and growing
flow of financial resources for accelerating development. There is in partioular a
serious shortfall in the availability and mobilization of domestic savings in African
countries. It often limits the capability of governments and their executing agencies

to finance high priority programmes and projects, therefore threatening the successful
implementation of development plans. . ■

The shortfalls in- the. .growth of financial resources as a whole and in the supply and

mobilization of domestic savings for productive use are partly the result of the absence
of an adequate range of financial instruments and incentives for encouraging savings

ooupled with the inadequacy of a network of financial institutions particularly in the

rural areas where the- majority of the.population reside and pay exhorbitant interest rates
on borrowings thus oonstraining their ability to improve the. productivity of their existing
factor inputs.

(c) Legislative authority

Commission resolutions 87(V)*, 98(Vl)*, 117(Vl)* 197(EC)* and 2l8(x)*j General
Assembly resolution 32O2(S-Vl).

(d) Strategy and output

(i) The situation at the end of 1979

In order to foster appreciation of the gaps existing in policies and measures

for creating growth in financial flows for financing development programmes
the following studies shall have been completed by 1979s Growth and

Structure of Financial Institutions, Monetary and Financial Policies in a
number of selected African Countries, and Monetary and Financial policies
for Employment creation in a number of selected African countries.

The studies will be presented to the seventh session of the Afrioan Planners'

Conference in 1978, and will also be fed into the relevant projects of the
Division of International Trade and Finance, and the Division of Public
Administration.

aut'hority'more- than



(ii) 1980-1981

In-depth studies in the fiela of monetary and-fansthoial-policies and
specific studies on financial institutions will be carried out. Output
will consist of monetary and financial policies for the mobilization of
domestic savings, the role of national development hanks and non-banking
financial institutions as instruments of economic development.

(iii) 558

f^V*11 ^^ to.ccmclude the monetary, and financial policy studies
as well as studies, on institutions for mobilizing and deploying financial

£2ET ^Wili coneist ***' ™»etary and tbJto^&ZF*1
d î

.i ary and tbJto^&ZF
as incentive for investment, promotion,, studies of the changing

:'11* ^SUrAnCe °™i i ^^i deve^ment
(e) Expected impact
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Plan form la

Major profrrammg■ Economic Co-operation

: Economic Commission for Africa

A. ORGANIZATION

Intergovemmental review

the ^te
The Technical Committee

meeting took place in Febru^/Ma^Tl^f ^
year and the last meeting Vook place in Lobt
approved by these bodies? October

iveviewed

COUnoil °f
T Md the last

plan submission has not been

of

Africa MULPOC ^
GiseayiVlflffiPoC met in OctoW S77 SI
(Yaounde , North African^ West SricS
1978 respectively. Alrlcan

Commit^e °f

the Central
will meet in .February, March, and May

-mbers of the KA Executive

Secretariat

has no units, but each staffTember has funlonal
substantive divisions/units of^T «S the ^ ^
Centres. ' F and the

is the omce °f
9*°**11>BO«*«C' l™' ^ Office

^ in relatio« *o specific
Programming and Operational

Branch/section/Uhit professional Staff



3» Divergencies between current administrative structure and proposed

programme structure

Nil ' ' -'"•" ■-■"- :- ■

4. Expected, completions and consequent ^organizations

(a) Expected oonipletiorG

The following programme elements described in paragraph (d) in the proposed
programme Budget for Biennium 1978-1979 (a/32/6) are expected to be completed:

(i) The situation at the end of 1979 .

(a) Studies on co-ordination and rationalisation of programmes of

intergovernmental organizations-and on TCDG and ECDC will be
continued by the staff of the Office of Economic Co-operation*

■' : .... . : '■",.'■-' '"fl': ■-'-'-'' ■
(b) By 1979, it is expected that all the EGA Operational Centres will

be implementing specific priority projects in agriculture, energy,

industry, transport? manpower and trade* It is envisaged that

preferential trade areas will have been established in at least

three subregionsj integrated rural development schemes established
in a number of project-areas, machinery created for inter-country

\ ■■■■■'■j'-*--' ' ■'" specialisation in training of manpower, multinational shipping lines

"-'■"*'";■■'* ;;;-.>wli freight booking centres established, and feasibility studies

completed on some basic industries..

<•< 20':
Li) The biennium' 1980-1981

(a) Specific recommendations on possible areas of co—operatior between

int- rgovernmental organizat :>ns will be submi-;ed to Governments

. . for decision- I1; is -::p^oted ti.at speciric joint projects between

1 I ' . ECA and other regional economic commissions (ECLA, ECWAf ESCAP,

ECE),will be launched* ;

(b) During this bienniumj progress will be made towards the consolidation

of the preferential trade area and tho clearing house arrangements

proposed'for Eastern and Southern Afxicar Central Africa; (Great ,
takes Community countries): and Central African countries served

by the Yaounde-based Operational Centre, It is also hoped that

transports agriculture, energy, manpower and industrial projects

will be completed*

(b) Consequent reorganizations .' .
■'■■■:■ i t ■ 1 . . '

■Hie Division wishes to maintain a-flexible organizational structure in order to

respond as quickly as possible to the needs and priorities of the countries and subregional

economic groupings* MQLPOC experts will be recruited on short-nerm basis to allow greater

flexibility and substitution of expertise in the implementation of priority projects*
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5- Other organizational matterR

: B. CO-ORDINATION

Formal co-ordination within the secretariat

2# Formal co-ordination within the . United Nations «yat«m

Co-ordination of subprograms with UNIDO for projects on industry- PAO

smmmm
projects win be the joi

"*"?"fentB haV? bee? agreed uP°n between ECA and ECLA and ECA and
resolutions 30l(XIIl) d 302(XIIl) adopted by the fourth conferee

±s sss.
are

Appropriate units-within the following divisions:-
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Co ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES TO SUBPROGRAMS

ri%e trend in the percentage allocation of resources to aulprogrammes is expected
to be approximately as shown in the following table;

Table: Allocation of resources to subprogrammes (percentage)

1978-1979 1930-1981 1981-1983

2»

3*

4<-

5.
6C

Subprogrammes

Policies and Institu
tions

Projects

RB

20

80

100

XB

3.5

96,5.

100

Total

23.5
76*5-

100

RB

20

80

100

XB

4
96

100

Total

24
76

100

RB

23

80

100

XB

5

95

100

Total

25
75

100
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Plan form 2 ■

Ma.jor programmes Economic Co-npn^-H^ .

Organizational units Economic Commission foi Africa 'l

Subprogram ft; Policies and institutions

(a) Objectives

T::.e .^jo^i^s aTB set out in paragraph 1 of the Terms of Reference of JJCA,

addressed

the riV of ta e

trade and net exi>ortana export

and

^

areas of °°-°Peration between Africa aad other

r

f f ^ necessary stimulant to
development is characterized b7 *ar>-cities below

arrangements; reduce intra-African
increase gross domestic expenditure on overseas imports.



! The limited potential in terms of growth and development, arisingfromjwOl and
fragmented national markets, make economic co-operation imperative. TKlt, J"°™

policies and strategies.

The failure to reorient national economies and internalize co-6peratio& at the national
ed Se^onsequent slow progress towards achieving effective multinational co-operative

£^e^ between Africa and other developing regions

difficult. ■■"...■'

(c)' Leftislative authority

CommisHbh resolution 221(XI), 246(Xl),-256<XIl), 296(1111), 31l(XIIl)f and General
^'resolution/3362(S-VIl).

(d) Strategy and output • •■■>. .'•■■■

With a view to overcoming institutional deficiencies and creating effective multinational
co-operative arrangements at the subregional and regional levels, Priority ^ given to tba
Teoranization of ECA's field institutional structures both from the adjmmsttatxve and
substi^tive viewpoints and to strengthening and rationalising African intergovernmental

organizations.

The fourth ECA Conferenee of Ministers called for the strengthening and conversion of
existing EGA subregional structures into Programming and Operational Centres; and for the
.creation of additional Operational Centres so that the whole of the African region eouli bo
divided into appropriate groupings of countries each of which is served by an Operational
Centre. Intergovernmental policy and supervisory organs are to be created for each centre
to identify, on a collective basis, multinational priority projects and programmes and to
naaitor the implementation of such projects and programmes as well as oversee all activities

related to the Centre. -~ . : _

■ fbe fourth Conference of Ministers also called for the rationalising of existing
iintergovernmental organizations within the purview of each Operational Centre in. orderrto
javoid competition, duplication of efforts, and inconsistencies and fragmentation.

?The ultimate objective is to create subregional common markets as a first step towards
a regional common market; and within the framework of.African co-operation to promote

". co-operation between the African, region and other developing regions.

To achieve these objectives ECA's activities consist of: convening meetings at-, .•.,■,,
subregional levels to create Operational Centres and their policy and supervisory organs,
establishment of multinational priority projects for such centres, mobilization of resources
for the implementation of priority projects, provision of assistance to intergovernmental
organizations in critical development areas, undertaking-research to identify possible areas
of oo-operation among existing intergovernmental organization and identification .of areas

of oc-operation between Africa and other developing regions.
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(i) Situation at the end of 1979 -.. , .

By the end of 1979, the creation of EGA Multinational Programming and
Operational Centres and establishment of their priority projects and

■ programmes>will have been completed. Assistance to intergovernmental

organizations in critical-development.areas and .consultations and .

studies towards rationalizing their programmes,will continue,.

(ii) Biennium 1980-1981

Taking account of the fact that economic co-operation and integration

. ■ cannot be achieved in a short period of time, the need will remain for
all the parties concerned to initiate and to maintain a continuing
dialogue and negotiations on the best ways to advance economic co-operation
and integration in the region. Co-operative undertakings leading towards
the creation of subregional common markets will continue-to be promoted*

■ - . It is hoped that mechanisms for the-creation of subregional preferential

trade areas including clearing house and payments arrangements will have
been established. Identification and implementation of projects and

co-operative arrangements between Africa and other developing regions

will be provided on a continuing basis. ~ -

fiii>i Biennium I982-:1983 . .- < . . .. ,

; f ■■: During this period the Office for Economic Co-operation will continue
to act as a catalytic agent to strengthen subregional and regional

economic groupings and institutions in the area. It will also he"lp
-< ■■,'. .■ governments prepare new integrated development schemes and assess the

■:i? -i i . -performance of the ^ones already in place.

. . u+ (iw) Activities of marginal usefulness "' ■ -.;"■-, -

- - --;Nil ■ ' . . ' ■■■■=. ■ ■ : . ■

(e) Tihrpacted Impact

ft is expected that during the period of the plan the ECA Multinational Programming
and Operational Centres will become effective instruments for the promotion of programmes
directed towards the creation.of.subregional common markets; and that concrete results will
have been achieved in the rationalization of the activities of intergovernmental organiza

tions and the gradual integration of the smaller and/or limited sectoral intergovernmental
organizations into multi-purpose larger co-operative arrangements oriented to much higher

degrees of formal subregional economic integration. _ ,

Subppoeramiae 2\ Projects .

(a) Objectives

. At the regional and interregional levels the objective is to co-ordinate and
rationalize the activities of intergovernmental organizations and promote co-operation
between the African region and other developing regions within the framework of TCDC

and ECDC.



The objective is to,identify and.promote the implementation of specific projects

during the'plan period, Within th£ group ..of countries served by each ECA Multinational

Programming and Operational Centre and between groups of countries served by two or more

Operational Centres. Expert teams in neighbouring centres will, as necessary, co-operate

in the evaluation and implementation of projects cutting across subregional boundaries.

The priority projects selected.for implementation should reflect .the national overfall

objectives'of ^fche countries served lay each Operational Centre and should also be multinational

and/or multifeectoral projects or national projects, with a multinational potential.

(b) Problems addressed .

There are political, economic, and financial obstacles to. identification and implementa

tion of multinational projects. ' ' .; ' .

Because of the inward-orientation of countries, national development plans are not

yet co-ordinated on a multinational basis or related to subregional and regional programmes*

and the countries have not yet internalized economic co-operation in their national .

■socio-economic policies. There-is also an apparent lack of firm political commitment to

take decisions on the implementation of multinational projects and programmes and to provide
on a sustained basis moral and material support to multinational.institutions ereated-to; ..;

promote co-operation* These problems are partly responsible for the slow progress in

implementing multinational projects and for some of the set-backs encountered by some

co-operative institutions^

Another major constraint in the identification and implementation of multinational

projects is inadequacy of resources. Taking into account the; limits on resources for

each Operational Centre, particular attention has to be paid' to programme-timing in such

a way that only a limited number of key projects are selected for implementation during

and within, the plan period, in the light of* problem-areas identified by the intergovernmental

organizations of each Operational Centre. However,■programme-timing necessitated by

inadecfuacy of resources should not detract: attention from "the iact that structural transforma

tion is an intarsectoral process in ^kich, though- some key sectors and projects selected

tfor immediate implementation may play a leading role for a time, all projects and sectors
are linked. Therefore, in pursuance of the goal of long-term structural transformation,

recognition of intersalationsMps rbetween sectors and projects and their spread effects,

should form the main criterion for establishing priority projects during the period of the
plan. ..... ■

(c) Legislative authority ..- ■--.•■■.

Economic Commission resolutions241<XI ),296(XIII:) and 31l(XIIl); decisions on'specific
iriority projects taken by the meetings of Councils, of Ministers of the ECA Multinational
'ogramming and Operational Centres; Economic and Social Council resolution 1552(XLIX);
id General Assembly resolution 2563(XXIV)a

\ (d) Strategy and output

Pursuant to Commission resolution 296{XIi:c) the foous is on co-ordination of programmes
Df existing multinational intergovernmental economic organisations in the Jjfrioan region and
rationalisation ofJtheir operations, in such a way that neighbouring organizations with
identical or similar projects can join forces in their implementation with a view to
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progressive integration of the limited sectoral groupings into larger, multipurpose groupings,
Concurrently..; oo-opMBttW* arrangements in Africa and similar organizations in other
d«velo»u« mbloiv M.U Be promoted'by formulating joint projects and schemes of mutual, ,
assistance in Tesouroes moMliaation and iiiatipower development.

In accordance with resolution 31l(Xril) adopted by the fourth meeting of the ECA
Conference of Ministers meetings of the supervisory bodies (Committees of Officials and
—^ f^ TVff tW WA Multinational Programming and Operational Centres, are
"SSK/K y'-■*!' tak« d??isi0^ ™ specific priority projects and on appropriate ■■-.
™S «^P"0«t evaluation and implementation. The supervisory bodies also make '
recommendations on the mobilization of resources from within each subregion and from

Can^Ti ^f mt±OnS famlly aDd dOn°r ^ries. The staff-of each Operational
-erf elc^i^ied.+;°4™duf° technical reports at appropriate stages in the implementation
tnte^vf—Lf y° • Hh8re TCBBSaTy' »W«I»ri**" -echanisms (sectoral committees,
^fZI?T commissions, intergovernmental negotiation committees, etc.) will be

^tLrle™ntatiQ of each dt 1 4
basi The-AteS J°L6xp?fts ■in each oentre wil1 implement the projects on an interdisciplinary
^., ,?*./■**>■* 9Perational Centres are an integral part of ECA the orioritiAP ««+=.*!ic***7+w - vperaxaonai uentres are an integral part of ECA the priorities established

t. the sovernment^m be reflected in the EGA Work Programme and Priorities and thelS
be resDonsible forthe overall supervision of the centres, provision'of

governments of

of the New International Economic Order and ECA's framework of
~J"~~" 9^ *he New International Economic Order in Africa the

iDBinocuKMn*,. ^ +««». - * ^d|. ln the imPleraen'tation of their programmes, to adopt
to economSs whtfe lZ^ f?r-f0?6?* valuation and implementation that are appropriate
sector low Z*t f basiCally dual in character; characterized by a large subsistence
pwbloL ii5f7Sa^"S*'Xn°OID9Bi y^^^anwnt and underemployment,, balance of payments
prouj.enis« limited r. ani]Tv.a« =«rt T -i m4 +^—i »» _j-uj-ijj.j_ «.. . 1 . _ ■r*7

and ^S^S.-^^^ -e>CA Operational Centres

'"* Agriculture and rural developmant

^ ^f n>ultinational programmes of socio-economic
^ v ^ integration into coherent programmes of projects in orop-
L 'veS PCl? Pro^tion' Pressing of agricultural commoditiss.^ater-

p development, credit schemes, provision of better seeds, fertilizers a
ectuipment,,. storage facilities-, health education, 'and research: rertlllzers •

- ladustry

S industrial.PPlioi- and strategies within the group
iSbluriS f? *erai^C^ and.between groups of countries^*
bfi^^-! ?BTmth a Vieif tp ^-ending ^asures for minimi-zing
of-industrial plants among neighbouring countries and for the promotion
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of multinational basic and strategic industries. Within the framework of
agreed policies and strategies, assist in programming multinational oo-operaiion
in creating new productive capacities and/or rationalizing existing productive

capacities for example in the following benches of industry:

(a) Integrated iron and steel plants

(b) Non-ferrous metals -

(0) Fertilizer plants

(d) Pulp and paper

(e) Basic engineering plants

. (f ) Petro-chemieals

(g) Mining equipment

(h) Telecommunication equipment

(1) Agricultural implements

(j) Agro-allied prooessing industries - ■

* Transport and telecommunications

Assistance in measures directed towards the completion of the Trans-African

Highways Project and construction of feeder roads* Assist in the preparation

and implementation of programmes for the oreation of integrated transport

servioes including roads, railways, shipping, and air-transport; and standardiza

tion of technical parameters and. removal of physical and institutional barriers*

» Trade • ..

Assistance in promoting intra-Afrioan trade within eaoh grouping of countries

served by an Operational Centre and between subgroupingB-. Assistance in

creating clearing house and payments arrangements as well as preferential'trade

areas as a step towards the establishment" of subregional common markets,

- Ifenpower

Assistance in promoting inter-country specialization in the training of scientists

technologists, and artisans; and establishment at the country level of manpower

planning agencies* Assistance in promoting indigenous consultancy services*

— Natural resources ..;■♦-.

Assistr'in the identification and exploration of natural resouroes including

minerals and energy; and in promoting co-ordinated multinational programmes

for the exploitation and utilization of natural resouroes for development

purposes* Assist in promoting multinational research and training institutions



;-in the field-of natural resources. Advise on legislation and other measures
directed towards, achieving full sovereignty over natural resources by African
countries. In executing this programme the ECA will co-operate with ECLA, ESCAP.
.ciC/nA and. £tC£e

(i) Situation at the end of 1979

It is envisaged that policy decisions will have been taken for the -
co-ordination of programmes of intergovernmental organizations in West
Africa, Central Africa, and North Africa; and agreement reached on the
implementation of projects between Africa and other developing regions.

§y I979t it is expected that all the ECA Operational Centres will be
implementing specific priority projects in agriculture, energy, industry,
transport, .manpower and trade. It is envisaged that preferential trade
areas will have been established in at least three subregions, integrated
rural development schemes established in a number of project-areas,
machinery created for inter-country specialization in training of manpower,
multinational shipping lines and freight booking centres established, and
feasibility studies completed on some basic industries. ,

(ii) Biennium 1980-1981 •

During this biennium, progress will be made towards the consolidation *f
the preferential trade area and the clearing house arrangement proposed
for Eastern and Southern Africa, Central Africa (Great Lakes Community
countries;, and Central African countries served by the Yaounde-Abased
Operational Centre; It is/ also hoped that transport, agriculture, enercy.
manpower and industrial projects will be completed-

(iii) Biennium 1982-198}

Continuation of programmes initiated in 1978/1979 in the field of agriculture,
trade, industry, manpower development, transport and natural resources*
Consolidation of progress towards creation of subregional common markets.

(iv) Activities, of marginal usefulness

Ml.

(e) Expected impact

6Tf ^ increasinS *™*>er °f co-operative-, ventures in which African
P°01 flna?Cla1' human and-technical resources towards the creation o?

tS^ !:Tn r*fB "? achievine self-sustei*^ development. It is expecU
th! tllltVofI6 P1 C0Untries of the continent will benefit greatly frcm Movements
the fields of natural resources, agriculture, transport, industry, id training faciXit
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Major programme: XX7(B)«. Education, Training, Labour and_*?&nar'eagrij

Organizational unit: Economic Commission for Africa

Ac ORGANIZATION

1. Intergovernmental review

The work of the secretariat in this programme is reviewed by the EGA Technical

Committee of Experts and the Conference of Ministers which ir.eet every two years. The

last meetings of the Committee and the Conference were in February 1077„ This .plan

submission has not been reviewed by both bodies.

2, Secretariat

The secretariat unit responsible for this programme is the Public Administration,

Mwtagement and Manpower Division in which for the programme there were eight professional

staff on board as of 31 December 1977 of which one was supported from extrabudgetary

sourceso The Division had the following Sections and Units as of 31 December 1977

(see also Public Administration and Finance Programme):

Professional staff

Section/Unit RB XB Total

Manpower Development Section 7 13

* Excluding 2 professionals for the manpower programme in

the ECA Multinational Programming and Operational Centres.

3. Divergence between current administrative structure and proposed programme

structure

The combining of an operational training subprograms with. «. lively research-

oriented manpower snbprogramme under one Chief of Section for administrative convenience

has resulted in the manpower subprogramme remaining underdeveloped and lacking in

adequate proprannme leadership* As the training programme would considerably expand

during the mediun-term plan a restructurinp of the administrative arrangement would

need to reflect the requirements for progi-amne effectiveness.

4, Expected completions and consequent reorganizations ;i

(a) Expected completions

The following programme elements described in paragraphs 9.18 to 9.20 and 9.29

to 9.31 in the proposed programme budget for bienniura 1978-1979 (A/32/6) are expected

to be completed:
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(i) In 197S-1979

Proiects 1,10, 1.12, 2.4, 2O6, 3.1, 3.3 and 3.4 of paragraphs 3,18 to 9.20

Projects 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5 and 1,8 of paragraphs 9.29 to 9.31

(li) In 1980-1981

J'tojects 1O2, 1.11 and 1.13 o€ paragraphs 9.18 to 9.20

Projects l.l(ii), 1.7, 1.9 and 1.10 of paragraphs 9.29 to 9.31

(b) Consequent reorganizations

It is proposed to have the programre administered under two interdependent units
as in pre-1976 situation with separate Chiefs of Sections in order to ensure adequate
attention to manpower planning and policy and employment.

5. Other organizational matters - None

B. CO-ORDINATION ' '■

1- Formal co-ordination within the secretariat

In training matters activities under the programme are co-ordinated through inter-
divisional committees on: (i) training and fellowships; (ii) integrated rural development;
and (iii) the least developed countries. Ad hoc co-ordination of manpower and training
projects involving other ECA divisions and offices is effected through the office of
chief of division,

2. Formal co-ordination within the United Nations system

An ECA/UNESCO joint staff meeting has operated for some years. Currently both
organizations are working on a formal agreement which will lead to joint programming
and use of task force for specific joint projects and eventually to a joint unit. No
formal arrangement has so far been raade with the ILO. Collaboration with UNITAR and
other agencies is ad hoc. Formal co-ordination arrangements have been established with
the African Centre for Training and Research in Development Administration which is
supported by UNDP.

3* Units with which significant joint activities are expected during the period
1980—1983 ■ " ... ■ ■ r. ■ ■' J

All the substantive divisions and the secretariat, in particular Industry/'
International Trade, Natural Resources and Social Development Divisions, Economic Co
operation Office and Technical Assistance Co-ordination and Operations Office.

Cr ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES TO SUBPROGRAMS

The trend in the percentage allocation of resources to subprogrammes is expected
to be approximately as shown in the following table:
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Table: Allocation of resources, to subpro^rammes.■ (petcetitages)

1978-197,9 1980-1981 1982-1983

Subprograms RB XB Total RB XB Total RB XB Total

1. Education and training

for development 58 100 62 62 60 62. 62 60 62

2, Manpower and employment

\ planning and policies 42-38 38 40 38 38 40 f 38

Total 100 100 100 100 100 .100 100 100 100
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Major programme: XXV(B). Education, Training, Labour and Management

(Development and utilization of human resources)

Organizational unit: Economic Conmission for Africa

Subprogramme: Education and training for development

(a) Objective

The objective of this 8ubprogramme is to assist member States in developing adequate

and effective capability for the local training of manpower for economic and social

development.; to bring about a reappraisal and development of appropriate educational

and training.policies and programmes, including administrative arrangements for the

effective promotion, co-ordination and funding of training; to foster intra-African

co-operation in the development and utilization of multinational specialized training

institutions; and to assist in training Africans in priority areas of manpower require

ments .

00 Problem addressed:

The problem of irrelevance in the course offerings and curricula content of certain

levels and.types of education prevailing in African countries have been acknowledged as

a factor in the shortage of specialized skills, prevailing unfavourable attitudes

towards manual work and the growing unemployment among school leavers. The gap between

the growth of school enrolment and that of the population of school age group has

continued to widen. It is forecasted that with the rate of population growth both

adult illiteracy and the school age population that will be out of school will increase

in absolute terms. Consequently, rising illiteracy, especially among women, will

continue to accentuate unemployment and affect the productivity of African labour force,

Africa's dependence on foreign sources of technical teachers, technologists,

managers and other key personnel has tended to grow with expansion in development

efforts* To ameliorate this dependence It is necessary to develop adequate national

and multinational training capability and necessary machinery for manpower and employ

ment planning, and to provide students and trainees with opportunities to acquire

practical skills and work attitudes.

Within the work situation, the concept of restraining and upgrading of skills in

keeping with changes in job requirements and in technology Is not yet widely accepted

as a basic requirement for efficiency and productivity at work. Moreover many

localization policies that were adopted at independence are yet to be translated

into concrete staff training and development programmes. This has in part been due

to lack of funds and to inadequacy in scope, or total lack of machinery to promote,

administer, co-ordinate, and monitor training policies and programmes. Staff training,

development and career programming function is yet to obtain support from substantive

ministries and agencies due to the scarcity of well trained staff to operate staff

training and career development programmes and to the lack of appropriate training
policy.



(c) Legislative authority

// i *4««« ITUVTI* 1230711)*, 125(VII)*, 172(VIII)*, 195<IX)*, 202(IX)*,

Independence of Ttay 1973.

(d) Strategy and output

-■..I- c (i) Tfee situation at the end of 1979

. Erected to mobiliztn; »Mi,tim& !»*** *°* progranme expansion. Two

development by member States on a sustained and expanded basis and the

ing the growing problem of educated unemployed.

(ii) The biennium 1980-1981

Strategy

Encouraging manpower development by assisting in the formulation of
traS policies; promoting co-operation in the development of multi-
Snaf traininr;institutions and programmes; and undertaking studies

< 'focurt* on discrepancies in educationa], structure and course offer-
inpa in delation to,.manpower needs, of JtSe different challenges and
opportunities of ^cio-ecqn^mic change and development in urban and
rural areas. Developing .a. training an^, fellowship programme ai^ed at

strenpthenini? local >rainiog cap^bil^y*. fostering co-operation in

£5£^££^:*^ ^Scindustriefscience teachers and developing manpower for the basic industries.

* Mandate more than five years old,
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Major output

Severr study projects uill.be initiated and completed to provide policy

guidelines.. These relate to formai and non-formal education (contents

and methods) in manpower development for rural and industrial development

activities; the introduction of technological subjects in secondary

' school curricula; the situation and development of commercial education;

review-of' educational policies and programmes; countrv experience with

the localisation of professional training and qualifications; and study

on fellowship requirements and training facilities. Eight issues of the

Training Information Notice and four issues of the Bulletin on EGA

Training Programme will be published.

Ten projects will deal with meetings, training workshops, seminars and

study tours. Two study tours will be organized for 12-16 African economic

co-operation officials; there will be two subregional meetings on co

operation in the localization of professional training, examinations and

qualifications; one workshop for non-formal education practitioners and

one seminar for staff developffient'officers and fellowship officers. A

: meeting of the African association for training and development and

- exhibition'of instructional materials will be held. Two group in-plant

training programmes.will be offered. The African Institute for higher

technical training and research should become operational with enrolment

for short and long-term courses reaching about 500 annually. Two addir

tional subregional graduate schools of business management and finance

* should become operational, increasing annual enrolment by 50. Depending

on funding awards under the training and fellowship programme for Africa

should rise to between 1,000 and 1,200.

(iii) The biennium 1982-1983

Strategy

This will largely be the same as in the preceding biennium but the

major thrust will be expansion and qualitative improvement in the

training and fellowship programme, and implementation of the operational

phases of the higher technical institute and subregional graduate

schools of business management and finance. Organizing workshops and

symposia to consider weaknesses in Africa's educational structure and

curricula, the vocationalization of primary and secondary education

and on co-operation in the localization of professional training and

qualifications.

Major output . ,.

Seven study projects are to be initiated and completed with study

reports made available to member States. The studies are concerned

with the subject structure and course offerings of post-secondary

education system; vocationnllzation of prtearv and secondary education;

review of educational policies and programmes; co-operation in

developing instructional materials and equipment; country studies

on localization of professional qualifications; mass communication in

non-formal education and training programmes; and irnnact of the fellowship
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programme and identification of training facilities. Eight issues of

the -raining Information Notice and four issues of the Bulletin on ECA
Training Programme will be published.

Seven projects will provide training courses, seminars and workshops

or specific meetings. Two such meetings--will deal with non-formal '■;

education programmes and techniques and two regional workshops will

be concerned with co-operation in the localization of professional

training and qualifications* A seminar for staff development officers

and training officers/managers will deal with training programme co

ordination, training promotion and funding. Two study tours will be

organized for African economic co-operation officials and individual

and group in-plant training programmes will be organized. The African

Institute for Higher Technical Training and Research would have

increased • enrolment to about 300 and the four or five subregional

graduate schools of business management and finance would have reached

a combined enrolment of 100-150. As more funds for training becomes

available awards under the training and fellowship programme for Africa

should further rise to 1,500.

(iv) Activities in the strategy that are considered likely to be of
marginal usefulness and the legislation requiring them - None

(e) Expected impact

Curricula with technical subjects would be expected to become more prominent in
pre-employment education and training institutions of African countries and more

countries, would have adopted staff training anr! development policies and would have

astablished suitable machinery for co-ordinating and promoting training development
activities at the;national level. More non-formal education and training programmes
that link education and training institutions with the world of work would have been
developed and the distant education programme for Africa would have considerably
enhanced opportunities for manpower development. The regional and subreffidnal train
ing institutions in the fields of higher technical training and business and financial

management would have begun to contribute slowly to'alleviate manpower shortages in

these two vital fields, while the operation of the1 training arid fellowship programme,
if adequately funded,fwould have made considerable impact in ameliorating manpower
constraints and reduced Africa's dependence on foreign sources for high-level manpower.

More important still would be the Improvement in local training capability at national,
subregional and regional levels.
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Major programme: XXV(B). Education, Training, Labour and Management

■ (Development and utilization of human resources)

Organizational unit: Economic Commission for Africa

Subprogrammet Tlanpower and employment planning and policies

(a) Objectives

To provide guidelines for the reappraisal and subsequent formulation by member

States of definitive policies and programmes that will ensure continual manpower

assessment, planning and programming for training and employment and promote intra-

African co-operation in the utilization of the region's limited resources of specialized
manpovrer. To undertake manpower assessment and prepare skill profiles for the basic

industries and other priority development sectors as a basis for encouraging the

adoption of national programmes and policies of manpower training to meet the needs
of specific development projects and programmes.

(b) Problem addressed

The region's characteristic-manpower problems remain that of shortage of technical,
managerial and specialized professional manpoi-Ter and a growing level of urban unemploy

ment. The former has accentuated Africa's dependence on the employment of foreign

skills. A major contributory factor has been the discrepancy between educational

offerings and skill demands and the failure to device "bringing courses" in post-"

secondary educational institutions to shift students mid-stream from skiil-surplus .
disciplines to skill-scarcity courses. Policies on training and technical know-how,

transfer £s input in development project programming and implementation have been \

slipshod and ineffective. The Lina target in the field of industrial development

particularly calls for a major effort in manpower planning and -training, while the

growing scale of urban unemployment and rural exodus call for raore comprehensive

integrated manpower and employment policy. Similarly, inadequate attention to manpower

requirements in other priority economic sectors could forestall prospects of fulfilling

national development goals. A further weakness is the underdevelopment or total lack

of educational and career guidance and counselling services with the result that the ;

educational and vocational interests of individuals are not always harmonized with national

manpower needs. Because African experts have had very limited opportunities to get

exposed to development challenge their expertise hardly attracts attention. Consequently,

member Governments and their agencies have tended to rely on the use of foreign

consultancy firms at considerable loss in foreign exchange. Consultancy services

thus constitute a leakage and dependency area where member States need to develop

ultimate self-reliance.

(c) Legislative authority

Commission resolutions 125(VII)*, 129(VII)*, 173(VIII)* and 195(IX)*( 306<XIII)

and 310(XIII); African Declaration on Co-operation, Development and Economic Independence

of May 1973.

* Tlandate more than five years old.
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(d) Strategy and output

(i) The situation at the em! of 1979

A series of field studies, manpower analysis, preparation of manpower

profiles and the organization of subregional workshops on manpower

development for the basic industries rauld have been completed. A

number of African States are exacted to adopt nore effective manpower

and employment planning machinery or overhaul existing ones. In the

development of indigenous consultancy services four subregional

Associations of Consulting Organizations would have been promoted

through field studies and negotiating meetings. Studies on the develop

ment of African managerial capability and entrepreneurial growth problems

and on the situation in the localization of orofessional training and

qualifications would prepare the around for initiating operational

projects in personnel- traininp and intra-African co-operation in these

fields. It is envisaged that the publication of directories on African
specialists and of consultancy organizations would lead to increased

employment of African experts and improved intra-African technical co
operation in their employment. . . :

(ii) The biennium 1980-1981

Strategy

The thrust of the subprogramme will be on manpower analysis, preparation
of skill profiles and organization of sensitization meetings on manpower
development for electrical/electronic, agricultural and food processing
industries and for regional and multinational training and research
institutions included in the RCA Ttork Programme. Complementing this
effort would be the identification of specific areas of manpower constraint
and of national institutions with potentials to develop multinational
training and research programmes in specialized disciplines which might
help African States to achieve increasing self-reliance in manpower re
source througfc co-operation. A further strategy is collaboration with
the tLO Jobs and Skills Programme for Africa and with other organizations
in promoting effective manpower policy and human resources planning
through participation in joi-t. country surveys and advisory missions
involving manpower and. employment.

Major output

Two principal studies will deal with the preparation of manpower profiles
in respect of regional and multinational training and research institu
tions included in the ECA Work Programme and a review of Africa's employ
ment situation and measure to increase employment opportunities. Further
editions of the Directory of African TTanapement Education and Training
Institutions and the directory of African Specialists will be published.,

EiSht projects will deal with neetin<rs, seminars and training workshops,
.hese cover subrepional seminars for planners in human resources plan
ning and trade and technology linked training oacka^e arrangements;



subregional workshops on manpower development for chemicals, food and
agro-industries; regional and subregional meetings on co-operation »
among associations of indieenous consultancy organizations; '& meeting
on ways to combat the African brain drain. In addition, an expert

group meeting in industry/educational institutions co-operation in
manpower training, research and technology for development will be

organized. A special.manpower training programme for the basic
industries will be initiated and developed. One workshop will b*
organized for career guidance officers on career guidance programme
development techniques.

(iii) The bienhium 1980-1983

Strategy

Organization of further subregional workshops to sensitize manpower
planners on policies and programmes for manpower training for specific
industries and other development projects and to train officials in
integrated approach to human resources planning, in career guidance
programme development techniques and in.job analysis, performance
appraisal and skill upgrading. Priority will be siven to country
requests for advisory missions and technical assistance in reviewing
their manpower policies and related planning machinery and evaluation
of programmes and policies for skill multiplication, improvement of
work attitudes and for the generation of increased employment,, Further
collaboration with the Organization of African Unity and the UKDP
Information Service on Technical Co-operation among Developing Countries
with a view to improving the employment of African specialists and
consultancy organizations. :

Major output " ■

Three studies will be undertaken. These are a case study on the develop
ment of indigenous entrepreneurial capability; the development of
Vocational skills and entrepreneurial attitudes in school leavers; and
a biennial review of Africa's employment situation. Supplementary
editions of the directory of '.tenagement Education and Training institutions
and the Directory of African Specialists will be issued.

Training workshops and seminars will be organized under four projects.
These will deal with career guidance programme development techniques;
operation of specific training programmes for the basic industries; two
workshops on job analysis, performance appraisal and programming skill
upgrading. One regional seminar will be concerned with human resources
planning. . _ . . . !i:

(iv) Activities in the strategy that are-considered likely to be of MrHnai
usefulness and the legislation requiring them - Hone " "

(e) Expected impact

The subprograms would have assisted raany African countries to adopt a more
ZUr!!!* !Ppr°fh t0 ^P0™* assessment and training programming for specific develop
ment projects and programmes. The development and extensive use of African expertise
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as consultants would foster self-confidence in these consultants, make their work more
relevant in problen solving and would have contributed to minimize foreign exchange
outflow. The preparation of i^ivrower profiles for the basic industries and the
development of specific training programmes linked to the manpower studies are expected
to contribute positively in enhancing Africa's capacity to cope with the realization
of the Liraa target in respect of industrial development. The projects on improved
manpower planning and training programming and the development of indigenous managerial
capability and entrepreneurship could lead to further improvements in the generation
of employment and the7 alleviation of manpower constraints in national development effor,
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2: Plan form 1

Major programme: X. Human .Settlements ,

Organisational 'fait; '■ Economic ConanieBion'^or Africa

Intergovernmental' review

Korfe;..of the secretariat in the programme is reviewed ;by the Conference o*
Ministers* which meets every two years. The last meeting was in Pebruary/Jfaroh 1977.
This plan submission has not been approved by this body. The programme is also reviewed by
the Technical Committee of Experts and the Executive Committee, and where building materials
and construction industries are concerned, by the Conference of African Ministers of
Industry* In due course the work programme will be reviewed by the proposed Regional Inter
governmental Committee on Human Settlements and Human Settlements Commission.

Secretariat

The secretariat unit responsible for this programme is the Housing, Construction and
Physical Planning Section within the Joint ECA/UNIDO Industry Division. The Seotion had
fiye professional staff on board as of 31 Deoember 1977 of which two were supported from
extrabudgetary sources in connexion with the Building Materials Development Programme,

Section Professional staff
RB XB Total

Housing^ Construction and Physical Planning

3" Divergences between current administrative structure and proposed
programme structure

Yes, there is divergence but this should not present any difficulty for programme
formulation and implementation because following the Vancouver Conference recommendations

iB expected that additional resources will be made available to enlarge the Section and
enable it to service the Regional Intergovernmental Committee on Human Settlements.

4* Expected completions and consequent reorganizations

(a) Expected completions

The following programme elements described in paragraphs 9.21 to 9.22 (a/32/6) in the
Proposed Programme Budget for Biennium 1978-1979 are expected to be completed.



In 19^>-1C79: 1.2, 1-3; 2.1, 2.3.

(b)

This win depend on .he decision, ct the Regional Intergovernmental Committee on
Human Settlements to be taken at its meeting in 1978* ^

Other organieational^inattc^s,' - '■ . - -, ■

[first half of 1978=

Bo

Formal .co-ordination within the secretariat

The for^l oo

iixt Sl/UBILO I^try Eivislon and with Divisions of Sooio-Eoonomic Research
Si n«LiS, Joint ECA/FAO J^ionlture; natural Eeso^ces; Socxal Development; and
Public Administration., Iv^ag-.u^n-o and Manpowor,

2. Stormal co-oraiEatior.. w' t,hin the tfaited Ma,tions_gzgfcem

An agreement of oo-otdinaUion exists Detweea »A and UBEP on a joint programme oix

ta^^^rtB teoh.olos,, and with United Nations Habitat and ^"^'SitS^
tion (USHHSP) on aotiviti.oa relating to innovative use of building materials and techniques
aM o»™»g fl«moe - *V. as with UEDC on construction and building materials.

3, Uiij^_^,IJi^lljJ__lJltll^I^-i2lll--?--r+"'''' ** °° aTa a1fT'aRtBd during the

Within the secretariat there ara joint activities with the industrial operations and
i industrial development sections of the Industry Division and with the Natural «"?««>"
iDivieion en b^ldin^ mtoriala development prcgranme. Joint activitys are expected «th
Socio^Econonic Research and Planning Division on settlement policies; with the ??«* W*°
Agriculture and Social Development Divisions on integrated rural development; with"Education
and Training Section of the Fublic Adrrinistraticn, %nagement and Manpower Division in assess-

ment of training needs in housing, balding and physical planning^and in organizing1»»»uig
workshops, seminars, and in cevolopment of training'facilities. Within the United Nations
system, joint activities will be carried out with UNEP in Human Settlements Technology
Programme; with IMK3P on aspects relating to housing policy, housing finance, and finance
institution building for human settlements and with UNIDO on construction and building
materials industries, It is expected that joint activities will also be carried out with the
propoeed Habitat: The Centre for Hiaman Settlements, particularly in organization and imple

mentation of training workshops? seminars and technical studies.
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C. ALLOCATION OP RESOURCES TO SUBFHOGRAMEE3

The trend in the percentage allocation of resources to cmbprc-graiEnes- is expected

to be approximately as shown in the following tables

Table:, Allocation of resources to jmbprograaroeB

Subprogramme
1978-1979 1930-1981 1982~lS,b3.

RB XB Total RB XB Total RB XB Total

1. Policy development and

institution building 66

2« Efficient resource

development and

utilization 34

100

50

50

00

57

43

100

66

: 34

100

50

50

100

56

44

100

66

34

100

43

57

100

.50

50

100

\J The above table assumes that the three regular budget and the two extrabudgetary

personnel in connexion with the. construction and building materials? development programme

will continue throughout. In addition, two bilateral exports and three staff members

redeployed from the Ufoited Nations Headquarters as a result of the creation of Habitats

The Centre for Human Settlements are envisaged, - ;
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Annex 3: Plan form 2

Major programme: :'J Hunan Settlgmants

fV«Lniaa.tional unit? Economic Commission for Africa

Subprogramme Is Policy development and Institution ouilding

(a) Objective

The objective of this subprogramme is to assist member States in the identification
of problem areas and possible solutions, and formulation of effective and ""-**1*?*
settlement policies and strategies leading to adoption by government of a -^"^ **£"*-
plan as a framework for comprehensive and integrated socio-economic development planning,
and in the establishment of new and/or strengthening of existing institutions and machinery
for promoting human settlements development with a view to improving human environment and

quality of life for ali, and particularly for the poor.

(b ) Problem addressed.

Major constraints and obstacles against an effective solution to human settlements
problems in the region include inappropriate and ineffective settlements policies and
strategies, poor co-ordination of these with policies for other aspects of developments and
in particular a lack of clear understanding of the role of spatial (physical) planning as
an inseparable dimension of national socio-economic planning and development.

There is need for co-ordination of existing technical and financial institutions acd
for'creation of aow^aore self-reliant and effective ones; for reformation and adaptation
of administrative and legal machinery to bring them more in line with realities and for
re-orientation of training -programmes towards problem solution within the context of
existing socio-economic and cultural conditions of the communities they serve,

(o) Legislative authority

Comndssion resolutions 53(IV)* 157(VIIl)* 2O9(lX)*, 3l6(XIIl) and ECOSOC decision
262(LXIII) submitted to and adopted by the General Assembly at its thirty-second ..session,

(d ) Strategy and output

(i) The situation at the end of 1979.

The Regional Intergovernmental Committee on Human Settlements would have

held its first meeting in mid 1978 and its recommendations made known to
African .Governments. The recommendations would have spelt, out strategies,

policies and priorities in the following six activity areas for national
actions settlement policies and strategies; settlement planning; institution

and management; shelter, infrastructure and services; land; and public

participation. Within the framework of the above recommendations and as a

* Mandate more than five years old.



result of advice, technios.l assistance and training given to policy-makers,
administrators, managers and technicians at all levels, it is. expecteTthat

Zll Jtit™ntEW°^d haVe "** :**? t0 >*»*™. "-eamnsfuTand effecteffectivell Jtit0^ :? »™. "-eamnsfuTand effective
?L i ^*"" * ,,io" ^ t**>1al Panning strategies realistically adapted .-
local conditions. Meetings of;an African Expert Group on Buildin* Materials ,

Directors of African 3uilding Research CentreTwould have alsol^ pt S
would have identified policies and set targets and Adelines ?o enable

(ix) The biennium

erbectad that +h« + I?00?n!811d*^?nB an* decisions of the regional oonndttee
expected that the strategies t polibies and priorities set by the Regional

o^d^ovewoSn^^6-011 ^man Settlemen^ witMl1 ^e six activity areas
African Governcants. ^ " ?ractlcal application by an increasing number of

t£™il P t^ on.Physloal Panning would have reviewed the situation in
nn«J+? % f trainlne requirements.and needs and adopted a plan of
operations for implementation of appropriate training programmes. A ™i on
progressive standards on neighbourhood planning wouli Lvfb^n h

(iii) The biennium

. administrativ^technical,
^^19B oonduoive to formulation of policies asd
4u»n settlements programmes.

PUral Physioal Planing;, on impact of
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Annex 3: Flan form 2

Ma.ior programmes X, Human settlements

Organizational "units Economic Commission .for- Africa

Subprogramme 2 s Efficient resource development and utilizations

The objectives of this subprogramme is to assist African Governments in the establish

ment of national policiess programmes and. institutions which will help in the planning,

development, mobilization and efficient use of financial and manpower resources for human

settlements development? and in achieving-Bel^-eufficiency by the year 2000 in the
construction and building materials industries*

0>) Problem addressed

There has. been a /tendency in the region not to make a sustained use of looal financial
and manpower resources, in settlement programmes and projects; and in spite of availability
of indigenous raw materials and technology, dependence has been heavy on imported building
materials, expertise5 technology and foreign contracting enterprises.

(c) Legislative authority '

resolutions 53(17)* 157(VIII)* 2C9(IX)* 316(XIII) and ECOSOC decision
submitted to and adopted by the General Assembly at its thirty-second session*.

Strategy and output

(i) Tjxe_ situation at the end of 1979

The relevant strategies recommended by the Regional Intergovernmental
Committee on Human Settlements at its meeting planned for 1978 would have
been taken into account' by several countries in the region. A Working
Group of Experts on Building Materials and the Meeting of Directors of

Building Research Centres in Africa would have developed policies, priorities
targets and guidelines to attain self-sufficiency in building materials in
the regies by the year 2000, and areas of national, subregional and regional
industrial ■a*&-reae&r<ni-yxvje&ta would 'have been identified. A programme of
advisory and technical assistance to African Governments to plan the building
ma.enals subsector within an integrated development programme would have
been established in line with the recommendations and decisions of the
Regional Intergovernmental Committee on Human Settlements. Subregional
training courses in the establishment and organization of co-operative
housing societies using existing and/or innovative financial structures and
locally mobiliaed manpower would have been 'undertaken, Work on the joint
KJA/W/msP human settlements .technologyprogramme would have been'"
continued. - , . ■..•■,:■ -

Mandate more than five years old.
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trade in the building materials, based on complementarity and mutually

advantageous development polioiesc
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Annex 2; Plan form 1

Major programme; XI, Industrial Development

Organizational unit; ' Economic Commission for Africa

A, ORGANIZATION

1. Intergovernmental review

The work of the secretariat in this programme is reviewed by the Conference of

Ministers of EGA which meets every two years. The last meeting was in February/March
1977. This plan submission has not been approved by this body although it is primarily
a continuation of the work programme approved by the same body. Within the context of

EGA, the Conference of African Ministers of Industry determines the priorities on the
basis of recommendations of the Follow-up Committee on Industrialization in Africa.

Secretariat

The secretariat unit responsible for this programme is the joint ECA/UNIDO Industry

Division in which there were sixteen professional staff as of 31 December 1977 of which
three were supported from extrabudgetary sources. The division has the following
sections as of 31 December 1977.

Professional staff

Section RB XB Total

Office of the Chief 1 - 1

Industrial Development Section 4 2 6

Industrial Operation Section 8 1 9

Divergences

structure

Total

between

- None

current adminlstrative

13

structure and

3

proposed

16

programme

4o Expected completions and consequent reorganizations:

(a) Expected completions

The following programme -element* described in paragraphs 9.23 and 9.24 in the

proposed programme budget for biennium 1978-1979 (A/32/6) are expected to be. completed,

(i) In 1978-1979

1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 2.1 (i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi), 2.2 (i) (ii)

(iii) (iv) (v), 2.3 (i) (ii) (iii) (iv) <v), 2.4 (iX(ii) (iii) _ _
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Agro-based and forest-based industry programme elements not presently

inclu .ed in document A/32/6:

- 9.332 (24,25) from document E/CN,14/TECO/35/Rev.l

- 9.332 (09,20,11,08) from document E/CN.14/TECO/34/Rev.2

- 9.332.29 from document E/CNo14/TEC0/31/Rev.2

(ii) In 1980-1981

(See annex 1 to annex 2: Plan form 1, for information only)

(b) Consequent reorganizations - Hone

5* Other organizational matters - None

Be CO-ORDINATION

1. Formal co-ordination within the secretariat "„

Formal co-ordination is affected through the Policy and Programme Co-ordination

Office, through the Inter-Divisional Committees on Integrated Rural Development and

the least developed countries, and the relevant Divisions: (Natural Resources; Public

Administration, Management and Manpower; joint ECA/FAO Agriculture; Socio-economic

Research and Planning; Statistics; and International Trade and Finance).

2. Formal co-ordination within the United Nations system

There is formal co-operation between UNIDO and ECA through the Joint ECA/UNIDO

Industry Division in the field of industry, \n agreement between the two bodies was

reached and signed on 1 January 1974 which determined the scope of co-operation tn the

Implementation of joint projects. Similarly there is formal co-operation between FAO

and the Division in the field of cgro- and forest-based industries.

3• Units with which significant joint activities are expected during the period

1980-1983

It is expected that significant joint activities will be carried out with the

units within the secretariat referred to above and the following specialized agencies:

UNIDO, FAO, WHO, UNEP, ILO, ISO and UNCTAO.

C, ALLOCATION OF HESOURCES TO SUBPROGRAWtES

The trend in the percentage allocation of resources to subprogransnes is expected

to be approximately as shown in the following table.
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: Allocation of resources to s

1. Policy development and
institution building

2. Development of basic
Industries

3 Agro-based and forest-
based industries

4. Small scale industries

Total

31

53 33

20 31 15

53 40

19

43

31 13

53 53

17

53

8

ies 3

100

42

17

100

24

12

100 CO00100

30

15

100

25

13

100

8

8

100

21

43

100

18

12

100
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Annex 3: Plan form 2

Fajor programme: XI. Industrial tVeyjl: pment

Organizational unit: Economic Commission for Africa

Subprogramme 1: Policy development and institution "building

(a) Objective

The objective of this subprogratnme is basically to assist African countries in the

identification of problem areas and their possible solutions; in the formulation, co

ordination, planning and implementation of industrial development strategies, targets and

policies; and in the establishment and strengthening of institutional machinery for

promoting and monitoring of industrial development, with a view to fostering an increas

ing measure of self-reliance and self-sustaining development in the African region.

(b) Problems addressed

?!ajor deficiencies in recent African industrialization policies include excessive

external dependency for capabilities in formulating, financing, technology, management,

manpower* designing, developing end implementing the various types of industrial

programmes. There is a tendency to encourage industrialization on the basis of In

adequately; co-ordinated intersectoral policies and limited search of opportunities

for complementarities among a large number cf small African economies. Pastand

current industrial policies in the region have led to national industrial,structures

characterizecl by heterogeneity, high costs', low value-added, unbalanced urban-rural
industrial development, absence of internal forward and backward linkages and are,

in short, insignificant in their dynamism and structural impact.

The lack of coherent institutional and organizational structures, that could

reflect the interdependence of economic activity, has retarded the efforts of many

countries to develop* determine and carry through fundamental Industrial development

measures on the necessary scale.

There Is also an urgent need to promote a multinational Industrialization strategy and

to enable African countries to develop a common framework for. subregional, regional
and international co-operation in the context of an integrated strategy to foster self-
reliance and self-sustaining development in the African region.

(c) Legislative authority

Cctmission resolutions 256 (XII) and 319 (XIII) and the Lima Declaration and Plan
of Action of; March 1975,

(d) Strategy and output

(i) The situation at end of 1979'

The main strategy which forms the central core of this subprogramme

■ will consist of evaluating the adequacy and effectiveness of past
and current industrialization policies and strategies designed to



meet the main economic objectives laid down in major African" and inter
national conferences and consultations. Such objectives, include Belf-

™ ? 6 deV2lcPmf<t« « increasing measuie of economic independence,
control over natural resources and their use, increase in the Labilities
of ECA member States to mount effective attacks on the twin evils °""168
mass poverty and unemployment. . :. •

Action will have been taken in strengthening the industrial policy
component associated with the establishment of institutions, such as

ins anHh if*J^ T?""1 Cmtre f°r Industr*al design and Manufactur-sign and Manufact

v^o^^ Devel°P*«* ***. which are expected to
by '"' I" addition to these institutions, there are

Srr^ V*hi\ECA secretariat which will have the effect of
improving industrial policy-making capabilities in the African region.

A symposium on industrial policies and strategies in Africa will be

£7n Tlly 1979> PreC6ded by or8ani2atfon of national workshops.
f ^P031"" «m be submitted to the fifth session of

Mini^r^iTr6 °f M1"isterS and the f«*h Conference of African
Ministers of Industry and its Follow-up Committee.

several studies will be conducted^P^aratf? f°r thS

(ii) The biennium 1980-1981

industrial branches. In this connexion, supplementary studies will
rLZ r °a 6ValUat±°n 3Ud Planni«8. "nance, technology aS mpower requirement f i f

n this connexion, supplementary studie

rLZ r °a 6ValUat±°n 3Ud Planni«8. "nance, technology
power requirements for integrated industrial development, Wo

man

WorfshoSd

£
■- -

Case studies will be made of industrial establishments and complexes

formulation of sectoral plans, policies, strategies and targets.

ministrLr^n ^ "" intensified atoed at the streamlining of
tod™^!? I industries so as to make them more sensitive to rational
industrial strategy formulation and implementation. Working groups of

^rYndCO1erenCeS WU1 be <"*»"*" ™ various aspects of integrated
nd the r°le of transnational colorations Sere
^ d6i ^ USe °f *""*«* regulatory^"
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Other activities emanating from the symposium, meetings and the follow-

up from the previous biennium, will bo undertaken. These may include

refining of specific instruments of action, production of monographs;

and convening of working croups on such issues as regional and inter

national consultations and negotiations,

(iii) The biennium 1982-1933

Within the context of general industrial develonment planning, policies

and strategies, further studies will be carried out with emphasis on

, .._ the formulation ind promotion of integrated policies and strategies for

; ...... sectoral and •utrsectoral industrial development, within the framework

and the concept of industrial complementarity at national level and

araone countries in the African region. A systematic review of specific

aspects ofrIndustrialization direction and type of broad adaptations,

as follow-up to the" symposium, and reports T^ill be submitted to the
Conference of African Ministers of Industry.

There will be conferences, meetings and workshops on industrial sub

contracting arrangements; manufacturing for exnort; thei role of

transnational.corporations; and on the association of industrial
development banks.

Studies and advisory services will aim at promoting and upgrading the

.".*-. ' industrial-support" institutions and services, and also at developing
\.,T,,i greater capabilities in industrial projects design, integrated sectoral

programmes formulation and implementation.

.(iv) Activities in the strategy that are considered likely to be of
marginal usefulness and the legislation requiring them - None

(e) Expected impact '■ ■: ..

It Is expected that by 1983 about half of the ECA member States will reflect in

the£r development plans, the policy and strategy formulations which clearly spell out
the adaptations required to achieve self-reliance and self-sustaining industrializa
tion. A greater number of technical and industrial institutions at the regional and,
especially, at the subregional level will y-Tork out harmonious arrangements for
developing capabilities to cope with a ?rowin« range of industrial activities. Also
at the subregional level, a more rational base for effective co-operation may be
expected to come into existence within the framework of industrial complementarity
and specialization.
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Annex 3: Plan fora 2

Major programmer XI, Industrial Development j

Organizational unit: Economic Commission for Africa

Subprogramme 2: Development of basic industries

(a) Objective

Chis subprogramme is to assist African policy makers in
Tn^s of existing basic industries in African countries! in Sat
/; f^rifCieS> strateSies. targets, programmes and projects; and iTthe

and establishment, at the natibnal and multinational levels of institutional
^/nd/he ^velopment of a core of integrated basic and assorted
taking, into account intersectoral and inteconomic linkages.

(b) Problems addressed

countries ?h?« lltlt T « ? f ° ba8iC indust*ies /in the majority of African
STSAi.1^ ?! It 8 1S ^^ dUe fc° the ^rowness; of the market at
Jn*«£< ^ and the economies of scale that are cfiaracteristics of the basic

«TSk 2^ SdSni: ^^tSTSfaSSrf^E^J^ ^^""^are'-*—*.—-■ _J ._ ,. ;• 1H „ n ^"ors as standardization, inputa. . organizational

skilled manpower and manaRement. These and other factors have contributed and still

s 7, VTtibUte tO *S«»si*..«tt«n.l tendency of African countries on project
design, technoloRv, capital Soods, ineeraediate inputs, skills, nanapement and fencing

ln"a"ce3« African countries have no choice but to use the techhoioBV
^ interm?diates *«»t do not conform to their actual needs! In thisactual needs! In this

the region seems to have been assorted

=SS2S
spare parts, components and accessories.

(c) Legislative au,thority ;

and aSTSJlf^T1? T1?'±On,32°2 (S'VI)' Coramission "solutions 25d (XII), 267 (XII)
and 319 (XIII) and Lima Declaration and Plan of Action, March 1975.

(d) Strategy and output:

The situation at the end of 1979:

ofof Lent °J> 1K79J tJe,pWblmB and d«*icultlaB facing the development
me of the basic industries and strategic subsectors, that could

have maximum impact on the total economy and on the required structural
ciunse and, therefore, deserve priority for development, will have been
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identified. Initially, two field missions, one on engineering and
netal^dttries and Mother on chemical industries, .ill be^unted
Zvi*itrenresentative African countries to make comprehensive in-
depth studies of actual situation and potentialities for achieving the
objectives of the subpro»ranme.

The main outputs will be the reports of the field missions. Inter-
governmentalmeetings of experts will have been convened to gamine
thTflndings and recommendations contained in the reports. These will
have been followed by consultation meetings of Government policy-makers
and financing and other institution* which are ejected £«££• the

formulation of integrated policies, targets, P™*r™ *£*" the
for the development of the basic industry sectors. ; In addition, the
meetfess are ejected to ,ive guidelines for f«Uow-up action on the

-reiomaeMations, particularly those on the projects identifW by the
mission* at the national, multinational and subregional levels..

■■■ >'~ All activities leading to the establishment of the African Regional
Centre for Industrial Design and Hanufacturing will have been under-

taken.

* • .Training courses on project design, evaluation and planning will have
-r been nSd fS GovertiLnt officials responsible for project preparation,

' planning and implementation. ;

Dissemination of information and data, relevant to all aspens of the
basic industries will be initiated to be continued throughout the

remaining biennia.

(ii) The biennium 1980-1981 ■■..■.<

During this bieimium the strategy will basically concentrate on transUt-
l- " ink the recommendations of the consultation meeting on the field^aission
* retorts into concrete projects. This would include T«^^""g~

to African Governments concerned in promoting such projects to potential
investors; in the establishment of African multinational corporations;
Z inthe creation and/or strengthening of other institutions necessary
for the implementation of the sector programmes. .. ...

A number of studies on project design, technology, consultancy.services,
contract preparations, capital goods, skills, management, finan^> ;
organizatko7and redeployment of industrial P^d^tionjill ^initiated/
undertaken. More specific investigations and prefeasibility studies will
be carried out to further develop the linkages which enhance action-
oriented co-operation amotm African countries at the subresipnal level.

implementation of the above studio and activities *o«ld ^?^p^. ;
holding of a number of meetings of government officials at the decision-

' making level. TuCh meetin-s raay be in the form of working groups on ,
national planning for the sector; on indigenous agents of production
ata s^te corporations; on the establishment of multinational ^terprise
and on consultations and negotiation with foreign agents of investment.
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, In addition, seminars and workshops on planning and programming of

multinational industries, on market surveys and forecasting, and on

project preparation, evaluation and implementation will be organized

fo't project officers and personnel of "the African multinational

corporations, government institutions (State Corporations, development

banks) and other potential public and private investors.

(iii) The biennium 1982-1983;

The main focus for this bienniun will be to carry the approved projects

further 'towards their implementation. Towards this end, assistance

will be rendered to the African multinational corporations in activities

preceding the implementation of physical facilities.

Feasibility studies will be undertaken in co-operation with financing

institutions and interested investors* Studies on multinational

procurement and contracting, bulk purchasing, subcontracting, guide

lines for evaluating bids, etc.; will be conducted. Other activities

include preparing and evaluating bid documents, mobilizing finance,

! locating and negotiating with partnersiand identifying the requirements

for technical staff and management.

Meetings of plenipotentiaries in connexion with multinational projects*

preceded by meetings of African-experts, will be called'with a view to

; ' considering and making final decisions on the implementation of projects

whose feasibility studies justify their realization. Similar meetings

will be convened with a vievr to establishing subregional and/or regional

institutions at the subsectoral level,

A number of training programmes will be organized with emphasis on

training of technical and managerial staff required for the particular

Industries to be established and for the preparation and evaluation of

industrial contracts,

(iv) Activities in the strategy that are considered likely to be of garginal
usefulness and the legislation requiring them - None

(e) Expected impact

It is expected that the above activities will result in forward and backward

linkages that are inherent in the development of integrated basic industries and in

enhancing the development of other industries and sectors by producing basic .inter

mediates, such as spare parts, components, accessories, machine tools, agricultural

and other implements and mining and transport equipment. All this would mean maximiza

tion of domestic value-added and higher employment.

In addition, there will be increased availability and dissemination of bankable

projects and greater involvement of the African multinational corporations (to be
created), regional and subregional development banks, other financing institutions

and research institutes. More specifically, implementation of such projects is expected
to lead to the rationalization and further development of existing, industries, the

conversion of national industries into viable components of multinational industries

and the creation of new integrated industries at the national, multinational and sub-

regional levels, taking into account complementarity and specialization.
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Major pro^raBane:' XI. I"-3vsrrL-:'., 7^_;^x!^i

Organizational units Economic Commission for Africa

Subprogratame 3; Agro-based and.lorest-hased industries

The objective of this subprograms ia to assist African Governments in the

identification, forraulatipu, evaluation, promotion and accelerated implementation of

integrated national and. multinational*, asrc.-rfcased and forest-based industry projects;

in identifying: inter- ana intra-subsactoral^I^n^geci i.n.marketing processed products;

in the selection any daveiopment of .^echnology; .end to the establishment and strengthen

ing of national,and regional operational instruments,, _■ . .■

Problem addrasseo;

h^eip np: question tha?:':no3t African, countries aie-Qot self-sufficient in their

food requiKe^eDts. Uartago. due; to ;lack of facilities for-pr^arvation, storage and
packaging* J:he. non-^ttlizeXi'-in o£ by^ptodccts»; a's well as the lack: of bankable projects

and/or inadequate-.psoj^ct fcrcrptilsiiorj aad Er,£.lysis, have led to, increasing jdependency

on impprts. of proqesBa^fcod.-ard Food .produGts*. Ther^ cr^ also .problems related to

food.quality,.sa^ety^ te^tirig and inspection. In rn&ny cases inadequate suppprting

services and institutions., such as lsarkstin,'?^ training, of rski^led manpower, .maintenance

and shortage cf raw matcrialc, have rksulCed in underuiilization of the production

capacities already established...,- Iridiscriminate. oxploi.tatioii of forest reeourcee and

unfavourable C90ces»sionavy;a^ree™^ts hr.va inhil?ji,ted and ccntinue tp inhibit the develop-

nseut of fores,t resource^^and foresi:■■■■tisad .:*TKi

.There is also, a nead for deyalopitig ir-ti*513rated agro-t-ased and fores£-basad

industries; planning and programming of; these branches for detennination of linkages

with other indu3tiial uectovs and fci in^aovin^ the use of national resources for the

development of these sectors* . ■-.■ . ,:

(c) Legislative authcriiry

Commission resolutions 256 (XII) and 319 (XIII), General Assembly resolutions 3201

(S-VI) ard 3202 (S-Vr)s -Lima.Dcclexatirtn and "Ian oZ Action, March 1975. .

(d) Strategy ,aod.output ; -•■... ■, ■ •

The strategy will initia^lv focus oa .r^duclns dependency of the region

on imports of food and wood products and on upgrading capabilities for

formulatiou and inpii.ercontation of productiva projects in this fieldo

Considerable effort will have been made to continue reviewing, identify

ing,,, and selecting for implementation subeectorsi programmes»'"such as

cereals,, oils aad fats, ve^etableti.axid fruits, dairy products, meat awd

fisb products, animal feed, saw: milled products ,and pulp and paper

industries.
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On the basis of sectoral reviews, Governmental and other expert meetings
will have been organized to -xamine and formulate policy framework for
the developmeui: of the subprograms and to identify priority areas'of
the subsectors.

Also inventories of existing plants in agro-based and forest-based
industries, as well as directories of research and training facilities
will have been up-dated. Dissemination of such and other useful informa
tion and date will be continued.

(ii) The biennium 1980-1981-

The strategy will focus on the identification of projects, preparation
of pre-feasibility studies and surveys; planning of the sector; establish
ment of mechanisms for implementation; studies on sectoral policy formula
tion with regard to complementarity and specialization; and the establish
ment of African multinational corporations, as well as the use of
appropriate technologies.

In addition to assistance to ECA member States, technical working groups
of government experts will meet to consider problems and action proposals,
and to examine the potential for complementarity and specialization among
African countries and the intra-subsectoral as well as inter-sectoral
linkages in regard to specific subsectors. Working groups will also be
organized at various levels, including national planning for the sector;

indigenous agents of production and state corporations; and establishment
of multinational enterprises.

On the basis of project proposals emanating from the above meetings, a

start will be made on the preparation of prefeasibility and feasibility
studies. This will be followed by initiating negotiation meetings
between the African multinational corporations and interested investors
on the establishment of multinational agro-based and forest-based industries,

Training workshops on the preparation, evaluation and implementation of
agro-based and forest-based industry projects are expected to be held.

A study on the selection, adaptation and use of appropriate technologies
in this sector will be conducted.

Special attention will be devoted to the follow-up activities on projects
within the framework of MULPOC, in particular the Ruzizi valley agro-

industrial project, the fish processing project in lakes Tanganyika and
Kivu; the integrated development of fisheries project in the Turkana
river basin between Kenya and Ethiopia; and the creation of processing
industries for rice, wheat, coffee, fruits, vegetables, oilseeds and
fish in connexion with Zambia-Tanzania integrated rural development
project.

(iii) The biennium 1982-1933

The strategy will concentrate on continuous activities aimed at reeucing

<J>;the reSionls dependency on food imports, on the redeployment of productive
.^industries from developed countries to the African region and on the
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harmonization of development objectives of the sector, as

well as on the formulation of action proposals to further foster the

linkages with other sectors and to strengthen the co-operation among

developing countries.

Assistance on the preparation of feasibility studies will be continued

on cereals, oils and fats, fruits and vegetables, meat and fish, leather

and leather products, fibreboard and sawmilling, furniture and pulp and

paper industries. An investigation will be carried out on the redeploy

ment of industries in the sector.

Assistance will be provided in the Identification and training of

technical staff and management needed to establish and operate specific

projects. .

(lv) Activities in strategy that are considered likely to be of marginal

usefulness and the legislation requiring them - None

(e) Expected impacts

It is expected that tUase activities will result in more coherent diversification

of the industrial sector and rapid development of the agro-based and forest-based

industries thus reducing the dependency of African countries on imported processed >

food and wood products and in transforming local raw materials into end-products instead

of exporting -them unprocessed. ' , ,

The programme will also improve nutritional standards of rural population

particularly in securing adequate nutrition for the children and the poor.

Utilization of agricultural by-products, resulting in minimizing waste of agri

cultural resources and in the diversification of industrial production, should

contribute to significant increase in the productivity and employment creating capacity

of the sector.
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Annex 3: Plan form 2

Major programmer. - XIi1 Industrial Development - ■ '

Organizational unit: Economic Commission for Africa

Subprogramme 4: Small-scale industries

(a) Objective ■

The objective of this subprograms is to assist governments in the formulation
of policies and programmes for the development of small-scale and rural industries;
in developing and organizirig industrial training programmes, workshops and seminars;
in the integration of small-scale-industries with medium, large and oasic industries;
and in the use of appropriate technology and the establishment of supporting institu
tions and services.

W Problem addfeased '"■!'.•'-..'. 1.. .. *.-;■„

Industrialization in a large number of African countries is hampered by the
small size of national markets and by lack of skill and technology and inadequacy
of infrastructure^tftus necessitating the promotion and development of small-scale
industries, particularly in the least developed African countries. In these countries,
therefore, great1 emphasis must 1)6 placed on sWall-scale and rural industries which
should play key roles in the'over* a31 aconomic growth, in greater utilization of local
inputs and in reducing the exodus of people from rural to urban areas.

There is a need for introducing and adapting intermediate technology, using sub
contracting, manpower training, establishing institutional supporting services,
dispersing industrial establishments and fostering the dynamic growth of small-scale
and rural industries. . --

(c) Legislative authority > .r

Commission resolutions 218 (XII), 256 (XII), 267 (XII) and 319 (XIII) and Lima
Declaration and Plan of Action, March 1975.

(d) Strategy and output

(i) The situation at the end of 1979

The strategy will consist mainly in promoting the establishment of

institutional supporting services; in the identification, organization
and development of small-scale and rural industries, in training of
manpower; and in the dissemination of information.

Study visits to selected countries outside the region on the organiza
tion of small-scale industries within the framework of integrated rural
development will have been organized for African participants responsible
for small-scale industries. Studies on policies, institutions and
machinery for promoting and establishing small-scale and rural industries
and on the use of subcontracting for the development of these industries
will have been carried out. A seminar on the use of subcontracting will
have been organized.
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(ii) The biennium 1980-1981

The strategy will focus on mobilizing assistance to promote manpower

development and the establishment of appropriate institutional machinery

to provide the necessary supporting services, especially information on

markets and marketing channels, supply of raw materials and sources of

finance, machinery and equipment.

Output will consist of identification of opportunities for small-

scale and rural industries including case studies on industrial estates,

co-operatives and extension services; use of subcontracting; prepara

tion of model schemes and guidelines for the promotion of small-scale
and rural industries, and the promotion of appropriate technology. A
number q! workshops and seminars on relevant ^aspects of small-scale and
rural industries will be held and a study visit similar to the one

above will be undertaken-

(iii) The biennium 1982-1983

The strategy will pinpoint the irapprtance of integrating the small-

scale and rural industries with medium and large industries. In view

of the above, an analytical survey will be conducted to identify
opportunities for relating small-scale and rural industries to medium,
large and basic industries as a step towards improving and/or creating
forward and backward intra- and inter-sectoral linkages. A meeting will

be convened for,the promotion-ofsmall-scale-and -rural industries based

ontfee case studies conducted during 1980-1981. Furthermore, seminars

and workshops will be organized on various aspects of small-scale and

rural industries, in particular oh institutional supporting services,

credit facilities, and mobile units for demonstration, maintenance and

testing.

(iv) Activities in the strategy that are considered likely to be of
marginal usefulness and the legislation requiring them - None

(e) Bacpected impacts

This subprogramme should lay the foundation for a more rapid economic growth,
particularly in the least developed countries. - By providing employment and alternative

opportunities for upgrading skills, especially in the rural areas, it would contribute

to improved standards of living of the rural population and the reduction of the influx

!of rural people to urban areas, and secure an even geographical distribution of

[industries.

The creation of opportunities for farmers to produce more and varied agricultural

commodities which are required as inputs for small-scale and rural industries, and the

utilization of agricultural by-products, would mean higher income for farmers* This

would in turn mean enlarged markets for the products from the small-scale and rural

industries.
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Annex 2; Plan form 1

Major programme: International Trade

Organizational unit: Economic Commission for Africa '

A.

!• Intergovernmental review

Mni^r^L^.rf^ ln tMS P«8r«.l. reviewed, by the Conference of
S»J f 3 ^cutive Committee and the Technical Coimrittee of Experts. Both the
Conference and the Technical- Committee *ee* once syery two years. The last meeting

^?^:Sin **""**«* 1977; ^ ^-«^^n has not been

2. Secretariat
I .

The secretariat unit responsible for this pxosrame is the International Trade
and Finance Division in which there were 25 professional staff on board as of
31 December 1977 of which 10 were supported from extrabudgetary sources. The
Division had the following sections and units as of 31 December 1977:

fc ■ '• \ :.■■; . Professional staff
Section

■ ' ■ - BB XB Total

Office of the Chief ; . ' ; W „

Intra-African Trade and Finance 3 3 g

Trade and Financial Pelations Fith the Develope4T?prld ■•.-■■ 5 1 6

Trade and Financial Relations with:the .Thir<it World .- :'-' :' 3. _; . 3

Africa Trade Centre 3 2

ECA/CTHC Joint Unit on Transnational Corporations - X 1

Totdl ' ;.". <*£ - rt «h

of tb?'chJJ'is'not S filld101 ^^^ *"** ** ^ ^ "^ t0
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4a igimected completion and

(a) Expected completions

be completed:

(i) 1978-1979

1.1 (i)i 1.1 (;
1.3 (i), (ii); 2-1 and 2.2

198Q-19S1 ' ..";""".■ .■..

(b) Consequent reorganization - '311

, Other organizational matters, -

^

B.

1. Farmal co-ordination within the secretariat

(a) UNCTAP/CATT International Trade Centre

and ECA have agreed to:

- co-ordinate their activities in order to avoid duplication and to ,ive.
effect to their endeavours in the region; •■■.

- Co-operate in the implementation of training events, i -■

Centre for Transnatiotial Corporations

to agreement was si^ed between ECA and ^Centre - Transnational Conations,
establishing the Joint Ka/CDjCItait on Tr=tio«1 Co-°-Uons. ^ Tran8natlonal
is, within the over-all programme of vrork adopted By t activities

rLearcli? information and liaison with the B of the region.
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3. Units with which signifift«it-iQiptv activities are expected diirin&_the period

1980-1983 "~

(a) ECA/UNIDO Industry Division; ECA/.FA0. Agriculture Division, Transport, Coumunica-
tions and Tourism Division; Statistics Division; Spcio-Economic Research and Planning
Division; Economic Co-operation Office; Policy'and.Programme Co-ordination Oi-fice; Natural
Resources Division and Public Administration, Management and Manpower Division,,

(b) tJNCTAD for tne purpdse 6f consultations'on studies of concwn interest, for
joint advisory missions in the fields of trade and financial and monetary co-operation
in Africa, and to organize joint meetings on matters of interest to SCA member States.

(c) International Monetary Fund concerning studies inter alia on clearing and
payments systems and related units of account to facilitate payments and clearing opera

tions.

(d) International Bank for Reconstruction and Development on studies inter alia
on.the establishment of development and mining banks and an aid system in Africa, It
will be noted that ECA assists in the preparation for the holding of the atraual meeting
of the IMF/IBRD Working Group of African Governors, which takes place prior to the annual

meetings of the World Bank Group, . . ■ ■ -

C. ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES TO SUBPROGRAMMES

The trend in the percentage allocation of resources to subprograms is expected

to be approximately as shown in the following table:

Tablet Allocation of resources to subprogrammes (percentage)

1978-1979 1980-lgCl

RB XB Total RB XB Total .....KB JKB

Office-of the Chief 11.8 - 6.4 10.0. - 5.7 10.6 - 5.7

Intra-African trade and _, -
finance 35.3 71,4 51.6 45.0 66,7 :>4.J ^.0 66.7 54.3

Trade with non-African _ .

countries 35.3 7.2 22.6 30.0 - 17.i 30,0 - 17.1

International financial «,,rrt oc
and monetary policies 17.6 - 9.7 15.0 - 6.6 15.0 - 8,6

TNCs in the African region ■ - 21.4 9.7 - 33.3 14.3 - 33.3 14.3

TotaX xoo 100 100 . 100 100 100 100 100 100
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Plg.n,fpTm__2

Ma.ior urogrammai International Trade

Cr.^aniza-tiohal _unjt.; Economic Conunission for Africa

Subprogramme; ' Intra-African $is&e and finance

(a)

The objective of this eubgrbgramme is to assist African countries to design, adopb

and 'implement/ policies and measures aimed at fostering their co-operation in the tradet

finaneial: and monetary fields ani to develop appropriate skills therein.

(t>) Problem addressed

Due to well known historical roasonsj the developed market economy countries1 account

for more .tl^an 75 per cent of Africans total trade,, while intra-African trade currently

represents'"only about 4 per cent.thereof In recent years there has doubtless been a general

recognition of ths urgent need in the'. African region siibstantially to expand intran-African

trade at subregionals multinational and regional levels with a view in particular to lessening

dependence on trade with.developed market economies, with its attendant problems, and

promoting a greater meiasure of self—reliance and economic co-operation. However it has

become quite clear for some ;time that only determined and sustained efforts by African

countries themselves will assist in overcoming the various obstacles^ that stand in the cay

of such an expansiont not. the least of which are tariff and non-tariff barriers3 lack of

adequate trade information deficiencies in transport and communications links, lack of

adeijuate and .worthwhile institutional arrangements, including payments and other financial

and monetary■arTange^sits as wen as trained personnel.

(c ) Legislative authority

The legislative authority for the subprogramme is Commission resolutions 30(lIl)*f
K,;,131 (VII)$■ 262^l),.300(xill):.322(xill)t 327(xill) and General Assembly resolution
jJl . . .......

(d-T Strategy and pujput . . ,..,,.■

( situation at,the.end of 1979 ;

Studies are;expected to be completed mainly on trade liberalization
possibilities and ^.appropriate trade and payments institutional arrangements
to facilitate.intra-African trade negotiations at subregional levels within
the framework of ,t&e,,various MULPOCs and in specific/products inoluiing
meat f,.ed^ble fats and.oils and beveragesc A number of studies including
-,those relating to th? setting-up of a regional payments system, the strengthen
ing of existing subregional ones and the establishment of multinational
mining and industrial investment banks, subregional development banks and of

* Mandate more than five years
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an intrar-African development aid system will haws started. The studies

are intended for senior policy-makers and government technicians. Ministerial
meeting of the Lusaka MDLEOC to establish a preferential trade area will

have been held^ And both Ministers and officials of the countries covered "by

the Gisenyi, Yaounde^ Tangiers and Niamey MULPOCs will have met to consider

appropriate institutional "arrangements and measures aimed at expanding trade

between them* Multinational/regional workshops, including major African
importing and exporting countries or countries with a potential for exports

represented by government officials as well as by business institution will

have been held to promote intra-African trade in a number of products including
: meat, edible fats and oils and beverages* Supporting papers containing

; . specific proposals will naturally have been prepared prior ..to each meetings.
Workshops will ajsp> organized to consider the findings and recommendations"
of studies relating to the establishment of agricultural commodity exchanges
and metal exchanges-

(ii) The biennimn 1980-3,981

■;_;;■.; Strategy consist:^ "of undertaking.studies in problem areas organial»g and
IT! ..servicing some^el^en meetings., including five intra-Afripan trade negotia-

. j; r" t.i02tm9e'tine^. ^' ^D^gion^l(. "multinational and'regional levels, organizing.
\ ' *wo. By^Posia in bofijuncfion ..with African trade fairs as well-as training
;^ .courses and seminar^; disseminating information on intra-A£rican tracte

;^- possibilities'and oojpprturi^^s. and providing advisory services to poultries
. . -;.in the. region; Trfultinatidna'I/regional workshoje including major Africa?!

. ' 'Sporting and exp&rtin^.cpuitries with a potential, for exports represented
;-.' ;by government official^.as well as by business institutions, will-also be

■■held to promote AntrarAfrlcan trade in sugar, leather and some industrial
■ raw materials; *forl&ho.£s of purchasing officers of public utilities will

also be convened to assist them in identifying and exploiting intra-Afrioan
trade possibilities.

.Output,.

1, Studies .and draft agreements on institutional arrangements for trade liberalization
between the countries covered by the various MULFOCs and on intra-African trade promotion
in specific products will have been undertaken, Studies on the strengthening of the
agricultural commodity exchanges and the metal exchanges will be carried out as 'a follow-up
to the establishment of these exchanges. Studies on the dev*lopnent of an effective system
of market research and product identification for intra-African trade; on ihtra-Afrioan
trade in raw materials for basic industries; on problems of transit trade with special
reference to Jajnfelocked and semi^and-locked countries; on identification of barriers and
obstacles to intra-African.trae.ep (including those arising from "triangular trade") as well
as of measures for removing them will :fcave been completed. In addition, studies aimed at
assisting African o^ountries to create and support multinational associations oriented towards
the ^motion of intra-Afrioan trade as well as at establishing export credit insurance an^
^^^^^T"0^3011611168 wil1 .^ ^ertuken. Studies designed to moriito^ aTct
ordinate the implementation of trade, economic co-operation, agreements and institutional
arrangements on the: establishment of an African.common UfftetfWiaB on^n^rican r^ional



payments system and on tho creation and development of new subregional payments and
clearing institutions within the framework of financial and monetary co-operation »
African countries will have been completed; on the establishment of multinational- mining
ami industrial investment banks-will have been initiated from the standpoint of inter-:
African monetary and financial-co-operation; on the review of the international monetary
and financial situation and assessment of its implications for African countries.

Td"«"8eSaati?tt oir i^rmation on intra-African trade possibilities and
and publication of trade directories. '

3. Meetings of customs experts on transit trade; of managers and heads of clearing and
payments systems in-the region; of a working group on the setting-up of multinational
mining and industrial investment banks, of the Intergovernmental Committee of Exports of
irado and Development .and of the Conference df Ministers of Commerce of OAU to considerf Commerce of OAU to consider

fItS;w^°f ?* BtufQS ^dertak^j-^the Association of African Central Banks ;
Meeting of the forking Group of African Governors of the IMF/lBRD; af the African He-insurance
^T^ "V? thG prOmotinSr -lengthening, establishment and developmenttfTu S
Institutes for Training and Research in International Business and Public Finance.

+? ^ and intra^regional trade for middle level and senior "

£*I rtSonlT™ f^.^all Africa bases in conjunction with African "trade fair.
and a regional symposium on national procurement and supplies policies and intra-African
trade, and meetings of the African Procurement and Supplies Association. Tra^riCan

!Be! and Beminars on intra-African trade techniques, marketing and export
tfhni^es1fnd f^ities of bilateral and regional 'trade ne^tStioS
n*^0Si ^tinational/regional workshops including major African importing

?? or countries with a potential for exports represented by govern-O
- intra-Afrioan trade, an, worksh^for

f7 8e^ViceS and mis^ons on identification of barriers and- obstacles to intra-
i measures for removing them on the creation, support and strengthening of

of™tr£ ??+S0Clati0ns and trade, .oleapinsjtod^W^tfc instiiutfons; on- eSisnmtn?
in S^fields of IZZ™? ^.^^ ored" **&**** themes and on manpower dovolopment
in xne fields of trade, financial and monetary co-operation.

(iii) The biennium

The strategy will consist of undertaking.studies in the critical "problem areas:
organizing and servicing spraeten meetings-including six intra-African trade :
negotiation meetings,at;subr^gio?al,r multinational and regional levelS: organiz-
ing-two symposia in conjunction, with African trade fairs as weil^as training
vT!f andjsemin^s:;: .disseminating, infwnatiorf' on-intra-African"^Sade possi- '.
inMn^L311 •0PP!^Uni1:ieS; and conveninS of multinational/regiSnal workshops
including major African importing and exporting countries or countries with a

?S?iS ^?°rta :re^esent^.^«°vernment officials as well as ty business
T* lnt^^Can^ trade ^ *»*8hopft for purchasing officers from

and providing advisory services to countries in the region
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Output

1. Studies.on intra-African trade in raw materials for basic industries? on problems of
transit trade, with special reference to landlocked and eemi-land-locked countries on
identification of barriers and obstacles to intra-African trade, including those arising
from "triangular trade" and of measures for removing thorn end aimed at the creation and
support of multinational associations oriented towards the promotion of intra-African
trade as well .as at establishing export credit insurance and export credit financing
schemes; ontho strengtheningof African agricultural commodity exchanges and metal exchanges;
on the establishment of an all-African association of agricultural commodity producers: on -
the setting-up of an African trade fairs organization; on the harmonization of customs
nomenclature m Africa at the subregional and regional levels; on the updating of African
trade directories at the subregional and regional levels; on the monitoring and co-ordina- -
tion of the implementation of trade, economic co-operation agreements and institutional
arrangements; on the establishment of an African common market; on the strengthening of
Af^ican.sufcregional and regional .clearing and payments systems; on the establishment of
multinational mining and industrial investment banks; on the development and adoption of
a standard monetary unit or units of account for clearing and payments purposes; review
of international monetary and financial situation and assessment of its implications for
African countries; on the establishment of an African association of commercial banks; and
on the establishment and development of African subregional and regional institutes for
research, planning and training in'management and international marketing. - '

2. Collection and dissemination of information on intra-African trado possibilities and '
opportunities and publication of trade directories.

3. Meeting of customs experts on transit trade; on the setting-up of an African trade
fairs, organization; on the*harmonization of African customs nomenclatures; of the Associa
tion of African Central Banks; of African Governors of im/lMDi of the managers and heads
ofAfrican multinational clearing and payments institutions; on the establishment of
multinational mining and industrial investment banks of the African Re-insurance Corpora
tion. ^ Meetings of African subregional and regional institutes for research, planning and
training m management and international marketing, .and of the OAU Intergovernmental
Committee of Experts on Trade and Development and the Conference of Mnisters of Commerce
to consider the recommendations of the studies undertaken.

^ T WOrk!hopsi0' representatives of purchasing department of public

possibilities (LcoLabo'tio^th^li ^r"^^^ «^«*»« iatra-Al'rican Lde
and in connexion with the^Sect 9 5£26 ffvl!!??1^011 !fe/mgement and *

s-srs



6. Advisory services and missions on the identification of barriers and obstacles to

intra-African trade and measures for removing them; on the creationf support and strength

ening of subregional and regional trade proi jtion and preferential areas as well\as

financial, monetary and clearing and payments institutions; on establishment of export

credit insurance and export credit financing schemes; and on manpower development-in the

fields of trade, financial and monetary oo—operation*

(iv) Activities in the strategy that are considered likely to be of marginal
usefulness and the legislation requiring them - None

(e) Expected Impact . ,

No o'bjf&ctdve'-"iibaications of the impact of this programme are possible, but it.is
expected'/that: the^ implementation- of the strategy will lead to; substantial liberaliza/tion -
and expansion of intra-African trade 0 This is likely to occur both at intra-eubregional
level where the establishment of preferential trade areas and other.arrangements is expected
to open up new trade opportunities between the countries covered by-the various MULPOCs,
and at the inter-subregional level, where direct trade negotiations on specific products
should^ake-'placeV'A number of:obstacles to trade, such as lack of, adequate information,.
tariff^sndTn6n^taMff barriers, lack of adequate payment arrangements are expected to be,
if not overoom&'^a^least substantially alleviated in the process, . . ,
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Plan form 2 . .„,..,

Major programme: International Trade -

Organizational unit: Economic Commission for Africa

Suhproeranane; Trade with non-African countries

(a) Objective

The objective of this subprograms is to assist African countries in improving
significantly the conditions under which their trade with developed market economy
countries presently takes place and in expanding their trade with other developing
regions and socialist countries.

(b) Problems addressed

Africa's trade with the developed market economy countries Rives rise to two main
series of problems. The first series of problems arise from the sheer preponderance
of these countries1 share of Africa's external trade (i.e. to the extent that this
entails a marked degree of dependence on exnorts to and innorts from this particular
group of countries which accounted respectively for 33.9 per cent and 79.9 per cent in
1976) and conversely a lack of Insufficiency of trading relations with other develop
ing regions and centrally planned economies.

The second kind of problems stem fron the very conditions under which trade with
developed market economy countries continues to take place, i.e. the less than remu
nerative level, with a few exceptions, of the unit prices of African commodity exports,
the lack of stability thereof, the tariff and non-tariff barriers imposed on these
exports, especially at the semi-processed and crocessed stapes, the hieh prices of
imports coming from this category of countries etc..

To assist in tackling these problems, it is essential not only that studies,
advisory and training activities be undertaken, but also that assistance be given to
member States in harmonizing their stands thereon at the repicnal level.

(c) Legislative authority

General Assembly resolutions 3202 (S-VI), 3362 (S-VII), Commission resolutions
260 (XII), 2?2 (XIII), 325 (XII), Colombo Programme for Economic Co-operation, Mexico
Conference on Economic Co-operation airon* Developing Countries, and declaration and
Programme of Action on Afro-Arab Co-operation.

(d) Strategy and output

The situation at the end of 1P79

A major part of the S'lbprofrrarone elements will have been implemented
by the end of 1979 in respect of studies relating to commodities, trade
preferences, joint procurement and export promotion, restructuring of
trade institutional arrangements, improvement of trading conditions
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with developed market economy countries and trade expansion with non-
traditional trading partners such as the other developing regions1 and
socialist countries. Work concerning multilateral trade negotiations
is expected to be completed by the end of 1979 since the latter them

selves are expected to come to a close by the end of 1973.

Advisory missions, seminars, meetings and expert vorkins groups will
have been convened to assist member States to monitor, strengthen and
co-ordinate the implementation of trade and economic agreements and

institutional arrangements. A project on the systematic dissemination

of information on trade trith non-African countries and the setting up

o£ a Regional Trade Intelligence Service with a view in particular to

the identification of the nost advantageous sources of imports is expected

to become operational in 1?7?.

The studies are intended for senior policy-naKers and government

technicians•

(ii) The biennium 1980-1931

The main elements which could form the central core of this subprogramme

will consist of studies intended to assist in improving the conditions
under which Africa's trade with the developed market economy countries

: takes place, ar.£ in expanding trade with other developinp regions and
centrally planned economies, convening of working groups, seminars and
conferences with a viev to assisting member States in deepening their
understanding of the issues involved and harmonizinp their views thereon:

advisory assistance to member States in the elaboration and implementa

tion of related policies and measures.

Output

The studies to be undertaken will relate to the establishment of joint

Import procurement policies and joint pooling of key imports; develop
ment of integrated commodity policies including exploitation, exploration,

production, processing, and trade policies; development of trade with

socialist countries; biennial review of progress in intergovernmental
collective action in the field of international trade; establishment of
an African association of state trade organizations; identification of
barriers and obstacles to improvement and expansion of trade relations
with other developing countries and Tneasures for removing them; establish
ment of multinational import and export enterprises; establishment of
trade information and joint market research system anons developing

countries.

Seminars and worhins-groups will deal with the establishments of joint
import procurement policies and ioint pooling of key imports; the develop
ment of integrated commodity policies "including exploitation, exploration,
production, proce-sinjr and trade policies) Africa1s trade with socialist
countries; in-service training programmes' in trade promotion, marketing
and export promotion. T.n addition, African Group's meetings will be

held in conjunction with the Trade and development Board of TJtfCTAi), in

conjunction with Institutions set up within the framework of the Lome
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Convention, meetings of the Group of 77 to be convened within the frame

work of the Implementation of the Mexico Programme of Action on Economic

Co-operation among developing countries, and UNCTAD's Committee on Economic

Co-oneration among developing* countries.

Assistance to countries and territories will include advisory services

and missions in the establishment of multinational import and export

enterprises* development of personnel in the field of tra^e creation of

regional and subregibnal training institutions offering programmes in

international trade negotiations, international marketing, export promo

tion and documentation, monitoring and co-ordinating of the implementa

tion of trade, economic co-operation, agreements and institutional

arrangements.

(iii) The biennium 1982-1983 .

The main elements which could form the central core of this subprogramme

will consist of studies intended to assist in improving the conditions

under which Africa's trade with the developed market economy countries

takeW place, and in expanding trade with other developing regions and

centrally planned economies, convening of working groups, seminars andy

conferences with a view to assisting member States in deepening their

understanding of the issues involved and harromizing their views thereon,

advisory assistance to member States in the elaboration and implementation

of related policies and measures.

Output ■ s ■ .

The studies will deal with possibilities of joint import procurement and

joint pooling of key imports, the establishment of multinational import

and export enterprises, development of integrated commodity policies includ

ing exploitation, exploration, production, processing and trade policies,

identification of barriers and obstacles to improvement and expansion of trade

relations with other developing countries and measures for removing them,

African trade with socialist countries.

Seminars and working groups will deal with the following topics: African

trade with socialist countries; development of integrated commodity :

policies including exploitation, exploration, production, processing

and trade policies; in-service training of trade promotion officers; trade

promotion on Africa's trade T?ith other developing regions; In addition,

the following meetings will be organized: African ministerial meetings

in conjunction v?ith the Trade and development Board, Expert group meetings

of the Group of 77 will also be held to examine issues relating to financial

and nonetary co-operation among developing countries.

Assistance to countries and territories will include advisory services

and missions in the establishment of multinational import and export

enterprises and in the establishment of state trading organizations;, ,

development of personnel in the field of trade; creation of regional and

subregional training institutions offering programmes in> international

trade negotiations, international rtar&etlng, export promotion and documenta

tion, monitoring and co-ordinating the implementation of trade, economic

co-operation, apreerients and institutional arrangements.
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(lv) Activities In the strategies that are considered likely to be of marginal

usefulness and the legislation requiring them - None

(e) Expected impact

Successful implementation of this strategy should lead to:

(i) A better understanding by member States of the issues involved in and

the various implications for them of restructuring Africa's trade with

developed market economy countries and of expanding trade relations with

other developing regions and centrally planned economies.

(ii) Harmonization of African stands on the above-mentioned issues as a

preliminary step to participation in international negotiations and

consultations thereon.

(iii) Development of national, subregional and regional capabilities and
:• skills to engage in international negotiations on these issues and

safeguard African interests therein. . :•

(iv) Adoption of policy decisions in the form of bilateral* subregional and
International agreements to bring substantial improvements to trade with

developed market economy countries and expand trade with other develop*

Ing regions and centrally planned economy countries.
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Plan form 2

Major programme; International Trade

Organizational unit: -Economip■V

Subprograms: International financial and monetary policies

(a> yc

the

Problem addressed

aihas been characterized by

-servicin,

over

w"od« agreements

Result

eve^pL^^ Et ^ '«• t»d. and financial
to optimize these relations b" also to strenLffr^ TT' °f the need> ""^
third world countries within the spirit of Z^t ^flnan^al "-operation with other
regions " 8plrlt of c"llective self-reliance among developingregions.

legislative authority

rMexico Conference on Economic L
and Programme of ^^

*or Economic Co-operation.

C ™d Declaration

Strategy and output

The situation at the end of 1979

HrsiF
taken, Stock a«anRements will have been under-

s

* Mandate more than five years old.
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Seminars and meetings will have been held to deepen member States under
standing of the issues involved and to assist them in defining African
positions thereon. The studies are intended fc: senior policy-makers and

government technicians.

(ii) The biennium 1980-1931

Strategy will consist of keeping under constant review the international
monetary and financial situation facing African countries and assisting
member States in developing and strengthening financial and monetary

co-operation with other developing countries and in safeguarding their

interests therein.

Meetings will also be organized to assist member States in harmonizing
their stands on the current international financial and monetary situa

tion and on financial and monetary co-operation with other developing

countries.

Output

Output will consist of:

* - A review of the international monetary and financial situation includ-
. ing debt problems and assessment of its implications for African

countries.

- Studies on monetary and financial co-operation among developing ■
countries, including interregional payment arrangements; studies

on monetary and financial co-operation among developing countries, {,

including the creation of interregional monetary units.

- Meetings of the Association of African Central Banks, its subregional
committees of African Governors of P*F/IBRO, of the Centre for African

Monetary Studies,.and intergovernmental meetings of experts to harmonize
African stands on clearing and payment arrangements with other develop

ing regions.

- The Group of 77*s expert group meetings to examine issues relating to

financial and monetary co-operation among developing countries.

(iii) The biennium 19G2-1933

Strategy will consist of keeping under constant review the international
monetary and financial situation facing African countries and assisting

member States in developing and strengthening financial and monetary

co-operation with other developing countries and in safeguarding their

interests therein.

Meetings will also be organized to assist member States in harmonizing

their stands on the current international financial and monetary situa

tion and on financial and monetary co-operation with other developing

countries.
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*" ' Output ' y»* : ■ *-l~ »"* --■■■ - ■ - ■ ".

Output will consist of:

- A review of the international monetary and financial situation including

; v" debt problems an£ assessment "o£ its implications for African countries;

-Studies on monetary and financial co-operation among developing countries;

including interregional payment arrangements; studies on monetary and

financial co-operation among developing countries, including the creation
of interregional monetary units;

- Meetings of the Association of African Central Banks, its subregional

committees of African Governors of IMF/IBRD, of the Centre for African

Monetary Studies, and intergovernmental meetings of experts to harmonize

African stands on clearing and payment arrangements with other develop
ing regions;

- The Group of 77 *s expert group meetings to examine issues relating

to financial and monetary co-operation among developing countries.

(iv) Activities in the strategy that are considered likely to be of marginal
usefulness and legislation requiring them - Noiie

(a) Expected impact T;

The strategy is expected to assist member States in:

- Deepening their understanding of the international financial and monetary

situation against which African development effbrts are being undertaken,

of the possible repercussions thereof on their economies and in assisting

member States in devising national, Fubregional and regional policies aimed
at safeguarding thair in^crcsto;

- In identifying and assessing possibilities in the field of financial and monetary

co-operation between Africa and other developing regions, in adopting subregional

or regional policies aimed at concretizing this co-operation in the form of inter

regional arrangements between African countries on the one hand, and Latin American
and Arab countries on the other* .
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Major programme; XT. Natural Resources: Energy, Water. Minerals and Cartography

Organizational unit: r-Economic Commission for Africa r , ' ■

A, ORGANIZATION

1. Intergovernmental. review

The work of the secretariat in this programme is reviewed by the Teohnical Committee
of Experts, the Executive Committee and. the JGpnference. of~mBis*ej?B* JEhe-Technical- Committee
and the Conference of Ministers meet every two years and the last meetings took place in
February/Harch 1977, The Executive Committee meets at leastW© -a- year-and-"the last
meeting took place in October 1977. This plan submission has not been approved by these

■ "

2- Secretariat

The secretariat unit responsible for this programme is: the Natural Resources Division
in which- there were 1Y professional staff on board as of 31 December" 1977 of which 7 were
supported from extrabudgetary sources. The Division had the following.units as of
31 December 1977. ""* : ---»«

'■■■
Unit

Office of the Chief

llineral Resources

Water Resources

Energy ,'■.„,, / / .; - : "

Cartography Remote Sensing

Human Euvironment

Resource of the Sea

Science & Technology

.Professional staff
■Jfr

RB

1

'■■ 3 ■ ■

3-f

2

0

4

XB

—

-■-■-

1

2

2

0

2

Total

1

"■"■■ 3"

4

.4; ".:

4

0

; 6 .

16 23

Divergences between current administrative structure and
programiae structure —— —,—— .

°^^at,ional structure below the divisional level as indicated above includes
and Technology, Environment and the Resources of the Sea,;...^ris indiciitecL in,

Established posts as per Manning table,
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annex 1 of Ifi?—Dobeb*i»*'6-^emorandum, Science and Technology and Environment are major
programmes, and Resources of the Sea could be regarded as falling within the domain of "
Ocean Economics and Technology. Recent decision foresees the relocation of the Environ
ment Unit under the Cabinet Office of the Executive Secretary. Science and Technology
although a unit under the Natural Resources Division, will be treated as a programme in
its own right in line with Mr. Debatin's classification. Treated thus, there should be
no difficulties for programme formulation and implementation.'

4. Expected completions and consequent reorganizations

(a) Expected completions

The following programme elements described in paragraphs 9,32 to 9.33 in the Proposed
Programme Budget for the Biennium 1978-1979 (a/32/6) are expected to be completed.

(i) In 1978-1979: 1.3, 1.9, 2.1, 4*3* 4.5-

(ii) In 1980-1981: 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.7, 2.2, 2.3, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 4.2.

(b) Consequent reorganization ' ' .

None

- It' is* hoped that by 1979 the Resources of the Sea Unit will at least be basically
manned sfi-.aa—to.carry. out its work programme.

"- - ■_ B. CG-CRDINATIQN '

!• Formal 00-ordination within the secretariat

Formal co-ordination within the secretariat is carried out ty the Policy and Programme
Co-ordination Office, Inter^iivisional Committee on Integrated Rural Development and Inter-
divisional Committee on Least Developed Countries (LDC).

2. Formal co-ordination within the United Nations system

Co-ordination within the United Nations System is carried out try the United Nations
Committee on Natural Resources, the ACC Sub-Committee on Water Resources and the ACC
Sub-Committee on Outer Space Applications.

3- Units with which significant joint activities- are expected during
the period l^flflaflS ~ s

He expect to carry out joint activities with the following unitsf

Socio-Sconomic Research and Planning Division

Joint ECA/UNIDO Industry Division
Joint ECA/PAO Agriculture Division
International Trade and Finance Division
Social Development Division



Transport| Communications and Tourism Division ,'"":.

Public Administration, Management and Manpower Division "

Cabinet Office of the Executive Secretary-

United Nations Centre for Natural Resouroes, Energy and Transport

UNESCO

WMO

Economio Commission for West Asia

ECLA

ECE

ESCAP ,

UNIDO . ■ f . ■

IAEA . .

IMCO

UKEP

C, ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES TO SUBPROGRAMMES

The trend in the percentage allocation of resources to subprogrammes is expected to

be approximately as shown in the following table,

Taf)le:.* Allocation- of resourcesMtQBll^uTpT^o^gmmeg C

1978-1979 1980*1981 1982wl983

Mineral Resources

Hater Resources

Energy .

Cartography,. Remote Sensing

Resources of the Sea

RB

25

25

17

17

16

100

XB

25

13

37

25

0

100

Total

25

19

-.,.27

-■' 21

8

100

RB

25

25

17

17

16

100

XB

33

1? .

25

15

10

100

Total

29

21

21

17

12

100

RB

25

25

17

17

16

100

XB

33

.17

25

15

10

100

Total

29

21

21

. 17

12

100



Major programme; XV. Natural Resources ■■•:• . }..t ■ ... ....;■.

Organizational unit: Economic Commission for Affcioa .-.■•■ , .. ■- *

Subprogramme; Mineral resources

(a) Objective ;

The objective of this subprogramine is to facilitate the optimum development of the

region's mineral wealth for the furtherance of economic and social development of the

countriesj securing full sovereignty of the countries over their mineral resources and

promoting increased utilization in local industries.

(b) Problem addressed

In the majority of African countries the knowledge of tfre^ existing mineral resources

is far from adequate and the national programmes of research and survey are not correlated^

at the subregi.onal and,regional, levejL» Furthermore .exploitation of mineral resources has

not been fully integrated into economic development policies for the promotion of industri

alization "based on these resources, African mineral resources are generally exploited by

foreign-based companies and exported with little local processing. Mining legislation

does not always serve the national interest-nor"looo' lake" intoraocotuit the latest technical

developments. The acquisition of mining and mineral processing technology is slow in most

African-oott^riee-aitd-iwuTy -<0©vernment-s--sre~unable to ensure an* adequate machinery in the

public sector of the extractive industry. Many countries are facing shortage of qualified

manpower* and depend on oyelTseas^ institutionsi'fpr institutions for research, specialized

laboratory' services andTeasibility studies; there is strong demand by African geologists
and mining engineers to be well informed and to have increased professional contacts and

exchange of experience".' *™

(c) Legislative, authority

General Assembly resolutions 3Ol6(XXVTl) paras. 1—6, 32Ol(s—Vl) para. 4(efh,

q,r), 32O2(S-Vl) section l(l)-III-IV-V-VII-VIIIf' and ECA resolutions 223(x)f. 238(Xl),
256(XII) para, l(a-j), and 26l(xil) paras. 1-3.

(d) Strategy -

(i) - The situation -at-the end of 1979" " " '

By the end of 1979» the activities mentioned in paragraph 9»33 - Subprogramme

l(c) of the budget for the period 1978-1979 (a/32/6) will have resulted in
the following:

(a) An advisory group in the fields of economic geology, mining and mineral
processing and legislation will have been established;

(b) A critical appraisal of existing machinery and infrastructure dealing
with mineral resources within the African countries will be submitted

for consideration by member States together with concrete recommendation

to strengthen their efficiency;
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(c) The East African Mineral Resources Development Centre will be
operational;

(d) Preparatory activity for establishing multinational mineral resources
.- - . development centres in Central and West African subregions will be

completM; ...;.:

(e) The First'Regional Conference on the Development and Utilization
of Mineral Resources will have defined a common strategy and

'-■guidelines for regional co-operation;

(f) A seminar and study tour for- African mining engineers on new
methods and techniques in mineral extraction will have been held;

- . . and . ; ■

(g) Studies on selected mineral raw materials of importance for the
development of basic metals and chemical industries will be

. continued in co-^operation with the Industry Division. t . ■
. j _y,$- ' :_:i _ _; _ ■_.. ^ : . - ••• ''

(ii) The blennium" J98(KL98l ~ -

(a) During the biennium 1980-1981, the activity will be directed to
obtain at regional and country level an adequate knowledge of

the mineral resources potential, to strengthen the governments'
capabilities to deal effectively with the geologicalr technological

. . • and economic problems in the "dtf^eldpnent and utilization of their
. . : ..;■- mineral resources and to promote tne multinational oo-operation

among the member States: with a view to harmonizing their policies
especially in the domains of mining laws and trade-

(b) Assistance will also be given in the establishment and subsequent v- ■
;. .. operation to multinational institutions;.,.for. on-the-job training- >v

■ • .. ■ specialized services and research work "designed to supplement . ■
national facilities for mineral development in East, Central and
West African eubregions;

(o) A survey of existing mining legislation in African countries and
proposals for a model mining code will be completed;

(d) A mineral distribution map of Africa will be published;

(e) A seminar and study tour on modern methods and techniques in
mineral processing will be organized for Afrioan specialists;

(f) Following a request of geologists from 20 African oountriesj
annual meetings on recent developments in mineral exploration
will be convened for African geologists annually in co-operation
with ECWA, UNESCO and the Centre for Natural Resources, Energy
and Transport;

(g) Studies on mineral raw materials for basic industries will be
carried out in order to determine the feasibility of local
processing and marketing.



The biennium 1982-198^ :

IDhere will be no change in the strategy during the biennium 1^82-1983
>ut emphasis will be given to integrate the geological and mining
projects into the general economic development projects and to
consolidate the achievements of the previous period.

Continuous support will be given to the multinational centres already
establxshed. New centres will be set up in the northern and possibly
southern subregions. . ..

A second regional conference' On development and utilization of mineral
resources will be held. Annual subregional meetings of experts in
geology and mining will be organized to exchange experience and to
strengthen co-operation*

(iv) Aotivities in the strategy that are considered likely to ha
of marginal usefulness ,

None foreseen. - ,

(e) Expected impact : .= ' . --■-.:.» - -.■■ ' ;

multinational mineral re^ourbes development centres and of a
'"I1** t6e 00^*«* ^ ^ imple.pentationo^-their f
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Major programme: XV. Natural, Resources

Organizational unii; Economic Commission for Africa , ^

Subprogramme; Energy :

(a) Objective ■ ' ,"■)

The objective of this subprogramrae is to encourage exploration, systematic planning
and optimum development, of all energy resources in Africa, to promote development of rural
electrification, to. stimulate development of non-conventional and new sources of energy

and to establish multinational co-operation in the exploitation and use of energy resources

in Africa1 and to co-ordinate their development policies.

(b) Problem addressed

Many of the African countries have not as yet undertaken a systematic and comprehensive

survey and inventory of their energy resources which is an important step in laying down

the foundation for the formulation of policies and plans for the development and utilisa

tion of indigenous resources. As a consequence they still suffer from lack of co-ordinated

energy development policies and lack of ability to forecast energy needs.,; production and

import requirements. Well over 70 per cent of Africafs population is in.the rural areasg

where the supply of energy is far from adequate. From this state of affairs arises an

urgent need for an appraisal of energy requirements, supply situation,, and readily available

energy resources on the one hand and for an appraisal of institutional requirement for the

development and supply of energy in the rural areas on the other.

For many African countries, the level of development of generating capacity, and

power systems generally, is still at an initial stage. Generally, plants are often undar ■

utilizaed and one'of the possible explanations is that many of them do not form part of an

interconnected system.

Skilled manpower in the field of energy resources exploitation and use is still

inadequate.

The rising costs of imported energy and the disturbance Occurring in the supply

situation} raises severe problems in African economies which may be ameliorated by increased

exploration and utilization of non-conventional and new sources of energy to supplement or

even to replace some of the existing conventional sources of energyc

Above all, there is need forco-operation among member States in the development and

more rational utilization of their energy resources on a multinational basis, securing at

the same time sovereignty over their own energy resources.

(c) Legislative authority

General Assembly resolutions 30l6(XXVIl) para. 4-6, 317l(XXVIIl) para. 1-7, 3177(XXVIIi;
para- 2^5, 324l(XXIX) para. 3, EGA resolutions 13(VIl)* paras. 1-2, 43(lV)* parke.1-4,
113(VI)* paras, 1-3, 143(VIl)* paras«l-4, 223(X)*( 225(X)* Paras 1-4, 305(xm) paras, 1-4
and 3O9(XIII) parsflol~3, 3H(XIIl) paras. 1-7 and 3l8(XIIl) paraa.>3r. Revised framework
of Principles for the Implementation of the Mew International Economic Order in Africa

(E/CN.14/ECO/9O/Rev.3).

* Mandate more than five years old.
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(d) Strategy and output

(i) The situation at the end of 1979 will be as follows: ' : „. -

(a) Assistance will have been given to member States: in the formulation
of integrated energy policies; in the evaluation, development, exploita
tion and use of energy resouroes- la-Afrioaj in the forecasting demand
for electricity; in the standardization'and formulation of appropriate
standards for African countries; in manufacturing on a multinational

■ "basis of electrical equipment and in the small-scale production,
""■" distribution and expansion of use of "electrical energy in rural areas;

in the inter-connexion of neighbouring countries grids;

(b) Inventory of energy resources will have been accomplished and the
Energy Resources' Atlas of Africa will be ready for distribution*,
Regular updating of maps on primary energy and electric energy in
Africa will have been carried but; *

(o) Survey of existing facilities and future needs in Afrioa for education*
draining and research in the field of Fuels Science and Technology •
with special reference to'Petroleum Derivatives will have been
accomplished; ■ . ■ ■

(d) Assistance will have been given for the establishment of institutions for
training of personnel at all levels in the field of electricity;

(a) Studies of interconnection of grids will have been started;

(f) A study dealing with multipurpose development of international waterways
and the preparation of a model convention in this field will have been
accomplished;

(g) A comprehensive programme of assistance to governments in the field
of nonr-conventional sources of energy will be under implementation;

(h) A project on utilization of solar energy in Africa on a large scale will
have been started. In -this context, two seminars on solar energy in
Africa will have been heldt solar energy centres, in Africa will have
been reinforced, installation of observation and measurement stations
on solar energy radiation in Afrioa will have been started and training
of Africans in the field of solar energy will have been initiated-
Also, a Regional Institution on Solar Energy in Africa-will have been
established; • '

(i) Three demonstration centres for sclar, wind and biogas equipment will
have been established, and a feasibility study on the establishment
of a manufacturing demonstration centre and possibility of marketing
for solar energy equipment in Africa will have been prepared;
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(j) An exhibition showing solar energy equipment will have been organized;

(k) Establishment of Standing Committees for Energy in all African subregionss

as well as of a Regional Energy Committee, will have been initiated;

(l) A study on Solar Energy Direct and Diffuse Repartition in Afrioa will

have been started.

(ii) The biennium 1980-1981

In order to enable member States to draw up an exhaustive inventory of their

energy resources and to study the optimum conditions for the exploitation^

transmission, distribution and use of these energy resources; in order to

enable them to assess the requirements of the various categories of consumer

and project future requirements in the energy field; in order to have all

these and related activities co-ordinated; in order to assist them in the

formulation of energy policies and programmes, the following activities will

be undertaken:

(a) Standing Committees for Energy in all African economic subregions, as
well as a Regional Energy Committee will be established;.

(b) A study to lay down the basis.for the establishment of an African
Petroleum Organization will be accomplished; .';:•-

(c) Establishment of an African Institute for Fuels Science and Technology
with special reference to Petroleum and Petroleum Derivatives will be

initiated; . ;

(d) The Second African Conference on Hydrocarbons will be held;

(e) Collection and dissemination of energy information wilt continue ,
together with a periodic updating of the Energy Resources Inventory

and of the Energy Resources Atlas of Africa?

(f) Preparation for the Third African Meeting on Energy will start;

(g) Studies on the interconnexion of national networks will continue;

(h) A study on the organizational aid operational aspeots of electrical
-i energy development will be carried out; ... ,..".'

(i) A survey of technical, social and economic fao-feors affeoting the
■■ ' ■ . development will-be-undertaken; _ _^, ' .

(j) A study on geological correlations of sedimentary basins in Africa
will be undertaken;

(k) Activities concerning the development of non-conventional sources of
: energy will be considerably expanded. A project on the promotion of

the utilization of solar energy in Africa^ started in 1978 will be

under implementation. In this connexion installation of equipment to

measure solar radiation will be undertaken^ eight new solar energy

centres in Africa will be established and two seminars on solar energy

will be held. In addition, to solar energy, wind and biogas will be

given priority consideration;



(1) A preliminary study for the ...establishment of an African Institute of
Nuclear Physics will be undertaken;

(m) The study.o£ Solar Energy Repartition-in Africa, started in 1979,
will be finished; ' *

(n) A study of conditions for'setting up an African Bank will be
out*

(iii) The biennium 1982-198^ '■■■■ -

ican subregions will have their Standing Committees for Energy
and;-a Regional Committee on saergy in full operation, assistance

continue to be provided for the rational, .exploitation and utilization of
.JJ resources xn a framework of an integrated continental energy policy.

Assistance will continue to be offered in the field of training. In ot£1 to
achieve a more complete utilization of the existing.generating plants in
«I+™Tip *** and economic studies of interconnexion of the national
networks of African countries on a multinational, subregional or regional '
«t+t^' ^ili0?11*1?138* Emphasis will be given within the, framework of inte*.
ZnlZL ru^al,f?V9:i?Pment *o the utilization of non-conventional sources of

tTsruf;ie^ir9:rr^e.tem:ifts ssfc"^in Af,rioa -csuiitts 01 xne conventional sources of ena^sv

role in the development of non-conventional sources of energ£ S

(e) Expected impact

and us7of energy ^™ioufi™n!e W1^""' ir*DS<**<*™. distribution
framework ^^0^™^?^!?,,"^.*° d?f^! the legal and i«ttil
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The creation of an African Petroleum Organization will facilitate a closer

co-operation among member States9 be they petroleum producers or.'ton-producersf

and will facilitate elaboration of common policies regarding prices of
petroleum and a regular supply of petroleum products for at least 80 per cent

of their actual needs.

Studies on interconnexion of electrical networks will facilitate a more ooinplete

utilization of the existing generating plants in Africa. ■•'-•■

By the utilization of non-conventional sources of energy^ the energy balance

of member States will be improved by at least gOpBreejrt. Theimplentatioa of the

Solar Energy Project will have a major impact especially on the development

of rural areas in Africa. .
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Ma.ior Programmes XV. Natural Resources

Organization-uhitx Economic Commission for Africa

Subprogremme s Water resources

(a) Objective

The objective, of this nubprogramme, is to promote the development and conservation
of the region's water resources so as to lead to optimum economic aad social progress.

(b) Problem addressed■*

Most African countries do not have adequate knowledge of their water resources
endowment. The main reasons for these are:

}* Insufficiency of networks and equipment, in large parts of the region neither the
ftydrometeorological and hydrometric networks nor the networks for recording groundwater
level fluctuations and quality are adequate. Furthermore, the shortage of drilling,
pumping and laboratory equipment and of arrangements for the collection, processing, and
retrieval of data are crucial shortcomings.

I* Scarcity of trained manpower. Although the volume of trained manpower in the region
has considerably increased in the past few years most of the countries still depend mainly
on overseas services for research and feasibility studies*

?! Organizational problemsc In many African countries the effectiveness of the organiza
tional structure that exists to deal with the various aspects of water development is^ct
adequate and co-ordination even at the national level, is very often insufficient

(c) Legislative authority

General Assembly resolutions 140l(xiV)* paras.a to d; 2386(xxill)* paraad and 2: ECA
resolution 3O8(XIII) paras. 1-3, United Nations Water Conference resolutions

Strategy and output

(i) The situation at the end of l°*7g

(a) Studies of underground water resources will have been carried out in
selected areas of the region-

(b) Assistance will have been given to member States in the setting up of
hydrological and hydrometeorological networks and in the preparation
of hydrological and hydrogeological maps.

(c) Advisory services will have been made available to assist in the
drawing up of national water master plans•

* Mandate more than five years old.
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(d) A Regional African Water Conference as a follow-up to Mar del Plata

Conference will have defined a strategy for the promotion of water

development in the course of the next decade*

(ii) The biennium 198O-1981

The work programme for the biennium 1980-1981 will address itself to the

problems of lack of adequate knowledge base due largely to inadequacies

in observational networks* It will focus attention on the problems faced

by a large majority of the African population that do not have access to

reasonably safe, water supplies and particularly to the problems of drought

affected areas, and will emphasize approaches that lead to effective

planning, policy making and legislation, Self-suffioieoicythrough co-opera

tion in lake and river basin development will be strengthened.

Assistance and advisory services will be provided to member States in

various aspects of water resources development, particularly ini

(a) Assessment of water availability (both surface and underground) use
and demand paying particular attention to the establishment of

observational networks, and establishment of laboratories for comprehen

sive, water analysis in its application to various uses* To this end

encouragement will be given to the establishment of data banks and in

the development of integrated national data systemsj

(b) Preparations of long- and medium-term plans and specific water supply

; ' projects to talce up community water supplies and waste water disposal.

(o) Formulating a comprehensive programme for the development of water
resources in drought affected areas in Africa* Assistance will also

be given in drawing up a programme for flood control and hydrological

forecasting^

(d) Making a review of institutional arrangements at the national, subregiona]
and regional levels to determine their adequacy in dealing with problems

of planning, polioy making and legislation and in improving them;

(e) Carrying out manpower surveys leading to the establishment of subregional
institutes for training specialized services and research*

(f) Subregxonal and regional co-operation in the water resouroes development
and utilization, particularly in strengthening existing institutions

and in the creation of new ones in order to stimulate the integrated

development of river and lake basins shared by more than one State*

(iii ) The biennium 1982-1983

The above-mentioned advisory services and assistance will continue to be

provided.



As a-.re9iat.^\iaw.:advanoed-.ki?>*<Lodge. jof ground-water resources of the
national.^, ^regional.and regional,levels gained during' the previous
Meridian, the preparation of a. hydrogeo&ogicaX 'sap of Africa will have
been staricdw '

A further Regional Water Conference and annual subregional meetitig of
experts in, w^ter development will be held to exchange experience and
.to.^trengtheii .oo-^0perationo , „ ' . . •

j.n the strafed that arei:. likely to be ..
Of mar^ipal uesfulneae ■ -. . .,-,;'■ ■:

impaci

3y the end of 1983e a better knowledge base on tfae water resources availability will
have been acquired., A higher percentage of ths population will have obtained safe water
within reasonable ,a#pegs» and will also have, some waste water disposal system.': Techno-
logioal capaoi^ieg. will'have been improved and better-information on research and develop
ment will have.been acquired* . -i r . : v ■ -" ■ ■ . ■ :

On the basis of tetter data knowledge f some development projeciss will have been
formulated both to serve: the eponomic and social progress as well as to abate drought
and flood disasters*

A major degree of progress will have been achieved in formulating water policies and
legislation^ There will have been a significant increase in manpower.
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Major programme: XV. Natural Resources

Crganizational unit; Economic Commission for Africa

.ubprogramme: Cartography and remote sensing

(a) .-Objective. ■ . ^ : - ,

This subprogramme is designed tos '■ (a) give, assistance and advice to countries of
ihe region in the ■ provision of national cartographic services, with the capability to^
carry out tasks essential for development strategies, the development of existing regionai
or subregional centres for training and/or seryice.s in surveying and/or remote sensing,
;iid the setting up of new specialized subregional or regional centres; (b) complete the
"cartographic-,inventory for,-Africa, including: geodesy, geophysics and topical mapping, to
T.ublish this -inventory in a series of indexed maps 6f the continent, thus identifying the
cartographic work' that remains to be done, to analyse the existing material to determine
■;he n»jbfeodar and specifications.adopted by the different countries and ta recommend an
optimum set of specifications for future, work; (c) establish the African Remote Sensing

(feounq*! which will operate satellite receiving stations and remote sensing training and
^ser assistance centres, and to facilitate the use of remote sensing data and techniques

for resource analysis, and management. , .

(bV 'Problem addressed "'*' . ;

Many projects continue to'"be carried out in Africa "by foreign organizations and
companies. However, the records existing in Africa are often incomplete or dispersed in
unpublished or^unindexed reports and several surveys lack a unified framework and do not
follow, common ^pec'ificatiGns. Similarly, the absence of institutions in Affrioa to manage
African satellite/receiving station leave Africa without the capability to" attain basic

remote sensing data in proper time, or not even at all.

These shortcomings have affected the usefulness of existing material, hindered the
planning of national and regional development schemes, led to unnecessary...repetitions of
expensive surveys, and reduced the return from modern cartographic and remote sensing
techniques. Also, the estimation of the required manpower and, hence, the type and size
pf the institutions needed to provide it, continues to be conjectural*

The training at:centres outside the continent is not geared to managerial or p-cduction
"activities within the context of actual African problems. X% also leadu to high percentage

Df norv-returnees.

"i (c) Legislative authority

General Assembly resolution 222l(XXl), para. 3? 2386(XXIIl) para. 1, 2j 2915(XXVIl),para^
to, 28; 3O16(XXVII^, paras. 1, 5, 6; 3l82(XXVIIl), paras. 11, 17; 3388(XXX), paras. 6, 7, 8, 10,
\L2, 14. ECA resolutions, 143(VII), paras.'1-4; l64(VIIl)t paras. 1, 2, 3, 5; 238(XI), para. 4Q
t(l), (iii) and (iv); 28o(Xl), paras. £, 3, 4; 283(XIl), paras. 2, 3, 6j 313(XIII)I para&.l-5.
Resolutions of the First, Second and Third United Nations Regional Cartographic Conferences

for Africa. " . . .
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Strategy and output _„ . .™ . . ...1 - ,,.; ?: .1,:.,

(i) The situation at the end of 1919 :1; ^,.t .. . :"..

By the end of 1979 50 per cent of the c«rtogi^piiic.:imrBntory will haare Oaeeit
completed, covering Morocoo, Algeriaj Tunisiaf the Sahara, Mauritania^

Senegal, Gambia, Guinea Bissau, Mali, Niger, Guinea, Upper Volta,Nigeria,

Sierra Leone, Liberiaf Ghana, Togo, Benin, Cameroon, Equatorial Guinea,

Gabon, Congo, Zaire, Ethiopia, Kenya and Somalia.. The Fourth Regional

Cartographic Conference for Africa will have been convened. Active

participation is also foreseen in subregional, regional and international

conferences and seminars on cartographic topics, in particular the meetings

of the African Association of Cartography, the Commission for Geodesy in

Africa, the International Union of Geodesy, and. Geophysics and the meetings

dealing with the application of remote sensing to oartogjpaphy. Two of the

five training centres in remote sensing1 will be in operation and two others

will be in the process of being set-up. One African Remote Sensing Receiving

Station will be in operation* Another will be, in the process of feeing

installed* About 25 per cent of -foe tasic irain Sngneeds in remote sensingapplica*

tion specialists at national levels will have been met. Over twenty

participating countries will have resource analysis programmest using remote

sensing. The African Remote Sensing Council will have become operational*

A number of seminars for decision makers and/or data users-frill hav& been.
held. Training programmes for 40 national, cprrordinatqrs and up to 100

application specialists will have been carried out.

The redocumentation of the holdings in tHe Map J3ocuraentation aM Refereaoe
Centre at ECA will have been completed and a second edition of the catalogue :

published* The first edition of the Energy Resources Atlas for Africa will

■ . have been published* -.--... ' ~' ..... -

( The biennium 19-30-1001:'
, - .

The work programme for the biennium I98&-I98I will concern itself with
improving the knowledge base of what cartographic work has been carried
out in Africa so that member States can decide individually and collectively
what needs to be done to fill the. gaps; and the countries will be assisted
in being increasingly self-sufficient in the provision of training and
specialized services in cartography as well as remote sensing. The carto
graphic inventory for Africa will be completed, the index maps published
and the full report on the work ready for scrutiny by experts from member
States and international bodies. The regional training and services centres
will be assisted to become fully operational. a reassessment of manpower
requirements will be .made and four to six meetings dealing with cartography
and remote sensing will be held. Total Africanization of the satellite
receiving stations and remote sensing training oentres will be carried out
through the expansion of training at existing centres, an^d also within the .;■'
framework of technical co-operation among developing countries. Efforts will
be directed towards making the fifth Training and User-Assistance Centre
fully operational. Assistance will be provided in completing the installa
tion of the second reoeiving station and to set up a third one.
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(iii) The biennium 1932-1983

As a result of uork carried out in the biennium 1980-1931 specialized

areas will have "been identified where .manpower development require the

setting up of new regional training institutions and/or in the expansion
of existing ones. Multinational programmes of geodetic, geophysical and.,

topical mapping to fill gas disclosed by the cartographic inventory

completed in the previous period will be launched.

Efforts will continue toward the achievement of oo-ordination of procedures

at the remote sensing receiving stations and the training centres. Support

will be given to convene one remote sensing seminar on advanced topics.

The fifth United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for Africa will

be convened.

(iv) Activities in the strategy that are considered likely to be ■ ■ ,, -

of marginal usefulness - None indicated.

(e) HhcpectQd impact

Africa will have ready and up-to-date inventory of the existing cartographic data, a

clear picture of what remains to be done and the appropriate specifications for carrying

it out. Training facilities at all technical levels will have been set up in Africa, thus

effectively reducing dependence on training institutions abroad. Regional cartographic

centres will have been developed to cater for projects requiring advance technologies.

The need for national remote sensing co-ordinatofs will be entirely met. 50 per cent

of the needs for African resources analysts and managers trained in remote sensing utiliza

tion will be covered. Remote Sensing procedures will be part of operational resource manage

ment practices in 35 per cent of the countries.
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Plan form g

Ma.ior pjoflw»nmA. Natural Resources

Organizational-nnfe ^^^-^nnthn fui

? Resources of the s ea

(a) Objective

Problem addressed

(°) Legislative authority

and13iSS.) **™-^Q - 26^ para*. 3-8 and Cession

(d) Strategy and output

(i) The situation at the end of 197Q

A special unit dealing with resources cf the sea will have been established

Sp ? states ging mr±n« resouout. Preparatory Assistance will have been *W

macninenes for oo-ordinatzng programmes and activities. .

(ii) The biennium 198O0.981

The work programme in the biennium 1980-1981 will



Co-ordinating machineries to harmonize the policiea,a»d programmes.of ..'.._■.
member States will be established for the Atlantic Ocean, Read Sea, Indian
Ocean and Mediterranean Sea. -...:...__:-:-..-■..-■-

In co-operation with the Science and Technology Unit assistance will be given
to member States in establishing centres for Marine Science and Technology.

A review of national marine legislations and of the draft law of the Sea will
be'x prepared, and submitted for discussion to African experts in a special

working meeting,

: Syn^osia and Meetings of experts will be convened to analyse the results of
- offshore exploration along'the African coasts and propose a programme of

studies and experiments on the utilization of renewable sources of ocean

energy«

(iii) The biennium 1982-1983

r?.::J- • Meetings of the Joint Co-ordinating OS-shore Prospecting Committees will be

• organized for each major area. -

• '. ,■■ " -' Feasibility studies on the exploitation of known marine resources will be

uniertaken and meetings of experts to discuss the co-operation among the

member-States will be- organized.

(iv) Activities in the strategy that are considered likely to be

of marginal usefulness - None foreseen

(e) Erpeoted impact

Hf the end of 1983 the African member States will, have achieved a better knowledge of

tfee marine resources of the adjacent seas and oceans of the continent. They will have

become aware of the legal and technological aspects of the utilization of these resouroes and
through appropriate co-ordinating machineries will have been enabled to co-operate in their^

exploitation*
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jfa.jor programme: XX, Science and

Organizational unit;1 Economic Commission for Africa

:>-,,.: ■'... A« ORGANIZATION

1« review

ev9I7 year aaHhe
of which meets

f1* ^Conference of Ministers each

2# Secretariat

at
sir

Branch/Section/Unit

Science and Technology Unit

Professional staff

4

4

XB

1

1

Total"--

5

5

Planning, 1table#

and propoaed programme n±™n+.nr*> „ NonG"

4# Expected completionfl anri oonaemifln-h

(a) Erpeoted completiong

■zation

In

In l?8O-198lt

t 1.2, i.5f ;

, 1.4, i.6j 2.1, 2.2.

reoraaniaatinna «

Other _ None



B. CO-ORDINATION

!• Formal co-ordination within the secretariat

Formal co-rdination is carried out by the-ECA Policy and Programme Co-ordination

Office, the Interdivisional Committee on Integrated Rural Development and Interdivisional

Committee on Least Developed Countries. ... . .:...,.

2. ■ fforqal coordination.within the United Nations system ' ■ ' 7

,: ■• /:iiTJje:ACC Subr-Cpramittee on.Science and.Technology* the United Natioiis Committee on
SGJsnpe and. Technology for Development, Waited Nations Advisory Committee pnv. tne-
of :-Soience and Tephnologyto Development (including the African Regional )

3* Ifaits with which significant .joint activities are expected during
the period 1980-1983 . ......

; . Un|t«dtBations Office forcScience and Technology - New York

Un^^eiiMaticms.rOonference on.Science and Technology Secretariat
. .., UpS,eO,.. \JMD0f-MW.0f -UNCTAD, WHO, ILO, WKO,' I-MCO, UNICEP, UMEP, UNDP.
,:, -All rlJCA suKstani;iV© 5)ivisions ''■■ : ;;

Other United Nations regional economic commission

_ Cc ALLOCATION OF RESOURQ^ TO SUBPROGRAMMES

,r;,The.; trend, in tjwa percentage allocationof' resources to subprogrammes is e^eoted
to be approximately as shown in the following table-: r

Table % Allocation of resources to (percentage)/

Subprogramme 1978-1979 2280^1281 1982-1983

RB XB Total RB XB Total RB XB Total

1« Development of policies^

machinery,and .capabilities .

for scie.nQe and; technology 40 50 45 40 40 40 40 30 35

2« The development of manpower

for. science and. technology 20 10 30 20 25.,- 30 30

3- Promoti-on-of regional and-

. ijaterregional co-operation '■...■.:
in science and technology. . 40 50 45 . 30. 40 35 30 40

30

35

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
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Major programme; XX* Science and Technology

Organizational unit: Economic Commission for Africa

Subprogramme it Development of policies, machinery and capabilities
: ...-. for science-and technology .

(a) Objective

The objective of this subprogramme is to promote widespread recognition throughout
the region of the role of science and technology in African development; to assist govern
ments in .formulating policies and developing institutions for the development of indigenous
technology and for deriving the optimum benefits from imported technology; and to strengthen
the capabilities of member States, singly and collectively, for applying science -and techno
logy to development.

(b) Problem addressed * '''.."

In many African countries the impact of technology on economic development is not yet
fully appreciated to tlje. extent that technology components are not always integrated into
national development plans. .Because of this a"number of countries have not established
adequate institutions for the development of scientific and technological capabilities.

(c) Legislative authority

Assembly resolutions 320l(s-Vl) para. 4 (p), 3362(S-VIl) Sec, III, and
S/IiW^p5fU^1 3f 4| 5| 6; BC0?OC resolution 1900 (LVIl) para. 10; UNCTAD resolution
07(IV; para. T; SCA resolution 206(IX.),. para. 4.

(d) Strategy and output . .

(i) The situation at the end of 1979

-situation at the' end of 1979 will be as follows:

(a) Survey of governmental machinery for policy-making and planning
in science and technology will have been published.

(b) Seminar on methodologies and machinery for planning the science and
technology component■in naticnal development plans will have been
held. The Intergovernmental Committee of Experts on Science and

■ Technology Development (CESTD) will have met twice.

(c) The African Regional Centre for Technology and the African Regional
Organization for Standardization (aESO) will have become operational,

(d) The African Regional Meeting for the United Nations Conference on
Science and Technology for Development will have been held and action
recommendations emanating from the meeting will have been presented
for consideration by the ECA Conference of Ministers.
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(ii) The biennjum 1980-1981

Assistance ivill be provided to member States in:

- Designing measures and facilities for presenting R & D, technological

innovation and diffusion with special reference to industrial develop

ment j agricultural transformation and integrated rural development)

- Establishing machinery and developing methodologies determining and

planning the scientific and technological component of national develop

ment plans;

- The creation of an African informed public on science and technology

and their application to development (1976-1981);

- Follow_up action arising out of the recommendations of the United Nations

Conference on Science and Technology for Development.

Studies will be carried out in the following areas:

- Study of the role of public enterprises in promoting R & D^ technological
innovation and diffusion;

- Review, in selected African countries, of R & D institutions and facilities

in relation to accelerated industrial growth, agricultural transformation

and integrated rural development;

- Feasibility studies on the establishment of sectoral and regional technolo
gical information banks >

The following workshops and seminars will be carried out:

- Seminar on problems of, and factors affecting, the process of technological
innovation and diffusion with special reference to the role of government.

(iii ) The biennium 1982-1983

Assistance will continue to be provided to member States in establishing

more policy-making and planning organs and research centres, laboratories,

consultancy services in various fields of application of science and techno

logy to development. Advisory assistance will also be offered to member
States in planning science arid, technology components for incorporating them
into national development plans.

j

(iv) Activities in the strategy that are considered likely to be
of marginal usefulness and the legislation requiring them - None envisaged

(e) Expected impact

Science and technology activities within the countries will be better related to
economic and social development goals»
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jfeubprogramme ? <. The development of manpower for science and technology

The objective of this s.ubprogramme is to assist member States in the development of

Requisite scientific arid baohnological manpower.

(b) . Problem jiddress^d

The majority of African countries are faced with a shortage of scientific and technical

iianpower and this constituteB a major obstacle to the governments' endeavours to fulfil

•;heir development objectiveso The problem is both qualitative and quantitative afld calls

Tor improvements in the content of the education and training programmes and the provision

of expanded facilities to produce the requisite number of skilled personnel and to reorient

oxisting programmes and institutions making them more relevant to Africa's technological task.

(c)r Legislative authority

Dhited Nations General Assembly resolution 23l8(XXIl) operative paragraph 1*; EGOSOC
resolution IL55(XLl) part I, operative paragraph 2*; Commission resolution 158(VIIl) operative

paragraph 4*.

(d) Strategy and output ' " .■:;'■■

(i) The situation at the' end of 1979

~By the end of 1979 reappraisal of existing science and technical education

and-training will have been undertaken with a view to inculcate -the ability
for engineering design and technological innovation and adaptation of

existing technologies and acquisition of skills for management of technical

enterprises; a study on the aeed and possible nature of iootiUutes

or oexVi-es for a&vancedtrairiihg and mission oriented research in selected

fields of science and technology \e.gM Marine Science and Technology) of
economic importance will have been undertaken; promotional' activities will be
underwey witain African universities for provision of services to industry

; : and also for promoting staff exchanges between universities and industry to

enhance professional competence of technical' teaching staffJ and a preliminary

study n;i -the role of the technical entrepreneur in technological innovation

\rill be prepared.,

(ii) The bienniuia 1^80-1981

Assistance to African univei^iti^sjj^r^s±ri«5intping of the existing programmes

for technical education with a view to increase production of design engineers,

technologists and technical managers and other specialists needed will be

provided in co-operation with UNESCO and the ECA Public Administration9 Manage

ment and Manpower Division,

* Mandate more than five years old.
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Subregional seminars will be organized on the role of the technical
entrepreneur in technological invention, innovation and diffusion*

Assistance would be provided to African Governments and universities
.. in.the establishment of centres for advanced training and mission
oriented research* . . ■

Subregional seminars and possibly a regional seminar would be oonvened
to exchange experience on the university/industry co-operation and to
work out new avenues through which such co-operation would be further
enhanced for the benefit of the countries* development.

(iii) The biennium 1982-1983 .

■ Continuous support would be given to the centres for advanced training and
research and to other programmes related to the improvement of quality and
augmentation of subject offerings in the science and technical fields.
University/industry co-operation whould be established on a firmer basis;
and action programmes' would be initiated to promote the growth of technical
entrepreneur cadres in ECA member States.

(iv) Activities in the strategy that are considered likely to be
of marginal usefulness - None envisaged

(e) Expeoted impact

It is envisaged that.most existing African universities and technical institutions
would have acoepted the need to reorient their education programmes to the relevant
technological needs of the region, and a significant number of them would have taken
measures to review their ourricula*

The vitalizing influence of industry to the activities of the universities and
vice- versa should be felt in a number of industrializing countries in Africa. This would
Haa ? oo«operation between university and industry in such activities as research
and development and teaching and better organization of students' practical activities
within local industry. It is also expected that at least four subregional and regional
centres for advanced training and mission oriented research will be established.
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Stbprogramme 3 1 Promotion of regional and interregional
I co-operation in science and technology

(a) Objective

To develop effective co-operation among 3CA member States and to promote contacts
between the science and engineering communities in African countries, so as to promote
joint action and collab.oration in research and training and in tackling problems of multi-^
national interest in science and technology,. To encourage,interregional co-operation within

t!ie context of Technical Co-operation among.Developing Countries.

(b) Problem -addressed

Many African countries are not able individually to implement significant R & D

projects and tp train scientific and technological manpower to meet their needs in various
sMtora of national economies because of the scarcity of available resources. Therefore
it te n«Offlsary ft>r them to join other countries in tackling these problems through the creation
oif multinational institutions.

(oT Legislative authority

BCOSOC resolution 1900(LVIl), part II,paras. 6 and 7 ECA resolution 238(XI), para* 40

ajnd 248(XI), part C, para. 1.

Strategy and.output

(i) Th,e situation at the end of 1979

It is expected that the African Regional Centre for Technology, African

Regional Organization for Standardization (ARSO) will have become operational,
and will provide further possibilities for joint action. Preparatory activi

ties for establishment of two subregional centres for marine:science^and

technology would have been completed".. The United Nations ConJWenoe on
Science and Technology for Development will have been held and its recommenda

tions will be taken into account in the review of the African Regional Plan

for the Application of Science and Technology to Development. Soine-activities

will have been carried out within the framework of technical 00-operation

amongst developing countries,

(ii) The biennium I98O-I98I

Assistance will be provided to regional and/or subregional institutions and
to member States in the establishment of new programmes for co-operation in
science and technology. Studies will be undertaken to create new..-co-operating

institutions in various fields. Ad hoc working groups will be convened for
detailed elaboration of particular projects of regional and/or sufcregional
value recommended by the United Nations Conference on Science and Technology

for Development. - \. ■



The outcome of the review of the African Regional Plan for the Application
of Science and Technology, to Savelopment; wjh, be. circulated to member States
for their consideration,/- ,. ..'..""

Regional and at least two subregional meetings will be held to determine
the areas of priorities and to select projects for implementation oh a
regional or subregional basis*

A.study of mechanisms for dissemination of information and negotiations of
preferential arrangements for transfer adaptation and development of
indigenous technology among developing regions will be undertaken.

A seminar on preferential arrangements within economic groupings on the
transfer, development and use of technology will be organized.

Twosubregional institutions for marine science and technology will have
been established, '. "

co-operation in science and technology for
p in collaborti ith th i

^ffg pain in science and technology for
will be drawn up in collaboration with other regional economic

commissions.

(iii) The ftiennium 1983-IQ83

The existing regional and/or sutr3gional bodies will be developed into more
authoritative organs capable of assisting African countries in developing
regional co-operation in the related fields and on the experiences achieved
by them, more concrete projects in science and technology of mutual benefit
for several African countries will be elaborated and started.

Some of the above projects will bs completed by the end of 1583,

(iv) Activities in the strategy that are considered likely to be of marginal
usefulness and the legislation requiring them - None enviamra'd *—~

(e) .Expected impact ...'•'-

V^h2,lZ*t?^ Vr*±OVf'tKAftPloaQ ReSiottal Plan for the Application of Science and
Technology to Development will have been published and will provide guidance to member^
States in the selection of subregional and/or regional projects.

,„ * Pro^amme for interregional co-operation will have been elaborated by 1981. This
will facilitate the execution of interregional projects. ^ * X

The existing institutions for regional and subregional co-operation in science and

°^f Strenffthened ^ ^ ^jOrity Of A^eaa countries will participate in

scs
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Major programme: VII. Human Environment

Organizational unit: Economic Commission for Africa .- ■ ■ '. .--f. ■ '.:■■ ■•

' - - ■■■; ".,■ — '--■■■- A.'' ORGANIZATION , ' ' ."-^:\_ . "'' '

1. Intergovernmental review -■:.'. : . "■".,. " '.' ■-■■•■''■ •_■ ■ .

The work of the secretariat in this programme is reviewed by the Technical Committee

of Experts, the Executive Committee and the ECA Conference ,of ..Ministers, The Technical

Committee of Experts and the 3CA Conference .of. Ministers meet every" two yearsj^t&e'last'.

meetings having been held in February/March 1977?, The Executive Committee meets once
every year, the "last meeting having "been held in October 1977V This plan submission has
not been approved by these bodies. \ ' ■•.■■■ .

2. Secretariat

The secretariat unit responsible for this programme is.the Environment, Unit located

for administrative purposes within the Natural Resources Division. The tnit had c\n&
professional staff on board as of 31 Dec ember 1977... ■ , ■ ' '..' ', "'.,.',."..'. / s , i *;

3* Divergences between current administrative structure and proposed ., ■'

programme structure

It i^s proposed to form an environment co-ordinating unit within the Cabinet Office

of the Executive Secretary composed of three professional staff which will, rej^ape,the

existing Human Environment Unit within the Natural Resources Division. '.-, ;; (

4» Expected completions and consequent reorganizations

(a) Expected completions ■'.:.:,.

,, , The .following.programme -elements described-on ^age£7*o:^&^

expected to be completed.;* ..-■._ =

(i) In 197.8-1979 - 9.478.01 - Assisting Governments to establish national
.... environmental secretariats ■ • . .-■. - . *--—

(ii) In 1980-1981 - 9.478.03 - Preparation of reports on existing!' jegiglation
for protection of human environment

(b) "Consequent reorganizations - None

5« Other organizational matters

As is indicated in paragraph 3 above the present unit will form part of an expanded

Environment Co-ordinating Unit and will be relocated to be under the Cabinet Office of the
Executive Secretary.

* Document A/32/6, section 9f does not include "Environment" and therefore we have had
to resort to S/5941/Add.l.
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B. CO-OHDINATOT ;, ; . /

1. Formal co-ordination within the secretariat ■■■■

The proposed Environment Co-ordination Unit will have the responsibility of co-ordina

ting all the environmental aspects of the work programmes in the different EGA divisions.

It will in particular, work closely with the newly proposed unit for HABITAT, Policy and

Programme Co-ordination Unit, Interdivisional Committee on Integrated Rural Development

and Interdivisional Committee in. Least. Developed Countries,

2. Formal oo-ordination within the United Nations system

This co-ordination will be, between ECA and the United Nations Environmental Programme
and all the Environment Co-ordination Board.

3* Units with which significant joint activities are expected during
the period 1930-1983

(i

iv

(v

Other regional economic commissions

ENEP, UNESCO, FAO, UNCTAD, UNIDO, ..IAEA

Proposed African Remote Sensing Council

Proposed secretariat of HABITAT

United Nations...Headquarters .... ... ...

C. ALLOCATION OP RESOURCES TO SUBFROC&AMES

The trend in the percentage allocation of resources .to subprograrames is expected to
be approximately as shown in the following table:

Allocation of resources to subprogrames (percentage)

Subprogramme
1978-1979 1980-1981 I982-I983

RB XB Total ■ RB ■. XB Total RB XB Total

Identification of major 70 -

environmental problems in Africa 20

and solutions thereto . . 10

70

20

io

60 -

30 -

10 -

60

, "■ 30

10

50 -

30 -

. 20 -

50

30

20

100 100 100 100 100 - 100
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VIIo Human -Environment

Organizational unitt Economic Commission for Africa

Institutional building

(a) Objeotive

The objective of this subprogramme is to form national environmental organs which will

deal with environmental problems, formulate policies and drawn up legislation which will

enable governments to handle pressing environmental problems at the national level.

(b) Problem,/addressed

yAfrican countries do not have adequate and co-ordinated machineries for dealing
with environmental problems. With increased population pressure on existing resources

and with efforts to promote national economic development serious environmental problems

might arise whose solution will only be possible if strong institutional framework existed.

(c) Legislative authority

ECA resolutions 238(Xl), para. 16; 239(XI) and 280(XIl).

(d) Strategy and output -'

: (i) The situation at the end of 1979 :■

Efforts will be made to encourage as many.African countries as possible to

build the necessary institutional structure to safeguard the environment.

-:r -."(ii) • The biennium 1980-1981

■■• ■■ Assistance and advisory services will continue to be given to those member

States without national organ' for safeguarding and improving the human
environments

(iii) The biennium I982-I983

Follow-ups will be undertaken' and advisory services given to ensure the
viability and smooth management of national environment organs for the
management/of ihuman- environments

(iv) Activities in the strategy that are considered likely to be of
marginal usefulness and the legislation requiring them - None"

' (e) Bicpected impact \ ' \
r

; It is expected that at the end of the planned period at least 75 par cent rfihemmber States
will have viable environmental planning machineries to the extent that majority of the
development plans will have explicit environmental considerations built into them.
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jiubprogramme: Pollution control

(a) Objective

("b) ^Problem addressed ..

(°) ^Legislative authority

3CA resolutions 238(xi), para. 16; 239(Xl)t para. 2; and 28o(xil).

Strategy and output

(*) The situation at the end of 197Q

.The biennium 1980-lQfii

The biennima

provided to

margxnal usefulne.s and the legiSl.tiOn

Expected impact
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Subprogrammer - Environment- education and manpower training

(a) Objective

The objective of this subprogramme is to train enough ehvirbnmentat'^naiiager's to "enable
African countries to deal with their environmental problems,

(b) Problems addressed ■ ' '■■

In many African countries the educational structure is vertical r£tfcer,;/than horizontal

with the result that there are very few trained Africans who can look at the entire environ
mental spectrum. As environmental problems increase, such trained people will be in great
need. :: ?^-"-" «:■;■ ■i-~ "■■■".:'*■'"■" ■""'."■/ . , ■.;,..'.■*, ■*,- .. ■ - ..- ■ - - .-■ ■"

(°!)" legislative authority, ' \ , '\ V ,. . ,,/ . .,,, -: . >

SCA resolutions 238(XI), para. 16; 239(XI) and 280(XIl).

(d) Strategy and output

'^jt't'iri at the end qf 1979.-

It is expected that several institutions will have devised new curricula to
train the necessary environmentalists for Africa..

198(^1981

:. -..-Continuing advice will be given to draw up new ourrioula at the tertiary, and

secondarylevels of education to train enough Africans who will manage the
environment. ' .. - , .---.. . - . ;; > -

(iii) The bie/mium I982-I983 ' ' / . . -■■ - ■ -

-■ pctt'tEef training scheme will be devised according to experience gained in •
th ^yi^usi^i ''" *''' ■ ' :

(iv) Activities in the strategy that are considered likely to be of
marginal usefulness dth^^^Jia^dAai^h'

(e) Expected impact .,. t. \.;. ..;;.. .'. ■..._-'

/With increased number, pf trained Africans to deal with ^nvironmWital matters, it is
expected that. African >vernments will have enough■'specialists %6 assist them in inanaglng
the environmentthe environment.
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Plan form 1

Major programme: XVIL Population

Organizational unit: Economic Commission for Africa

A. ORGANIZATION

1- Intergovernmental review

The work of the secretariat in this programme is reviewed by the Conference of
Ministers which meets every two years. The last meeting was in February/March 1977.
This plan submission has not been approved by this body. However 4 it is based on
the work programme approved by the Conference of African Demographers.

2. Secretariat: . r

wJ!?k ^cretariatounlt£responsible for this programme is the Population Division
which there were 9 professional staff on board as of 31 December 1977 of which

eU5fleXtrabUd8etary 8°r ^ Dlv±sion has the Allowing sections

Sections

Professional staff

RB

Office of the Chief

Fertility and Mortality Studies

Population, Planning and Policies Section
General Demography

XB.

1

3

2

1

Total

1

3

3

2

3' Divergencies between current administrative structure and proposed
structure None

>roe

** Expected completions and.consequent reorganizations

(a) Expected completions

The following programme elements described in paragraphs 9.36; 9.37 in the Proposed
Programme Budget for Biennium 1978-1979 (A/32/6) are expected to be completed:

(i) In 1978-1979: 1.4; 1.5; 1.8; 1.9; 1.10; 1.11; 1,12; 1.13; 2.1; 2.3;
2.4; 2.5; 2.6; 2.7; 2.9; 3,1; 3.2; ,

(ii) In 1980-1981: 1,2; 1.3; 1.6; 1.7.

0>) Consequent reorganizations - None

5. Other organizational matters - None
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B, CO-ORDINATION

1, Formal co-ordination within the secretariat

Due to the nature of the programme, ad hoc meetings are held with the Statistics,

Social Development and Economic Research Divisions in order to co-ordinate some of the

activities. It has also been agreed that the United Nations Population Division will

get regional economic commissions more involved in the preparation of population

projections,

2, Formal co-ordination within the United Nations system

By rotation, United Nations specialized agencies are represented in the Advisory

Committees of the United Nations sponsored demographic training centres.

As a general rule they are also invited to meetings organized by ECA and upon

their invitation the Division is represented at some of these meetings and in many

cases prepares a paper.

3, Units with which significant joint activities are expected during the period

1980-1983:

United Nations Population Division and Statistical Office, BAMMD, Women's Programme,

ECA Statistics Division, Social Development Division, Economic Research Division, ILO,

UHESCO, WHO, UNICEF.

C. ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES TO SUBPROGRA.MMES

The trend in the percentage allocation of resources to subprogrammes is expected

to be approximately as shown in the following table:

Table: Allocation of resources to subprogrammes (percentage)

1978-1979 1980-1981 1982-1983

■ Subprograms RB XB Total RB XB Total RB XB Total

1. Relevant aspects of population

policies and programmes within

the framework of economic and

social development 33 38 37 33 38 37 33 40 37

2. Regional training and research

centres 33 12 16 33 16 16 33 - 16

3« Population dynamics and econo

mic and social development 34 50 47 34 46 47 34 60 47

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
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Plan form 2

Major programme: XVII o Population

Organizational unit: Economic Commission for Africa

Subprogranane 1: Relevant aspect© of population policies and programmes within

the framework:d£;economic and social development

^a) Objective

The objective of this subprograms is to create increased awareness of the short-

term and long-term issues relating to different aspects of population structure, movements

and changes among African Governments and assist them in the formulation and implementa

tion of effective population policies and in the integration of the population aspects
in the process of the planning for development.

The need for increased awareness of population issues ai&J of 'the-need for popula
tion policies has become more urgent in the light of the persistent "high rate of growth

of population in the region, the unlikelyhood of its slowing down sufficiently rapidly
in the next few decades, the continuing sh*ftf fcf populaj&fch structure in favour of the
young and the associated issues of education, employment and production arid the possible
intensification of a drift from rural areas to a few large urban centres with serious
economic and social consequences* ' -

(b) Problem addressed " ''=.■'

Although an increasing, number of, African countries afft realizing gradually the
relationship between population and economic and social development only a few of them

have adopted official population .policies appropriate, to their 4eyelppme,nt -objectives.
Others have also without clearly stated ofHxLal^ policies accented rilatefi measures on
rural development and the integration of family planning as part of maternal and child
health services, ,. ,..,,.. ...

(c) Legislative authority

■*> i

- -The legislative-a^horlty-foTr^ensnabprpgramnre are Commission resolution 273 (XII),
General Assembly res6lution. 2815 (OTrr)*rajotd .Ecoivomia and_Social .Council resolution 1672
(LII),

(d) Strategy and output : . v;::

(i) The situation at the end of 1979 ;

The fallowing activities willhave been completed by the end of 1979:

.-. . - Study of the role of private international organizations in the
implementation 6f famiXy plannlnR programmes and their impact in
the region; ! :

- Study of trends in the adoption of population policies and their

implementation within the context of development planning in Africa;

* Mandate more than five years oldn



- Study of the demographic effects of integrated rural development

projects; ......

- Study of international migration policies and their effects on the

movements of migrant labour in the Western and Southern African sub-

: regions;

"'National seminar on the relationship between population and socio-

economic development in 7 countries.

(ii) The biennium 1980-1981

Strategy

The strategy will consist of undertaking studies on different aspects of

•'■■ population policies within the countries of the region; the monitoring

of policies and their implementation as part of development programmes;

the organization of seminars and assistance to the countries in the

formulation of policies. - , ..

As part of this strategy efforts will be made to expand the population

information base by the intensification of work on the African Population

Newsletter and the African Population Studies Series* '

Output

It is expected that the following studies will be completed.

- Study of the international migration policies and their effects on

the movement of migrant labour in Western and Southern African sub- :

''■• regions (for countries not covered in the previous fciehnium);. "".,

- Comparative study of the administration and evaluation aspects of

family planning programmes in Africa %

- Study of the demographic effectiveness of family planning in selected

countries •

The following meetings/seminars would also be held during the biennium:

- Four national seminars on the role of population in economic and

social development in four countries;

- A working group on the effectiveness of family planning programmes

in Africa;

- For each year, four issues of the African Population Newsletter and

one issue of the Population Studies Series will be published*
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The bienniua,,1982-3f983: . ,

Strategy

The strategy, will consist of conducting studies on all aspects of popula

tion policies and programmes; the monitoring of the adoption and implementa

tion of population policies and programmes; the holding of national

seminars on the relationships between population ^nd economic and social

development as well as one seminar, ths organization of Conference of

African Demographers, and the publication of relevant periodicals and

newsletters.

Output

The Conference of African Demographers which will define clearly for

the EGA and the African countries activities to be undertaken in the

region during the next biennium, will be held. Four national seminars

on the. role of population in socio-economic development will be held in

four countries. Regional co-ordination meetings will be held for

United Nations agencies and non-United Nations Organizations, Assistance

would have been given to.more countries in the integration of population

policies In;development programmes and the implementation of these
policies. , . ..".-. i

(iv) Activities of marginal usefulness - None

(e) Expected impact . ,

It is expected that the activities envisaged during the plan period will help to

give Governments th-e better realization of the relationship between,population and

socio-economic development and thus adopt broad-baeed population policies within the
context of development planning as an aid to rapid socio-economic development.
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Major programme: XVIIO Population

Organizational unit: Economic Commission for Africa

Subprograms 2: Population dynamics and economic and social development

(a) p^j.e£tiv£

The objective of this subprogramme is to develop, test and apply techniques of

demographic research in the context of African development; to study and evaluate
factors accounting for demographic growth rates and structural chances as pids to the
design of socio-economic policies and the planning for socio-economic development^

(b) Problem addressed

Due to the lack of adequate data and trained staff to do tlje relevant analysis

of the demographic situation and trends, many African Governments have not been in a
position to study the interrelationships between population growth and socio-economic
development. Although in recent years there has been a recognition of the need to
undertake such studies a lot still remains to be done because of the previous neglect.

(c) Legislative authority

The legislative authority for the subprogramme is Commission resolutions 230 (X)*
and 273 (XII)e

(d) Strategy and output

The situation at the end of 197?

By the end of 1979 the following activities would have been undertaken:

- Evaluation, adjustment and analysis of demographic data and prepara

tion of population projections for countries of the region;

- Study of the relationship of infant and childhood mortality to

fertility levels and patterns in selected African countries;

- Study of mortality levels, trends, patterns and differentials in the
four subregions;

- Study of international migration trends in selected countries;

- Macro case studies on the relationship between population and economic
development for 25 countries of the region;

- Expert group on mortality levels and trends in Africa and their policy
implications;

* Mandate more than five years old.



- Working group on fertility differentials and change in the seventies
and prospect for the future;

- Seven national seminars on the relationship between population and
development would have.: been cnntpleted,

(ii) The biennium 1980-19S1

Strategy

The strategy will consist of specific studies on the relationship
- between population and socio-economic development and on specific "

... aspects-of the demographic situation and trends within the region.

Output

- Preparation of macro case studies on the relationship between
population and socio-economic development for 10 selected countries;-,

- The analysis df recently concluded censuses in the region either on
the reojuest' of the countries or on the initiative of the Division
and the following other activities;

- Study of the demographic aspects of labour force in Africa;

- Study of trends in female labour force participation rates in Africa;

- Working group on roortality surveys and studies in Africa;

- The publication of the African Demographic Handbook.

(lii) The biennium 1982-1983

Strategy:

The strategy will be a continuation of the strategy of the previous
biennium with emphasis on specific areas that had not been coveroi.
Efforts will ;£e tawte tpcover asnecially the ^east developed countries
wtiicn as a'result of thVlack'of qualified personnel may not have been
covered already in the preparation of the macro case studies on the
relationship between population and socio-economic development. These
studies will be more in-depth because as many more countries would have
by that time obtained the data required for in-depth studies.

Output;

- The completion of macro case studies for 10 countries;

- Assistance to the1countties in the analysis of their censuses and
surveys and especially of censuses undertaking under the 1980 round
of censuses;
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- Comparative analysis of demographic trends within the region;

- Study of the demography 6f nomadic populations;

- Study of types, volume and trends in migratory movements In Africa,

(iv) Activities of marginal usefulness - None

(e) Expected impact

It is expected that the activities envisaged during the plan period will encourage

Governments to develop their machinery for data collection and analysis in order to

grasp better the relationship between population and economic and social development

and thus adopt broad-based population policies covering all aspects of population which

facilitate more rapid economic and social development.
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Major programme: XVII. Population

Organizational unit: Economic■ Cotrnlseion for. Africa ••■■■ ■■

Subprogramme 3: Regional, training and research

(a) Objective

The objective of this subprogramme is to assist the governments in the traininc
of Personnel for work in the field of population by encouraging them to make full use
rlrZtJl °^l demographic training centres at Accra, Yaounde and Cairo and available
national institutions and to avail themselves of ^.research facilities of the
institutions, Eachcountty should be able to train at least one demographer each :
yearns recommendea by the .African Regional,Post World -Population Conference Consultation
.in Lusalca in 1975. .

(b) Problem addressed

There is still an acute shortage of trained demographers in the region for data
collection and analysis both at the higher and middle levels. The operation and use
of the regional training centres should help to alleviate this problem.

(c) Legislative authority

The legislative authority for the subprosramme is Commission resolutions 230 (X)*
and 273 (XII).

(d) Strategy and output

(i) The "-Ituation at the end of 1979

The ttro recently established institutions in Accra and Yaounde would
have produced betwaen them about 240 post-graduate trainees in

population studies. The Cairo Demographic Centre would also be produc
ing about 15 to 20 African trainees per year. They would also have
run short-term and the job training courses for higher-and middle-level
personnel. Assistance would have been given also to Governments in
the development of national training institutions.

"A study of trends in the training and utilization of nationals for
population in Africa" would have been completed and a "Training course
on the techniques of fertility analysis" also organized by the
secretariat.

(ii) The biennium 1930-1981

The strategy for the biennium will consist of assistance to the countries
in the training of nationals at the regional demographic training institutes*

* Mandate nore than five years old.
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The backstopping of the research and training programmes of these

institutes and. support for national institutions would continue; and

the organization of short-term training courses for national experts

would also be used.

Output

It is expected by the end of the biennium the three institutes in the

region would have produced between 80 and 100 post-graduate trainees

in population studies. They will also organize short-term training

. courses and undertake advisory services in the area of demographic

analysis in the countries they serve. ,

(lit) The biennium 1982-1383 .;\W;

Strategy

The strategy will be based on the results of the study of the trends

; ' ^ ' ''*/ In the training and utilization of nationals which is planned for, 1979.
'^^ %iv\ :,!,The results of this may lead to a shift In the priorities of the

' '.: '. institutes, perhaps to national research and the holding of short-term

training courses on specialized topics for nationals working in the
field of population.

- Output

The output will be the production of sufficient number of persons to
do research at the country level.

(iv) Activities of marginal usefulness - None

(e) Expected impact

It Is expected that the implementation of the strategy for the plan period will

enable each country to have at least one full fledged trained demographer by the end

of the period and for many to have built upLagfcoiip of qualified persons who will be
able to increase the understanding of the relationship between population and socio-
economic development and promote the greater use of demographic factors in development
planning. : ■ ■ ; . ■ :.-...;.■.■..■;;.■■■ '
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Plan form 1

Kajor programme: XVIII. Public Administration and Finance

Organizational unit; Economic Commission for Africa

A. ORGANIZATION

lo Intergovernmental review

The work of the secretariat in this programme is reviewed by the ECA Technical
Committee of Experts and the Conference of Ministers which meet every two years. The
last meetings of the Committee and the Conference were in February 1977. This plan
submission has not been reviewed by both bodies.

2a Secretariat

The secretariat.unit responsible for this programme is the Public Administration,
Management and Manpower division in.which for the programme there were nine professional
staff on board as of 31 December 1977 of which four were suoported from extrabudgeHtty
sources. The Division had the following Sections and Units as of 31 December 1977

(see also Education, Training, Labour and Management Programme):

Professional Staff

._ Section/Unit RB XB Total

Office of the Chief of Division l - i

Public Administration and Management Section 2 3 5

Budgeting and Financial Management Section 2 1 3

Total 5 A . q

J* Divergences between current administrative structure and proposed programme
structure - None ,

4« Expected completions and consequent reorganizations; :

(a) Expected completions

The following programme elements described in paragraphs 9.39 to 9,42 in the

Proposed Programme Budget for biennium 1978-1979 (A/32/6) are expected to be completed:

(i) In 1978-1979

Projects : 1.1(11) to (iv); 1.2(11) and (iii); and 1.3(11) and (iii).

Projects : 2.1; 2.2; and 2.3.
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(ii) In 1980-1981

Projects 1.2(i); l,3(i) eniT(iv); and 1.4(i), (iii), (v) to (viii).
Projects 2.4; 2.5 and 2.6.

(b) Consequent reorganizations - None

5. --Other organizational matters - None

B. CO-ORDINATION

!• Formal co-ordination within the secretariat

In training matters, activities under the programme are co-ordinated through an
Interdivisibnal Committee on Training and Fellowships. Ad hoc co-ordination with the
United Nations Division of Public Administration and Firance and with other ECA
Divisions and Offices is effected through the Office of Chief of Division.

2« Formal co-ordination within the United Nations system

No formal arrangements exist for co-ordinatins programme activities with other
bodies within the United Nations system. There is, however, a formal co-ordination
arrangement,with the African Centre for Training and Research in Administration.
which is supported by UNDP. . .

3* T^^S,Woth ^lch significant Joint activities are expected durinr the period
1980—1983 ' !■ '

United Nations Division of Public Administration and Finance; and Joint ECA/UNIDO

C. ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES TO SUBPROGPJttlMES

The trend in the percentage allocation of resources to subprogrammes is expected
to be approximately as shown in the following tahle:

liable: Allocation of resources to subprogrammes (percentage)

1978-1979 1980-1981 1982-1983
RB XB Total RB XB Total RB XB TotaT

Institutional, Administrative

and ?Sanagerial Capabilities

for Development 55 75 62 55 55 55 55 55 55

2. Development and ;fanagement of •
Budgetary and Taxation Systems 45 25 38 45 $5 45 45 45 45

_ Totai 100 100 mo 100 100 100 loo 100 100
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Plan form 2

Major programme: mil. Public Administration and Finance

Organizational nMri .. Economic Commission for Afrlca

Institutional, ^inist.ative and t,BnaEerial capabilities for development

(a) Objective

personnel., .,..,. , : .:

0>) Problems addressed

5and services and the

of -S.rsrsjtisssj
the need for professioLli^ti™
inadequacies in certain k iS
tions in reMtiQn J^Zg
cumbersome

the ™, d man?gers ln several f^otional areas;
= ? services; structural problems and

and STuJ ? ^ tO outdated' lo"8 and

iS£
problem is the growing decline in Morale sent
and the "brain drain" in African pu^Hc services

<c> Legislative authority

; the
. A serious general '

and P-'-r-nc. standards.

3072018 0=); ^ General

Strategy and output

The situation at the end of 197Q

personnel development

* Mandate older than 5 years.
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to arrest the tendency to decline in administrative effectiveness. The

studies and consultation meetings oii public enterprises voul,d begin a
chain of ideas on nev possibilities in the role of public enterprises

in pioneering the establishment of African multinational enterprises.

In the field of public purchasing and supplies management a regional
organization would have been inaugurated with adequate support from

member States to take a lead in promoting professionalism, management

efficiency and intra-African co-operation in public procurement and

supplies services. In public finance policy guidelines would have been

advised to member Governments on ways to corobat tax evasion, increase

public revenue, monitor and control expenditure through appropriate

financial reporting system, while an increased number of member States

would have adopted an effective method of programme/performance budget
ing harmonizing the budget and the development plan, ;

(ii) The bienhium 1980-1981 .

Strategy

The main focus of the subprogramine will be the imorovement of the
effectiveness and adequacy of governmental machinery for public action

and leadership in national development effort, and on enhancing the
capability and productivity of the personnel who administer the machinery.

Accordingly, studies and seminars will draw attention to fundamental

problems and structural weaknesses in African public services. Policy

guidelines for administrative reforms, management improvement and

personnel training and motivation would constitute important elements

in the programme strategy. . , .

Major output

Five projects are concerned with studies. Two studies will examine the

feasibility of usin£ the "holding company" and.group consultancy arrange

ments for the efficient management of public enterprises. Two studies

on public enterprises will examine alternative mechanisms to the use of
public enterprises and needed reforms to make public enterprises more

effective and productive. The. effectiveness of governmental machinery

for development policy forraulation and review constitutes another study.

A comparative study on the structure, functions, operations and staffing

manual on standard procedures and practices in public procurement and

supply management will be updated, Specific studies on the fundamental

problems of African public services will deal with professipnalization,

socio-political leadership problem in developing a committed public service

and the issue of "brain drain" in the public service.

Eight projects deal with meetings, training workshops and seminars. These

are: four subregionai workshops on central and local government structures;

two subregionai workshops on regional development administration and project

management for 50 local government officials; three regional and subregionai
orientation seminars for senior administrators and managers (financial manage

ment; managerial proMems identification, appraisal and resolution; project

implementation, management and evaluation); two training courses in financial
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administration for 20-24 officials of African international and inter-
governmental organizations; fout national and subregional training
workshops for 100 procurement and supplies officers; two study tours
on,administrative reforms and management improvements for 20-25 senior
officials'; the General Meeting oJF the African Purchasing and Supplies
Organization; and the organization of,individual attachment: training in
project management.

(ill) The biechlum 1982-1983

Strategy

- Programme strategy will be largely a continuation of that of the
preceding biennium. Promoting reforms in governmental structures
will concentrate on more critical ministries an<* agencies of develop
ment and on African intergovernmental organizations for fostering
economic co-operation. In public enterprise the-thrust will be on
organizing negotiating meetings for the establishment of joint enter
prises in common user products and services. Training of personnel and
provision of advisory services, especially for improvements in work
methods; use of modern management techniques and in human resources
management in public.services and in parastatal enterprises will confnue

-■■ to receive special emphasis. In the field of purchasing and supply
management, further action in programme development wi|l increasingly
be taade in close collaboration with the regional organization established
for the purpose of promoting purchasing and! supplies rana<?ercent effective
ness "in Africa, ■•..-. , -;

Main output

Six study projects are planned for implementation. :One concerns
country case studies on organizational, institutional and other problems
in public procurement and eupnly management. A study will b,e initiated
on the organizational and managerial problems of African intergovernmental
institutions. Two study projects relating to the public service will
review reforms and innovative developments and fundamental, problems in
African public services as well as evaluate policies and practices in
the development, utilization and management of human resources in the
public service. Studies on public enterprises will deal with their
role in fostering indigenous entrepreneursnip, the use of Joint
public/private arrangements in entrepreneurial ventures and reform
measures ensuring greater operational effectiveness and efficiency in
African public enterprises.

Eight projects deal with meetings, training t*orkshops and seminars.
These include three regional or subregional orientation seminars for
senior administrators and managers in specific problem areas (financial
management; staff development, utilization and motivation; project

Implementation, management arid evaluation). Two training courses in
financial management for 20-^24' fiflance officers of African inter-
gcwernmetal and international organizations will be organized as well
as clinical workshops for Finance Officers, Managers in parastatal
organizations and-public enterprise's. In the field of procurement
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and supplies management, four subregional workshops for 100 procurement

officers, the General Meetin? of the African Purchasing and Supplies

Organization and a regional symposium on procurement for policy-makers

will be organized. Two study tours on administrative reforms and

management improvements for 16-20 senior officials, subre^ional and

national workshops on reforms in frovernraental structures and two sub-

regional seminars on fundamental problems in the operational effective

ness of African civil services will also be organized.

Attachment training programmes in project management and'two training

workshops on the management of public enterprises are also envisaged

for implementation. In addition, two to four subregional negotiating
meetings on co-operation amon» public enterprises (transport, agriculture,

housing) in initiating joint ventures will be organized.

(iv) Activities in the strategy that are considered likely to be of marginal
usefulness and the legislation requiring them - Hone

(e) Expected impact

The cumulative effect of the implementation of planned activities under the

subprogramme is expected to result in a narked improvement in the capability o£

governmental machinery and institutions as well as in the attitude of the personnel

for dealing with development management. Specifically, it is expected that the ,'.': .'

activities of the subprograrame will help to produce more trained, competent and''".',

devoted administrators and managers as well as improved techniques and methods of ]'■
managerial and administrative practices.

With respect to public procurement and supplies management, it is expected that

the adoption of improved methods and use of professionally motivated officers would

save member States several million dollars annually in foreign exchange and_would

promote intra-African trade. The negotiate j meetings on co-operation among public

enterprises would have resulted in positive action for the establishment of a number

of African multinational enterprises in a number of common user products and services.



: Plan form 2

I

Major programme: XVIII. Public Afialuislration and Finance

Organizational unit: Economic Commission for Africa

i Subprogramme: Development and management of "budgetary and taxation systems

(a) Objective

The objective of this subprogramme is to assist member States in developing and

managing their budgetary and taxation systems in a manner to contribute more effectively

: to public revenue and ensure a more efficient allocation and use of resources for

national development in relation to national over-all development obiectives and strategy.

(*>) Problems addressed

; In most African countries, government budgets are still structured and based on

■ objects of expenditure aimed at fulfilling public accountability rather than being

used as instruments of plan implementation. Their taxation systems do not produce all

' the revenues possible and at the same time ensure development incentives, primarily

because existing tax systems and their administration are not properly rationalized

and strengthened. Efficient management of public funds, in particular the control of

expenditures in the public service and in public enterprises has continued to be

problematic and elusive. A basic weakness in public finance administration is the

chronic shortage of trained and experienced staff to operate African budgetary and

taxation systems efficiently and productively. This weakness has been accentuated by

the inadequacy of local institutional facilities for training and professional qualifica

tions in accountancy, finance and related disciplines.

(°) Legislative authority

Commission resolutions 168 (VIII)*, 207 (X)* paragraph 2 and 218 (X) paragraph 8;

and ECOSOC resolutions 1977 (LIX) and 2018 (LXI) paragraph 1*

(d) Strategy and output

(i) The situation at the end of 1979

By the end of 1979 it is envisaged that a good number of African States

would have adopted programme/performance budgeting techniques in their

budget management and many more African finance officers would have been

trained in the use of this technique, while further problems in the wider

use of the technique would have been identified. New methods of revenue

development would have been adopted especially through the use of pre

sumptive tax assessment for low income self-employed persons and the

use of more effective measures to combat tax evasion. More promotional

action would still be necessary to intensify and expand the use of these

new techniques and extend them to increasing number of member States.

* Mandate more than five years old.
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A study for the further refinement of a practical system of financial

reporting and public expenditure control would have been initiated with

case studies based on French-speaking African States. A new course for

finance officers of African international and intergovernmental organiza

tions would have been started and many more Africans would have been

trained in budget/plan management and in tax policy and administration.

(ii) The biennium 1980-1981

Strategy

The main strategy of the subprogramme is the identification of problems

and operational constraints through studies, seminars and consultative

services and assistance to member States in resolving these problems by
providing advisory services in the problem areas and training nationals

to acquire needed capability for policy formulation and management of

budgetary and taxation systems. Studies will be undertaken to provide

policy guidelines and practical methods for increasing public revenue

and ensuring a more effective management of the budget in relation to

planned development goals and targets.

Major output

Fiscal advisory services, on request, will be rendered to finance

ministries of member States. One study each on budgetary improvement

and tax rationalization will be undertaken. The renorts of these

studies will be reviewed by middle-level budget and finance officers

at budget, taxation and finance seminars and in training workshops to

be organized during the biennium. The studies, when finalized, will be

circulated to Ministries of Finance and Planning and domestic financial

institutions to serve as puiaalines in the improvement and strengthening

of budgetary and taxation systems and management of financial institutions.

Of the four studies planned, three will deal with Improvements in

budgetary systems and financial management. A study will be undertaken

to identify urgent training needs of various categories of public finance

officers and the adequacy of local training facilities to meet identified

needs. The training programme will include four national and one sub-

regional workshops in tax policies and administration involving some

125 participants; 'two training courses in financial administration; one

workshop on programme/performance budgeting for West Africa and a Regional

Conference for African Finance Officers.

(ill) The biennium 1982-1983

Strategy

Intensified action aimed at widespread use of programme/performance

budgeting and more effective harmonization of the plan and the budget

in public finance and development plan Implementation. With regard to

revenue increasing attention will be devoted to identifying leakages

in taxation system and practical ways to eliminate such leakages and
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make the system more productive. Similar leakages or wastage in public

spending will be identified and measures devised for reducing or

eliminating wastage in the use of public funds. Advisory missions and

the training of budget officers and tax administrators will continue

to receive high priority.

Main output

Further fiscal advisory services3 on request, x*iil be rendered to

member States while studies will be undertaken and reports issued on

budgetary and taxation management. Seven studies are planned. Of

these three more studies will be undertaken in respect of budget and

financial management {use of efficiency audit; accounting and auditing

practices and budget control; budget and plan co-ordination). Three

' other studies will deal with tax reform planning, rationalization of

-individual tax system and innovative developments in tax policies.

" One study will evaluate the organization, operation and management of

selected domestic' financial and credit institutions. Two seminars will

deal with tax incentives and a convention on double taxation agreements

; with developed countries. A regional conference of African Finance

officers and two training workshops on taxation will'be organized,

Two training courses in financial administration and two subreglon&l

workshops ou phases of installing programme/performance budgeting are

also planned for implementation„

(iv) Activities of marginal usefulness - None -

(e) Expected impact • : ■. ■ ■ •

It is expected that by 1983 the majoritv of African countries would have taken

steps to change the structure and* design of their budgets fron one based primarily on

objects of expenditure to prbgran&ie/perforin-jivce budgeting which could be' usnd as an

instrument of plan implementation. In the area of taxation systems it is ^expected

that steps would have been taken to rationalize individual taxes to conform to national

objectives which would lead to imprtfvsments in the efficiency and productivity of

existing tax systemso The training of personnel-would have considerably enhanced the

performance capacity and effectiveness' ot administrative and institutional machinery

for public finance management., The increased capability to collect revenues due to the

public and to manage public funds more effectively would ''contribute to a more healthy

public finance situation and would lead to improved financial self-reliance in national

development effort'. The use of efficiency audit3 effective monitoring and control of

public expenditure are also expected to contribute to a healthier public fiiiance situation,
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Annex 2: Plan form 1

Major programme: XXI. Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs

Organizational unit: Economic Conmission for Africa

A. ORGANIZATION

1. Intergovernmental review

The work of the secretariat in this programme is reviewed by the ECA Conference

of Ministers which meets every two years. The last meeting was in February/March 1977.
This plan submission has not been approved by this body.

The work programme is also reported to the Conference of African Ministers of

Social Affairs (every two years) and the Conference on the Implementation of Plans
of Action for the Integration of Women in Development (every three years). The last

■Beting of these two bodies was held in January 1977 and September/October 1977,

respectively.

2* Secretariat

The secretariat unit responsible for this programme is the Social Development
Division in which there were 22 professional staff on board as of 31 December 1977, of

which 11 were supported from extrabudgetary sources. The Division had the following

Sections as of 31 December 1977:

Sections

Professional staff

XB Total

1. Office of the Chief of Division

2. Social Policy, Planning and Research

3. Integrated Rural Development

A. Youth and Social Welfare

5. Training and Research Centre for TJomen

1

2

6

■3

10

Total 11 11

3. Divergences between current administrative structure and proposed programme

structure : :. :

The current administrative structure became effective on 1 August 1976. It provides

for four sections, whereas the proposed programme structure consists of only the follow

ing three subprogramme components: Integrated Rural Development; Youth and Social Welfare;

and Integration of Women in Development. This apparent divergence, however, should

present no difficulty in the formulation and iraplenentatior of the programme, since

activities of the Social Policy, Planning and Research Section affect, involve and are

Included in all the three subprosramraes. \. ':„•..?..:.. -
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** Expected completions and consequent reorganizations

(a) Expected completions

The following programme elements described in paragraphs 9.46 to 9 47 in the
proposed Programme Budget for Biennium 1978-1979 (A/32/6) are expected to be completed:

(i) In 1978-1970

1,1. Social policy, planning and research

1.1 (ii>» (iii), (iv), (viii), (ix),

..-■. - l«lo Integrated rural development
' * ]- - --^^^—»^^^—^^^i^» |, ,| m^,^,, Wl | ■ _ . t

2. Participation of youth in national development

' 2.1S 2.2,. 2,^6, 2^ "'"". '. "

3* Integration of women in development

(ii) In 1980-1981 ■ ■ ■

I'2- Integrated rural development ' ■■ ■ . ;

1.2 (ii), (iii), (vii;K

2* Participation of youth in national development

2.3, 2;4( 2,5, 2.7.

3- Integration of women in development

3.1, 3,2, 3.3, 3,4, 3,6, 3.-7/3.10, 3.1.3, 3.14.

(b) Consequent reorganizations

(i) In anticipation of the estabiisnmeut ot the Regional Centre for

£!!£!dJ^ J?f fd Re?ear-^ ±Vl ?^i^ ^velopinent, a new adminis-
«nfJ ,^ J.beuSSt UP> ln 1978' t0 undertake preparatory work
and to liaise with the host Government and the Centre.

'■ •'-'.' - ...'\ ' ■■■■. ■.* • ■ ' ■• - i

^ Afrlcan Regional Co-ordinating Committee for the intewnnAi of
Women in Development, as resolved by the First African Regional
Conference on Implementation of Plans of Action (Nouakchott, feuritanla.
1977), will be established in 1978. Five subregional Coordinating
committees are also expected to be established, in conjunction with

S^SS^8 fiVf ?!ult±aational Programming and Operational Centres
s) currently being established at the subregional level.

5- Other organizational mattg.ru - None
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, ,i B. CO-ORDINATIO?J

co-ordination within the sacretariat

-nd servicing the meetings of the Co^ttee conven-

233= 21=
Group ^established to

2* lortnal co-ordination within th* United Nations

the two-way communication channels
,-ollcles and avaUablfresourc^^t

on field program, needs and

Decade for

ed °* *

t:rar^rfr^ ^^ Septe.ber/Octobef 1977 at
sctlvttiesof the United Nations avst^ ?n T rel?lonfJle^» to co-ordinate the
Bent, U to be instituted in March "73 ■'¥■ """ of. lnte?"«™ of ,»n,en in, develop.

which S1gificant joint activities
are ,urlnR the

will j°lnt aCtlVi"es> '« thf Vision as a

(i)
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(ii) Integrated rural development projects, as necessary, with the Inter-

Divisional Working Group or Rural Development and with individual

units having responsibility for agriculture, food and nutrition,

rural institutions, water development, transfer of technology, small-

scale industries and public administration; and

(ill) Social aspects of industrialization and problems raised by rapid

: ' urbanization, with the Divisions of Population, Industry and Housing,

Statistics, etc

<b) In regard to the African Training and Research Centre for Women, in

particular, significant joint activities will be as follows:

(i) Training and upgrading of skills of women, particularly, in the

management of small-scale industries and in the production and market-

- °! ing of handicrafts, with the Joint ECA/UNIDO Industry Division;

(ii) Research activities to identify produce or food crops in which women

have a predominant role with a view to increasing their productivity

remuneration, with the Joint ECA/FAO Agriculture Division;

Research on relationship between family size and family welfare, with

the Population Division;

(iv) Inputs of field studies on the role of women -:n integrated rural

development projects both as contributors and as beneficiaries, with

the Inter-Divisional Working Group on Rural Development; " I.

(v) Training programmes in non-formal education for girl school drop*-

outs, with the Public Administration, Management and Manpower Division.

C, ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES TO SUBPROGRAMMES '

The trend in the percentage allocation of resources to subprogrammes is expected

to be approximately a& shown in the following table:

Table: Allocation of resources to subprogrammes (percentage)

1.

2.

3.

-■■:.■■. ■ -. . ::■.■■-

Subprograms

Youth and Social Welfare

Integrated Rural Development

African Training and Research

Centre for Women (ATRCW)

;_; Total -*-,.- :.;; ..

RB

55

36

9

100

1978-

XB

■- ■ ■; ■ r

18

32

100

1979

Total

:„■ 28

27

45

100

RB

44

31

25

100

1930-1981

XB

■ . *.■

25

75

.100

Total

22

28

50

100

RB

M

31

25

100

1932-1983

XB

■ ;.- L

25

75

100

Total

22

is

50

100
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Annex 3: Flan form 2 . ; : ^j :

Mai or - programme: XXI. Sor.lal Development and Humanitarian Affairs

Organizational unit: Economic Commission for Africa

Subprograms^ 1: Integrated rural development ... _

(a.) Objective ,

The objective of this subprogramme is to assist Governments in the development and

improvement of rural life and institutions, .and. to encourage, them to adopt the multi-

disciplinary and interdisciplinary approach to their rural development programmes.

(b) , Problem addressed ,■■■■■

The contribution of the rural sector to GDP in African countries is only 30 per

cent, whereas it provides a livelihood for almost 90 per cent of the population of the

continent. Thus it is characterized as having -a low level of productivity and as being

a poor producer of revenue. The lack of investment in rural areas together with a

badly conceived educational policy leads to a substantial exodus from rural areas, and

this aggravates unenployraent in the urban areas. In order to improve the standard of

living of the peasant farmer and to guarantee incentives for production and innovations,

it is essential to improve his capabilities to expand output in response to dynamic
demand and thus to increase his real and money incomes. A comprehensive programme aimed

at research into raral socio-economic structures and at the effective utilization of
the findings of this research in planning and project design is essential to correct

the deficiencies of u>acro-planning. At the national level it will be necessary to

intensify studies on ways of making innovations readily adaptable to conditions and
attitudes.of ruraJ communities; ways of harnessing traditional values and institutions

with a view to promoting scci^-economic change; **ays of increasing popular participation

and expanding basic infrastructure and services; and ways of improving urban-rural

communications and developing rural industry and technology appropriate for rural

conditions. Work on these, issues will focus on relationships between rural development

and national policies and strategy, information and planning, policies for infrastructure

development, improvement of administration and management systems at the local, national

and regional levels.

(c) Legislative authority

Commission resolutions 197(1*:)*, 238(XI), and 321(XIII).

(d) Strategy and output ;,

(i) The situation at the end of 1979

The guidelines provided by ECA's Conferences of Ministers and by other

international initiatives in the field of rural development will

constitute the basis for elaborating the multidisciplinary programme

in integrated rural development.

* Mandate more than five years old.
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The country case studies and comparative evaluation of the policy,
planning, organization and management of rural development programmes
will be completed in mid-1978 wj.th. the production of monographs which
will serve as- the main worfctmr"paper""for a regional workshop foi senicr

policy-makers at the end of 1C72. The workshop is intended'to offer
the possibility of exchanging experiences in the field of policy,

planning, organization, administration and..financing of integrated
rural development programmes in the region. It is also intended to

enable participants to evaluate integrated rural development projects

so far implemented within member States in view of policy adjustments

and comprehensive planning. By the end of 1979 reports Or monographs

will have been issued qn^a total of four wprkshops/seiainars, for senior

. , policy-makers, government technicians, experts in individual capacity

, and representatives of non-governmental organizations, as the case may be.

The survey on methods in identification, testing, promotion and securing
acceptance of improved social and material technology and innovative

systems,, as well as. the workshop on the application of village technology,

.... will have been integrated, for more efficiency, with the study of needs,

suitability, acceptability and adaptability of village technologies, which
is a component o,f the programme of,integration of women in rural development.

The voluntary agencies1 activities will have b$en action-oriented through

the promotion of national machineries for co-ordination of governmental

and non-governmental activities, particularly in the rural areas.

(ii> The biennium 1980-1981 / /

Ttie guidelines pf the Inter^DiviBional Working Group on Integrated Rural

Development, the recommendations of the Regional United Nations Inter-
agency Committee on p.urai development, and the lessons gained from the

activities completed by.the end o£ 1979 xrf.ll serve as a basis for elaborat-

. ing and implementing the programme of work for the biennium 1980-1981e

Studies relating to rural development projects sponsored in the region
by international voluntary agencies which entail co-operation and

necessitate'co-ordination of efforts will comprise: initiating contacts
with national mass media; constituting multidisciplinary interagency

teams to undertake feasibility studies and carry cut evaluations; and

considering the national rural development training needs, etc.

The survey of methods in identification a.nd promotion of improved social

and material technology will continue.

New activities (studies, pilot projects and meetings) will concern the

vital problems of popular participation in rural development programmes,

and the development of rural institutions for credit; co-operatives and

eraployme^t. A report; will be published on the study on popular participa

tion, and the.meetings on the development of rural institutions will

result in ..the publication of monographs. The study on employment in the

rural sector will also result in the production of a report. These

monographs and reports are exoected to provide guidelines for policy in
the member States.
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Responsibility for these activities is allocated among various Divisions
within the Commission and particularly the Divisions of Agriculture,
Natural Resources and Public Administration, Management and Manpower,

with which work will be undertaken very closely.

(iii) The biennimn 1982-1983

The strategy will be largely the same as during the biennium 1980-1981
with the modifications required according to experience gained between

1979 and 1981.

The activities described in thebiennium 1980-1981 - relating to develop
ment of rural institutions - will continue, while a new activity will be
launched consisting of a study of inter-State institutions for rural
develppment programmes, such as river basin and lake development schemes,
etc. Reports and Monographs will be published to promote and strengthen

subregional and regional co-operation,

(iv) Activities in the strategy that are considered likely to be of marginal
usefulness and the legislation requiring them - None

(«) Expected impact

Objective indicators of the impact of this subprogramme cannot readily be assessed;
bUt it Is expected that, by the end of 1983, the following results will be achieved,

depending upon the extent of governmental support:

(i) The integrated approach will have been adopted by an increasing number
of member States in the formulation and implementation of their rural

development programmes;

(ii) Awareness of the importance of voluntary agencies'activities will h3ve
facilitated more co-ordination at the national and international levels,

and increased their efficiency in the planning and implementation of

rural development programmes; , . '; ,.

(iii) Structural changes in rural development will be facilitated by a more
dynamic participation of local population and a concerted development

of rural institutions at national and regional levels;

(iv) The standard of living of the peasant farmer should show some signs

of improvement in terms of his real and money income, as rural develop
ment will mean self-reliance and integration of urban and rural popula

tion in a number of African countries.
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Subprogranroe 2: Youth and social welfare
.■' ; c i ■ ,•?■ .-.■■ ■-■■.,..

(a) Objectives - ...

The objectives of this subprogramme, which embraces the elements of social policy,

research and planning in the social sector; and family,child and youth welfare services,

are:

(i) To analyse social factors and problems as they relate to economic

development in Africa, with a view to assessing their implications for

policy planning and action in promoting social, institutional and tech

nological change;

(ii) To assist member States to strengthen their national social policies;

to integrate them with national development policies; and to promote

and develop social welfare programmes;

(iii) To assist member Governments in promoting and developing youth policies

/and programmes, particularly those aimed at increasing employment

opportunities; and in promoting the co-ordination of youth organiza

tions and associations for development;

(lv) To contribute to the Commission's "Survey of Economic and Social

Conditions in Africa" and the United Nations reports on the world
social situation.

(b) Problem addressed

(i) In their endeavours to change living standards, shift traditional
values, introduce new methods and techniques of production and

accelerate economic progress, African Governments are encountering

many social and human problems which require better understanding and

new strategies. Sociological and institutional factors are often the

critical determinants of the success or failure of development

programmes. Traditional and cultural mores may contribute to or put

a brake on the development process. It is, therefore, necessary to

acquire more empirical knowledge on these non-quantifiable factors

which are critical in the design of development plans and policies

that adequately reflect the social aspects as integral part of the

unified approach to development planning,

(ii) Economic development so vitally necessary in all African countries can
not be treated as an independent question divorced from its social

bearings. Development of a society is social development, a process

in which economic and non-economic elements interact organically with

each other. Social aspects in the development process are not being

accorded the priority they deserve- The disparity in income and develop

ment between urban and rural communities; lack of, or inadequate

communication between urban leaders and the rural masses; lack of

knowledge or will to develop on the part of the subservient rural

peasant; inhibitions derived from the structure of society; binding
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cultural constraints; are some of the major constraints to development.

Urgent measures are required to counteract these inhibiting effects on

the economic development and the welfare of society.

(Hi) Touth in the African region constitute more than half the total popula

tion. This fact combined with a high rate of population growth,

presents to many African Governments a situation where a growing member

of young people are every year joining the labour market in search of

jobs that do not exist. This phenomenon ha3 urgent social, economxc and

political implications which are taxing the capacity of many an African

Government to deal with* Lack of skills, basic social facilities, and

the problems of unemployment among young people are a common feature of

all African countries. These demand urgent action.

(c) Legislative authority

(i) General Assembly resolution 2469 (XXIII); Commission terms of reference;

Commission resolutions 36 (III)* 88 (V)* and recommendations of the

twentv second session of the Social Development Coiamission.

(ii) General Assembly resolutions 2497 (XXIV) and 3022 (XXVII), Commission

resolution 170 (VIII)*; and Policy Statement of ECA on youth work,
1966*.

(d) Strategy and output

(i) The situation at the end of 1979

By the end of 1979, the problems being created by over-urbanization and

rural-urban integrated development will have been somewhat addressed

and guidelines refashioned for the formulation of social policies to

deal with the related problems. The end of 1979 should also see the

establishment of the Centre for Research and Training in Social Develop

ment. Preliminary study of sociological institution will have been

undertaken which would provide the, ,.groundv7ork for the more in-depth

study proposed for the medium-term,198Q-1983. studies of basic»social

and economic factors and infrastructures for the successful implementa

tion of family planning p.rot>ranane§, in rural and urban communities, and

the elaboration of the African Plan of Action for Family Welfare and

Development; an evaluation «>f specific determinants of the Africa Plan
of Action for Family Welfare and Development; and the Regional Symposium
on family and child and the social welfare aspects of family planning

and better family living, will have been completed.

(ii) The biennium 1980-1981 ; -. ; .

During the biennium 1980-1981, £p.Uow-up action will be taken for the

full realization.of the social 'policies and strategies formulated in-
1979. Emphasis will be given to some quantitative aspects of socio-
economic planning: This would be undertaken with a view to establishing

Mandate more than 5 years old.
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soiae do.nnitxye Relationships between the distribution of income, economic
growth and general welfare. Such relationships would be used in the
formulation of policies and strategies directed at the improvement of the
standard of living of the population.

Follow-up action and implementation of recommendations of the Regional
Symposium and the subregional Training Seminar on Youth Leadarship, will
be carried out in collaboration with other United Nations agencies!
Efforts will also be made to foster and encourage self-help welfare
prograian.es and assisting governments* acting individually or in groups,
to establish or expand yo^th training institutions and welfare services:

■ and to ^votc more resources to training youth in technical skills and
crafts, with a view to increasing employment opportunities. Advisory
services will be rendered, on renuest, to member Governments on planning,
organization, implementation and appraisal of national welfare programmes
within the over-all development policy.

'In regard to youth, a survey of youth policies, programmes and training
requirements in Africa; h, study o:f family,\4414 and youth welfare

St7 I"? friCa5 and a s^^ional training'seminar on youth leader
ship a^d development will have 1?een completed, .

The biennium 1982-1933 :

As a complement to the work on income inequality, the focus will be on-
an in-dePth analysis of the oositive and negative effects of existing
sociological and institutional factors as critical determinants of the
level of success or failure of development programmes. In this regard
an empirical study will be undertaken of the socio-economic consequences
of certain natural disasters such as drought xrith a view inter alia to
determining the relationships between the severity of such disasters and
the nature and structure of existing sociological and industrial factors.

Studies, meetings, expert working groups and symposia, will continue to
be held to review progress in the field of social welfare as a develop
ment strategy, and the integration <>f youth in national development.

ffnr^LfrViC!S/11J Continue'■« be rendered on request, to governments
in promoting and developing youth policies and programmes particularly
tnose aimed at.,increasing employment opportunities.

(iv) fotivitjies in the strategy that are considered likely to be of marginal
usefulness and thelegislation requiring them - Nil"^ "■ '-

(e) Expected impact , , . ;

is eJeci^ « !"? achievefnt at the end °f I"', the medium-term ptogr.-unne as proposed
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On the assumption that most of the projects will get implemented, this sub

programme should assist governments in mit gating the social and human problems

resulting from modernization of agriculture, rapid urbanization and industrializa

tion; particularly, those concerning youth, family, mother and child, the handicapped
and the aged. ....■■■

Subprogramme 3: Integration of women in development

(a) Objective

The-objective of this subprogramme is to assist member States to improve the

skills and-opportunities for women, as an essential human resource for development,

particularly in the rural areas; to integrate women more effectively into the develop
ment effort of their respective countries; and to assist Governments In establishing

national and subregional machineries in the promotion of this objective,

(b) Problem addressed

Women are not equitably represented in education, training, employment nor do

they haye sufficient access to the other tools of development, This situation

represents an obstacle to balanced African development which demands the f\ill use of

available human resources. For example, women's major roles in production, food

processing and marketing of food, and their special role in family welfare are often

overlooked. Three major problem areas have been identified:

(i) Lack of a machinery to undertake studies, evaluate Government policies
and incorporate plans and programmes for women within the national
plan; ,. . -: . ; ■*.-:■ ' ■ . ■ ■■ .

(ii) Lack of sufficient formal or non-formal training of women - due
largely to the present dearth of trainers for productive and/or income-
generating skills in such subjects as agriculture, nutrition, child-

care, marketing, co-operatives, handicrafts, small-scale business and

village technology, and in scientific and technological'fields; and

(iii) Insufficient collection land^dissemiriation of data and information on
the roles of African women.v

(c) . Legislative authority '- '■''".'■

The authority for these° activities is to be foundiin General Assembly resolu
tions 3520 (XXX) and 3523 (XXX); the Economic and Social Council resolutions 961F (XXXVI)*,
1209 (XLII)* and 1408 (XLVI)*; and Commission resolution 269 (XII).

(d) Strategy and output ;

(i) The situation at the end of 1979

By end of 1979, a series of itinerant national training workshops

for middle-level trainers and middle- and high-level Government personnel

in health, nutrition, improvement of rural livin? standards, food storage

Mandate more than 5 years old.
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and preservation, upgrading of low paid workers, production and market
ing of handicrafts, small bi.jiness. organization, specific needs ofwonen
in liberation moveraents, project planning and implementation, and other
topics will have been held as requested by governments. A numbers
long-term training for middle-level workers within existing training *
centres in the region will have been established; the seminars indicated
for representatives of government, national women's organizations
m^Mn!^ andfivate organizations, on the establishment of national
machineries will have been held: and training materials, manuals and
%lll<l ^workshops, studies and seminars will have been issued and •
distributed as appropriate, to trainers, government technicians and
i ^T lOt, pro1ects bleated in village technologies will

T:%to*ethei with ** •

?Ct*vltles ot*he African Women's Volunteer Task Force are
* ! en^rged; the activities of the Handicrafts and Small-

S "?" WiU h3Ve bCen lnl««ed; the Africa Regio^l

■-

The biennimB 1980-1Qfti

more equitable access by women to the tools and

i thi

will
he AiSS'SL^ t0/rS °\prlori^ P»J«- ^o reaS thisL ??Afrlcan Training and Research Centre -Or Women (ATRCW) ill

2ii
is-sSEl *E?^««- sssa.'ss- ,„
Regional Uni^ Sf« r DeveloPI«ent. and *» co-operation with the
Regional United Hations Interagency Committee on Women and Development;

follow-ups on national machineries in atmrojti-

legal situation of women: nilnf- ; o.o

the on integration of ™raen in development; an
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• t-. ; -v (4) Undertake training workshops in agricultural production,, small-

- ; - scale industries and handicrafts, village technologies and other topics

. - ,,r , as, requested by governments; send Task Force volunteers in response to

country requests; and conduct long-term training in conjunction with

■■ , -existing training centres, in the region.

(iii) The biennium 1982-1983

It is foreseen that, as this biennium approaches, the African Regional

Co-ordinating Committee, with;its subregional Committees of the

Multinational Programming and Operational Centres OUlLPOCs), will
■, 3 , ... . , assist in directing the work of the African Training and Research Centre

; for; ^pi^en (AT^CVT), so. that women's consideration in all planning and
programming at regional, subregional and national levels will be well

under way, as integral parts of ali development activities. The follow-

j. ,--*,. ing. elements of the subprogramme will be expanded;

. -; (1) .Workshops to train (women in technological skills and techniques ;

/ ,: of the establishment oi: small-scale industries, combining, activities
.. ,_,'[■ '' .of African Women's .Vplunteer Task Force anc^ Handicrafts and Small-

Scale Industries Unit; ',",.'.

(2) Utilization of results of agricultural research, research in village

technology, and pilot projects, for the benefit of seminars for national,

subregional and regional planners and trainers in integrated rural develop

ment; and

(3) Training workshops on specific topics for the utility of on

going national machineries: management skills, project implementation,

legislative impact, planning techniques; and expert f,roup meetings and

workshops for organizers of non-formal training programmes for school

leavers; and expansion of pilot projects. The third Regional Conference

on Plans of Action for the Integration of Women in Development will be

held (19S2), stressing relation of women to intra-African co-operation

in basic small-scale industrial development and promotion of trade for

export.

(e) Expected impact

The progressive accumulated result of the above activities will, it is hoped, enable

women to participate more effectively in the development process of theii* countries and

the region as a whole, specifically by:

(i) Increasing the number of women earning incomes, particularly through

self-emplovment and co-operatives;

(ii) Increasing the efficiency of women's food production, marketing, pre

servation and storage, thus contributing to raising levels of food

production for the region as a whole;

(iii) Increasing the number of national machineries to oversee the integration

of women in national development planning;
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(iv) Making available greater quantity arid 'quality of data 'on women in the

repion for use by development planners at all levels to:enable better

planning for the increase*! paiciciudtiun of women in development;

(v) Upgrading professional competence and improved nanagement skills

for trainers and planners working with rural women;

(vi) Increasing co-ordination, more efficient use of resources and greater

accessibility of member States to the United Nations system through

the African Regional Co-ordinatin" Committee; and

(vii) Ameliorating the living .standards in the rural areas through greater

awareness of improved technology for farm and hone, nutrition, and

better family living. ' T

No specific indicators can be stated at this time, in part because of the present

lack of indicators of the integration of women in development. The African Training

and Research Centre for Women (AT^CIT) is currently working to alleviate this defect;

however, it is hoped that the base-line studies now beinp undertaken can be used by

1983 as a point of comparison to show specific indicators of amelioration and achieve

ment*
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Jgl,an form 1

Major programme: XXII. Statistics

Organizational unit; Economic Commission for Africa

A, ORGANIZATION

1. Intergovernmental review

The wdrk cf the secretariat in this programme is reviewed by the Conference of

Ministers which meets every two years. The last meeting was in February/March 1977*

This plan submission has not been approved by the body. However, it is based on the

work programme approved by the Conference of African Statisticians and is co-jordinatad
with the medium-toxin plan of the United Nations Statistical Office. ' "' -■':■■-..*:

*• Seoretariat

The+secretariat unit responsible for this programme is ^he, Statistics Division

In which' there were 17 professional sjtaff as of 31 December ;i977 p£ wfyom five were ,

•upported from extrabudgetary sources. .The Division had the following sections/
units as of 31 December 1977: '

Professional staff

KB XB ■ Total

Office of the Chief . i . ■ _ r i

General Economic Statistics Section 6 1 7

Demographic and Social Statistics Section 2 2

African Census Programme ... 4 4

Peta Bank ■ ■ ■- 3 - _ 3

Total 17

divergences between current administrative structure and proposed programme
structure - None ~ : '~r ~ ■-■-..:-■ — ■■' ^ ■■ ""■

completions anj: consecntent reor_ganization6 ■''■■ '■'"' ' " : ■'■■'■

Expected completions (see proposed programme budget 1978-1979, paragraph 9.50)

(i) In 1978-1979 <

1.1 (i) a (ii); 1.2 (ii); 1.3 (iii), (iv), (v) (vii).

(ii) In 1980-1981

1.1 (i) (twelfth session); 1.2 (viii).
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(b) Consequent reorganizations - None

5. Other organizational matters - None

B. CO-ORDINATION

1. Formal co-ordination within the secretariat

The work programme of the Statistics Division is co-ordinated with those of the •

other Divisions of ECA through the Policy and Programme Co-ordination Office, Also

the Division will be represented on the Inter-Divisional Committee on Integrated Rural

Development and on the Inter-Divisional Committee-on Least Developed Countries. !'

2# Formal co-ordination within the United Nations system

General V-:" >

The ECA Statistics Division works in day-to-day collaboration with the United

Nations Statistical Office and most projects are organized on a joint or complementary

basis. There are also closa links with IBRD, IMF and the statistics divisions of united

Nations specialized agencies.

(b) External trade statistics

The United Nations Statistical Office receives from certain African countries machine

readable material which are copied and converted to a standard format and copies of the

resulting machine printouts are sent to ECA. ECA receives from other African countries

relevant annual reports the contents of which are processed and copied to the United Nations

Statistical Office in the form of machine listings as well as on punched cards* There is

no duplication in the material published bv the two organisations. In addition<fchere,.is

an exchange agreement between UNCTAD and ECA as regards the external trade statistics o£
African countries. Improvement in the methodology of African trade statistics is a joint

concern of ECA and the United Nations Statistical Office. . .

(c) National accounts and financial statistics

ECA provides annual machine printouts of information on the sross domestic product

of all countries of the region to Jthe United Nations Statistical Office, the Centre for
Development Planningt Projections and Policies, FAO, IMF, IBRD and UNCTADi;-ECA receives

copies of the completed annual questionnaires on national accounts in respect bf African

countries from the United Nations Statistical Office. In addition, ECA receives the .

following: ■ -"-■"■-1-~'—:---': - "-*■' - """

(i) From FAO, machine printouts in respect ofc these countries*'fbba and
agricultural products;

(ii) From IMF, copies of all their statistical publications;

(iii) From IBRD, machine printouts and copies of their tables on external debt.

These materials provide invaluable help to ECA with its vork on national

accounts and financial statistics. -
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(d) Censuses and surveys

■^k. Support to the 1970 round of African population censuses was provided by the African

Census Programme organized as a joint effort of the ECA Statistics Division, the United

Nations Statistical"Office, the department of Technical Co-operation and other Headquarters

agencies. Work is continuing into the 1980 round of censuses. ■

The African Household Survey Capability Programme is being organized on a similar

collaborative basis and, as a result of ECOSOC resolution 2055 (LXII), will be a component

of the global national Household Survey Capability Programme. Joint efforts include the

development of new methodology for integrated programmes of surveys and support to

individual country projects.

(e) Other statistics

ECA receives from the United Nations Statistical Office copies of the completed

annual questionnaires on industry, transport, energy and social and demographic statistics

in respect of African countries. The Statistics Division assists in ensuring country

response to these questionnaires.

(f) A representative of the United Nations Statistical Office is always present at--■ -

ECA statistical meetings.

3. Units with which significant joint activities are expected during the period

1980-1983

It is expected that ECA will work closely with the following:

(a) United Nations Statistical Office: joint activities will continue along the

lines indicated above|

(b) ECWA, in the development of a regional information network, with ECWA concentrat
ing on the Arabic countriee of the region; and

(c) UNCTAD* in the harmonization of the trade statistics of the Economic Community of
the West African States.

Also the Statistics Division will continue to collaborate with the other Divisions

of BCA in the creation of a statistical data base. There are specific projects involving

the Soclo-Economic Research and Planning Division, the Joint ECA/UNIDO Industry Division,

the International Trade and Finance Division, the Public Administration Management and

Manpower Division, the Social Development Division, the Population Centre, and the Transport,

Conmunlcation and Tourism Division,

C, ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES TO THE SUBPROGRAMMES

The trend in the percentage allocation of resources to subprogrammes is expected to

be approximately as shown in the following table?
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Table; Allocation of resources to subprogramnes- (percentage)

Subprograms

J; 1978-1979 1980-i981
XB Total RB XB Total RB XB Total

1. National Statistical -

Services 34 .99. 61 50 100 63 48 100 61

2. Regional Framework of . • A .

Statistical Information 66 J/.-. -39 50 - .-■ 37 52 - 39

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
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Plan form 2 . ...;,.

Major programme: XII. Statistics .

Organizational unit: Economic Commission for Africa -

Subprogramme 1; National statistical services .

(a) Objective

... The objective of this subprogramme is to encourage the use of and demand for Improved

statistics for public purposes and to help develop the various national statistical

services in the region to meet the growing data requirements for policy-making. The

subprogramme supports the technical assistance activities organized by the Department of

Technical Co-operation under, the substantive guidance of the United Nations Statistical

Office. ' ';'■■••'

(b) Problem, addressed

External trade and agricultural statistics are produced by a majority of countries

of the region. Fewer countries publish data on national, accounts, Industry, population,

employment and social activities. In most countries of the region household sector

statistics are at an early stage of development and there is no quantitative means of

assessing the impact of development efforts on levels of living, etc.

Even in the case of published statistics considerable room exists for their

improvement (in terms of coverage, regularity, and reliability). One reason for these

deficiencies appears to be the presently inadequate role of statistical information in

policy making, planning, economic and social development, administration and business*

A consequence of this weakness is the relatively low priority given to statistical

services in development plans and the consequent paucity of resources allocated to their

development.

Another consequence is that many qualified local staff leave the national statistical

services after gaining a few years experience or join other sectors directly after train

ing. ..'.."

There is therefore pressing need to:

(i) Devise methods of encouraging the use of and demand for statistical

information for public purposes;

(ii) Improving the supply and quality of statistics through the development

of statistical infrastructures, particularly national survey capabilities;

(iii) Suggesting, and encouraging the adaption of policies which will arrest

the migration of qualified staff as well as enlarge the supply through

training programmes to meet growing national requirements.
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(c) Legislative aut lority

General Assembly resolutions 407 (v)*; 2211 (XXI) para. 4; 2276 (XXII) para. 3*;

Commission resolutions 231 (X) para. 2 or 3*; 272 (XII) para*2; Economic and Social

Council resolution 2054 (LXII); 2053 (UCIl) para. 5* 2124 (LXIII) para 4; report of

the Conference of African Statisticians (E/CN.14/CAS.10/21); Conference of African

Ministers of Industry resolution 8 (IV) para 4,

(d) Strategy and Output

(i) The situation at the end of 1979

- Studies will have been undertaken and reports issued on public debt

statistics, tlie evaluation of data from censuses of population and

housing, civil registration, the status of the United Nations System

' ■ '; :/!" of National Accounts and the uses of national accounts data in African

countries so' as to provide guidance in those areas to the countries

• i( of the region. J

African Household Survey Capability Programme and the Statistical

Training Programme for Africa will have been launched,

- Working groups will have met and made recommendations on price

statistics, the methodology for the 1980 round of population and

housing censuses in Africa and on the organization and methodology
of household survey programmes,

- An initial seminar on distribution statistics will have been convened

and a training workshop on population censuses for the English language

group of countries mounted,

1 '- The eleventh seisioi cf the Conference of African Statisticians will

have taken place and the resulting report issued.

(ii) The biennium 19gQ-1981

The strategy will concentrate mainly on encouraging the demand for and

use of statistical information for public purposes as well as providing

some guidance to national, statistical personnel in demographic, social

and economic statistics so as to improve the supply and quality of

statistics in these fields. It vill also seek to enlarge the supply of

statistical personnel through training programmes to meet the growing

national requirements.

Output

Output will consist of the following:

- Assistance to countries

ECA plans to extend the scope of the African Household Survey Capability

Programme and to concentrate on assisting countries with the development

* Mandate more than five years old.
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tf Ihl UA a f n fctivitle8' Assistance will fee riven particularly
to the X9B0 round of pooulation censuses and the developmentsf basic
industrial, transport, price and social statistics/which are in fact
priority areas arising from the "Revised Framework of Principles for the

Order In Africa,

To this end it is planned to provide technical assistance to countries
in the conduct of censuses and surveys, in the planning and content of

-^5r!Je7 nat±0??1 hou*ehold survey programmes and in the training of
statisticians. Also assistance will be given to countries in apnlyln*
the international recommendations relating to the various fields'of "
demographic, social and economic statistics and in improving the coverage
and timeliness of these data by means of working groups, seminars, work
shops, methodological studies and related country visits.

Meetings

Working Groups are planned for 1980 on civil registration, transport
statistics and the coverage and content error evaluation of censuses,
and, for 1981, on industrial statistics and on the framework for the

^^.!£^.£5^ ^tatis"C8' In addltio<^--d tor 19S1 In connection with the African Household
Programme and the Statistical Training Programme for

mlting reports as well as the outputs from other

Statistical studies

Sr 1980 E£! 6S llmaSd f°r the Menniun are the Allowing:lor 1980, Measurement of road transport movement*,", "Scope and quality
of demographic and social statistics" and "Evaluation of coveragHnd
content errors of censuses" and for 1981, a "Review of Statistical
organization problems in the re,ion"t "inventory of electronic data

S "frfcf "?%* tff resources and applications in the

Dissemination of inforrpation

leiml h oublication

(iii) The biennium 1982-1983

the supply and quallty of statlstlcs at S. «tK
satisfying national statistical staff requirements. Ho'ver
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also provide for effective participation in operational activities by

the Conference of African Statisticians which a': its tenth session

agreed to undertake direct responsibility for certain aspects of
statistical development.

Output will consist of: ; ...■,,- ; :■'■■'

- Periodic reports in statistical training organization problems in the

region; . ■

- Periodic summaries and evaluation of. electronic data processing

equipment, related staff resources and applications in the region;

- Assistance to countries in connexion Td.th the African Household

Survey Capability Programme, the Statistical Training Programme for

Africa and in the application of international recommendations in the

fields of demographic, social and economic statistics;

- Working groups on data orocessing and migration statistics as well

as a training workshop on population censuses in 1932, a training

seminar on tourism in 19Q3, and also in 1983 the thirteenth session
of the Conference of African Statisticians; .

r.Publication of the periodical "Statistical Newsletter" and, in 1983,
' ihe biennials, Directory of African Statisticians and the Bibliography

of African Statistical Publications.

(iv) Activities in the strategy that are considered likely to be of marginal

usefu^.ness and the legislation requiring them - None *.t ;

(v) Expected J^npact '■ ',[ : ;.

Successful implementation of these strategies should lead to increased

appreciation by nolicy-raakers, planners, etc.» of the roleof statistical

information for. public purposes. It .Td.ll also lead to the creation of

stronger national statistical offices in most countries o£ the region,

aifcnifleant improvement in the range and quality of available statistics

needed for national development planning and other purposes as well as

in their dissemination and the availability of permanent field survey

capabilities in 30 national statistical offices* In addition there

would be some improvement in the capability of ECA to provide a more

reliable and varied amount of data on the economic and social situation

of the countries of the region for use by these same countries and the

international community.
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Plan form 2

Major programme: XXII. Statistics

Organizational unit: Economic Commission for Africa

Subprogr-amffife 2V "'Regional framework of statistical information

(a) Objective

The objective of this programme is to develop a regional framework of statistical

information and to provide a comprehensive statistical basis for analysing the African

economic and social situation. The regional framework is organized as a component of

the United Nations data system.

(b) Problem addressed

The African.region comprises a large number of countries most of which are

economically small. For concerted action of the kind envisaged in the new interna

tional economic order It is necessary to have a centralized set of up-to-date national

statistics covering the whole region and specialized groupings*

(c) Legislative authority

' General assembly resolutions 2211 (XXI)* para.4, 2276 (XXII) para,2*. 2687 (XXII)

paras. 4 and 5*; Commission resolutions 231 (X) paras. 4 and 5*, 237 (XII) para, 2;

Economic and Social Council resolutions 2052 (LXII) para.3, 2061 (LXII) para,2; report

of the Conference of African Statisticians (E./CN.14/CAS.10/21); Conference of African

Ministers of Industry resolution 8 (IV), para. 4.

(d) Strategy and output ■ :j,._-:.- VjJ : ;

(1) The situation at the end of 1979

It is expected that at the end of 1979 most existing compilation and dis—

semination activities at the regional level will have been computerized

and stored in a systematic fashion so that there will be speedy access

■ to the data for specialized purposes. Computerized databases will

have been set up for statistics on external trade, national accounts,

industry, transport and communication, tourism,: distribution, prices,

finance, agriculture and in the demographic and' social fields.

(ii) The biennium 1980-1981

The Implementation of the strategy and programme set out under Sub-

programme 1 should make it easier for ECA to demonstrate the advantages

of national data bases as major components of a regional data base, and

efforts will therefore be directed towards the development of data

bases at these two levels.

* Mandate more than five years old.
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Output :

Output will comprise!

- The periodicals, African Statistical Yearbook. Foreign Trade Statistics

for Africa (series A, B andC), Statistical Information Bulletin for ,...
Africa and the annual African Economic Indicators.

•• Studies on air transport and public sector statistics in 1980 and,

in 1981, on African merchant shipping fleets and input-output

.,-,1 ;. -:(. statistics. -.--..■, ■.-, ,:..-...-■

.;'.' ■ :* ■ ■ "■■"•.■. :■:■•.■ : ■ . i ■. ■ ; ■. i . ■ ■ ■ .■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ " ■ .

~ Computer printouts and, on request^data in machine-readable form.

(iii) The biennium 1982-19S3

The strategy will continue to be applied and intensified.;

■ ■■ Output; ' . . , . . . ' ., '; . ■ '

Output will consist of the following:

» The periodicals, African Statistical Yearbook, Foreign Trade Statistics

for Africa (series A, 3 and G), Statistical Information Bulletin for
1 Africa and the annual African Economic Indicators. " '. ~ I

,- ■ „ r :^ :..:- . ■ n-,r ■ -i ••■:,•>'• . ■ -..= -■. ■■■-.-■

i " Computer .printouts,, and s.t;atistical information reproduced on magnetic
tapes and microfiche, , . , ; ,

(iv) Activities in the strategy that are considered likely,to be of marginal
usefulness and the legislation requiring them - None"

(v) Expected impact ~ —-

, Systematic organization ot data, aththe African regiot^l .level will

. facilitate.Improvements in ,the co-ordinated.provision of basic informa

tion thus ,€^abJ(.ing' the EGA, secretariat and other agencies to make a
closer examination of the problems of the region. . Also EGA member

countries' will hjay$ access to up-to-date statistical information at
. national, regional and subregional levels on the economic and social

situation in Africa.
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Annex 2: Plan forr, 1

Maior programme: XXI)U Transport, Communications and Tourism

Organizational unit: Economic Commission for Africa

1. Intergovernmental review

The work of the secretariat in this programme is reviewed by the Technical
Committee of Experts* the Executive Committee and the ECA Conference of Tttniaters.
The Technical Committee of Experts and the £CA Conference of Ministers meet every two

years. The last meetings of these two bodies were held in February/March 1977. The
Executive Committee meets once every vear. This plan submission has not been approved

by any of these bodies.

2. Secretariat

The secretariat unit responsible for this programme is the Transport, Communica
tions and Tourism Division in whicii there were nine professional staff on board as of
31 December 1977 of which two.were supported from extrabudgetary sources. The Division

had the folloT*in» sections/units'as of 31 December 1977:

Branoh/Ssetion/Onit
RB

■

Professional

XB

staff

Total

Transport

Trans-African Highways Programme.

Tourism

Communications

Chief of division
Ml '

Total

y... 3,',; jDiyerf.eflcea.fretween current administrative structure and proposed programme

'' n.:. ■ r structure- t: None .. ... ..; , ...

;.>".' !i"',r;;;r! iy-'-^"'-■!■•,:;,- :'■■■-'. -, ■ ■■ .■■■■■■ ■ - :-..■-.
4. Expected completions and consequent reoraanizations

. (a) Expected completions

jj Spprogramme elements described in paragraphs 9,52 to 9.53 in the

prpposed^ograrapie budget for biennium 1978-1979 (A/32/6) are exnected to be completed:

,1978-1979

/ ~t }■-

•-,:-„-,. Subprppramme 1; Institution buildinp, and planning

Programme elements: 1.5; 1.2; 1.3; 1.4; 1.6



Subprogra:we ?: Intra-African, transport links

Programme elements: 2tl (i); 2.2 (vii) :

.coastal.

Programme elenents: 3.1 . .

Subprogramme 4: Development of tourism

Programme elements: 4.1; 4.3; 4.5

Subprogramme 5: Communications

Programme elements: .JJ/t .<i>? 5.1 (iv); 5.2 CD; 5.2 (ii)

In 1980-1981

Subprogramme 1: Institution building and planning;

Programme elements: 1.1 . .1

Subprosramme i: Intra-African tratisport -links J

Programme elements: 2*1.(ii); 2;1 (ill)

SubproRramme 3: Maritime and woastal ahipping

elements: 3,2

gut-'-rdftramme 4: development tourism

Programme elements: 4.2; 4.4; 4,6

Subprogramme 5: Communications

....-.^^ Programme elements: 5.1 (ii); 5.1 (ill); 5.1 (v); 5i2 (ill)

(b) Xongectuent reorganizations. . .

No' siga&icant: administrativeireorRanization is expected in the period 1980-1983
as a number of projects approved under the medium-term plan 1976-1931 as well as those
to be authorized for the 1380-1983 plan period will fully occupy the approved staff*

5. Other organizational matters

Tt*ere is a formal co-operation agreement with the Intergovernmental Maritime

Consultative" Organization of maritime and coastal shlppinp projects* A similar
agreement tfitti the Universal Postal Union on postal communication development is
under consideration. As a result of the proposed decentralisation of the Transport

Programme of the Economic and Social Affairs Department and transfer of such programme

to the regional commissions as well as the activities connected with the Transport and
Communications Decade in-Africa^ there my arise the need for restructuring the Division.
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2. CO-ORDESATION

!• Formal co-ordination within the secretariat

There are interdivisionai committees on integrated rural development and the least
developed countries* .'...-

2. Ferial co-ordination within the United Nations syster.

Transport: There is a formal agreement on co-operation with IMCO. on maritime

and coastal shipping projects. This agreement allows for harmoniza

tion of work programmes and joint projects under an operational joint
unit based at EGA headquarters.

Communications

(i) A co-ordinating comraittee for the implementation of the pejy*A2M.can
telecommunications network project has been established. The other

member organizations serving with EGA on the Committee are the Inter
national Telecommunication Union (ITU), the Organization of African
Unity and the African Development Bank.

<ii) A working committee on which EGA, the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization, ITU and OAU serve is expected
to be in operation before and during the plan period to plan and

co-ordinate studies, an experiment and other activities connected'

with the regional project on satellite communication. The activities
of the Committee will be based within ECAO

3* Units with which significant joint activities are expected during the period

Although no formal agreements exist, joint activities are expected to be under
taken during the plan period with a number of United Nations agencies especially the
following: '

(a) The Universal Postal Union (UPU): in organizing a joint meeting on routing
of mail anc> harmonization of African postal tariffs and a seminar on pystal structures
developments _ .

(b) The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) in developing policies
which could aid greater co-operation of African countries in air transport services.

(c) United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) and the Inter
governmental Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO) in providing assistance on
general transport problems such as ratification of or accession to the proposed United
Nations International Convention for safe Kultimodal Transport Containers and the
trotted Nations Customs Convention on Containers and on the economic, legal and organiza
tional implications of the proposed system of International Intermodal Transport opera
tions (IIT). v

(d) The United Nations Environmental Programme in undertaking studies on environ
ment protection and tourism development,,
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(e) Other United Nations regional economic commission*

It is also expected to collaborate with a number of units including the following
units within the secretariat of the Economic Commission for Africa:

(a); International Trade and Finance Division In general transport related trade
problems in Africa and in a preliminary investigation into airfreight aspects of trade
development between African and other countries;

(b) Statistics Division in a number of projects such as the establishment of
subregional transport data banks; :or#antzation of seminars on tourism statistics, "*
studies on the establishment of shipping investigating units, etc;

(c)-Natural Resources Division in study on economic, technical and operational
aspects of bulk carriers and tankers fleets for the transportation of raw and semi-
processed materials;

(d) Joint.ECA/FAO Division In the development of the African fishing industry
including requirements for the type, safety and loading of vessels and preservation
and distribution of fish and, in transportation of food products;

(e) Joint ECA/UHIDO Division in studies Of existing facilities for manpower
development in transport systems analysis and design, transport economics and manage
ment and automotive technology; as well as transportation of industrial input and

products, and manufacture of automotive and communication equipment;■

(f) Social Development Division in integrated rural development and mass communica
tion projects; and . *

(g) Public Administration, Management and Manpower Division in manpower-deveJ
ment projects for the administration of public enterprises within-tWtransport. and
communication sectors. "

C. ALLOCATION/OF RESOURCES TO

The trend in the percentage of allocation of resources to subprogrammes is expected
to be approximately as shown in the following table: , : .

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Subprogramme

Institution building and

planning

Intra-A^rican.Transport Links

Maritime and Coastal Shipping

ftevelopnent of Tourism

Improvement and Develooroent

of ComrtHinicatioris

Total

R&

42

lf>

" 10

10

19

100

1978-.1979 -

SB

.25

■42

14

-

19

100

Total

34 ;

30

12 '.

5

19"

100

RB

33

■■ 12

17

3

,20

100

1980-1931

XB

23

■"■ 26"

14'
_

— 37

10^

Total

23

24

15

4

29

100

RB

35

23

14

7

21

100

1982-1983

XB

22

26

17

,_

: 35

100

Total

28

24

16

4

28

100



Plan form 2 •; -:.ir , ;i

Major programme: Transport .,,., OJ ,....,.,,.. r ,.

Organizational unit: Economic Commission for Africa . (

Subprograms 1: Institutional building and planning

(a) Objective .

The objeative of the programme is to assist African Governments and especially

the disadyantaged ones,such as the least developed, land-locked and island, in the

development of an - integrated and co-ordinated transport network at the national and

international levels for easy movement of persons and goods. The areas of assistance

would include design, development, implementation, manpower and institutional arrange
ments at the national and multinational levels.

(b) Problems addressed

Many countries of the region do not have rational transport policies based on the

ever-all needs of their economic development and therefore do not take sufficient

account in their transport development policies of the need for economic integration

of the continent based on subregional or regional development potentialities* There

are also no permanent institutions in many subregions.of the continent responsible for

planning, development and co-ordination of multinational transport. Specific problems

exist in each of the subsectors In most of the subregions: railway - lack of uniform

standards on most of the railways; inland waterways - lack of adequate facilities and

low cost crafts; air transport - lack of co-operation among the many small inviable

national airlines in scjieduling, utilization of equipment and facilities and the absence

of airfreight services and multinational airlines in the region; international roads -

the absence of good international road connexions among countries of the:region and the

existence of various standards and regulations; and General - the lack of facilitation

among countries of the region. . ■ ..

(c) Legislative authority

ECOSOC resolutions 935 (XXV), 1062 (XXXIX), 1202 (XLII), 1804 (LV), 2097 (LXIII);
Commission resolutions 161 (VIII), 195 (IX), 198 (IX), 263 (XII), 277 (XII) and 291 (XIII)

Strategy and output: :

(i) The situation at the end of 1979:

To enable'member countries to be aware of the urgent need and advantages

for co-operation in critical areas of transport development in the region,

seminars will be conducted on: automotive repairs and maintenance; rural

roads construction and maintenance; and port management and operations.

An expert working group would also" UseT organized-on" standardization of

transport equipment and assistance will be j?iven in the establishment of

multinational transport institutions.
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The following activities would have been carried out by the end of 1979:

seminar on automotive repair and maintenance; general assistance in

transport development to multinational transport institutions such as

UAR, AFCAC and AFKAA; seminars on rural roads; expert working group

on standardization of transport equipment and seminar on port management

and operations. ,-,-..,

(11) The biennium 1980-1981

Assistance would be given to the permanent regional intergovernmental

machinery in policy and planning regarding combined trarisport arrange

ments; assistance will continue to be given to the permanent body for

subregional transport policy and co-ordination in Central Africa and

[ . studies will be carried out for the establishment of similar ones in

,..^. .the other subregions; studies would be carried out on the: establishment

of subregional shipping investigation units; subregional transport data
banks; and on the economic, technological and operational aspects of

bulk carriers and tankers.

v By the end of the biennium, transport data banks would have been

\ established %n most African subregions, as well as permanent machinery
for cp^ordination of transport policies at the subregional level* '
Feasibility studies would have been issued and discussed with member

countries and preparations well advanced' for establishing shipping

Investigation un^ts in the subregions as well as bulk carrier and tanker
services'in the region. '. '

(iii) The biennium 1982-1983

Feasibility studies of multinational airfreight services and rural
roads planning, financing and upkeep would be carried out. A review
would be made of the progress made by the intergovernmental bodies in

all collective actions in the transport sector. A workshop would be

organized on bulk cargo, freight-booking and vessel chartering.' A'
seminar would be held on the technology of material handling In Africa

and an expert working group would be convened.on the special transit

and facilitation problems between land-locked countries and their maritime

' ; States.'. V-,, : . ,;■.;. ■.- ,;'/'°... . ;;. ,t V. .'.'/'.". . ' ' .

It is expected that a multinational airfreight services would be^

operational in Africa. A report on new techniques-in rural-road plan

ning, financing and maintenance would have been issued to member,

countries and freight-bookingand-chartering services would have been

established in some subregions. A report would be issued on facilitation

arrangements between the maritime and land-locked States which would

reduce the transport costs to the latter.

(iv) Activities in the strategy that are consideredlikely to be of marginal

usefulness and the legislation requiring them - Hone



(e) Expected impact ; .

As a direct result ol the activities outlined above it is expected that the first

stage of a fully co-ordinated and integrated transport network would be established in
the African region;'' Specifically, the following institutions and/or organizational
arrangements aimed at free and easy movement throughout the continent would be opera

tional:

(i) Multinational training institutes for specialists in most transport

modes;

(ii) Subregional bodies responsible for planning, development, and co

ordination of the trans-African highways and other transport modes

in the 3ubregions/region;

(iii) Harmonized standards and regulations of the international roads;

(iv) Interconnexion of sone compatible existing railways;

(v) Multinational shipping companies, port associations and users1

consultative councils; and

(vi) Haraonized and co-ordinated activities of multinational airfreight

services and national airlines.

Subprograms 2: Intra-African links

!• Civil aviation

(a) Objective

To assist countries and subregions, in collaboration with International Trade and

Finance Division in preliminary investigation into airfreight aspects of trade develop
ment between African and other countries including in particular: (i) evaluation of

airfreight potential on selected interregional and intercontinental routes; (li) inves

tigation arid encouragement of forming multinational airlines in Africa; and (iii) invea*
tigation of methods of more efficient utilization of air capacity and ground facilities.

(b) Problems addressed

In spite of the existence of several African national airlines, air connexion

among African countries remains poor and the volume of intra-African airfreight is

4ismal compared to available capacity, and there is no co-operation among these

national airlines for effective utilization of equipment and ground facilities., It

is an objective of the secretariat in collaboration with other agencies (International

Civil Aviati6n Organization, African Civil Aviation Commission, etc.) to develop policies

which would lead to the rational development and greater co-operation by African countries

in air transport services.

(c) Legislative authority

See previous su^programme •



Strategy and output

(1) The situation at the end_of_197

.' , -By the end' of 1970 most, if not all, of the feasibility
' ; to determine direction of trade, "interregional and international air

freight potential, establishment of a multinational airline, and effect

tive methods of pooling services and facilities would have been carried

out. Thus during the mid-term plan period (^930-1983) efforts would be

directed at completing any remaining feasibility studies and assisting

in the implementation of projects recommended in the studies.

(ii) The biennium 1980-1981 -

Efforts vrould be devoted to the completion of feasibility studies of:

- Interregional and international airfreight potential;

-- Establishment of multinational airlines; and

- Suitable and acceptable methods of pooling air transport facilities

and services. Commencement of implementir.g conclusions of some of

., the above-mentioned studies.

(iii) The biennium 1982-1933 • (

Continued assistance in the implementation of projects and programmes*

(iv) Activities in the strategy that are considered likely to be of rcargJT'.gJ
usefulness and the legislation requiring them - Hone

(e) ExpecteU impact-

At the end of the mid-term plan period, during which most of the.programme out

lined abovs would have been implemented, it is expected that air transport would have

improved to the extent that easy movement of persons and poods within and outside
Africa uoul4 be possible;, increased volume of interregional and international air

freight would have been achieved; and development of multinational airlines and pool

ing of facilities and services for increased operational efficiency and competition

with overseas airlines would be achieved.

2* International roads and road transport

(a) Objective

The^objective of this section of the nutprogramme-is to promote the development

of international roads and road transport and to improve techniques of highway plan-^

ning, design, construction'"and maintenance as part of a regional system of intertaodai

linkages.
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(b) Problems

Many African countries have no viable highway links with their adjacent States.

This is be.st illustrated by. the fact "that if each of the 42 independent countries in

Africa (other than Lesotho which is totally surrounded by South Africa, and the island
countries of Cape Verde, Comoros, Madagascar, Mauritius, Sao Tome and Frincipe and

Seychelles) had one road link with each of its neighbours, there would be a total of

84 inter-Staf.a road links in Africa. However, at present, only 25 are of all-weather

standard, 53 consist of dry-weather tracks and partially improved earth roads while the

remaining six do not yet exist at all.

To improve economic co-operation among African countries and, in particular their

trade, it is essential to link adjoining States by at least one all-weather road. It

is this goal which the secretariat will continue to pursue through the policy of Trans-

African Highways supplemented by feeder roads and through the removal or easement of

legal and administrative barriers to travel and trade on' these highways.

The greater portion of the proposed African Highway Network has alreidy been

constructed on the basis of the national priorities of the countries concerned.

Accordingly, the implementation phase is envisaged to consist of linking up existing

roads with a view.to reducing the cost and shortening the construction time of all-

weather inter-country road links.

(c) Legislative authority

Commission resolutions 103 (VI)2, 226 (X)3, 275 (XII)l, 276(XII) and 298 (XIII)6.

(d) Strategy and output ■■.,;.■■ '."'..

(i) The situation at the end of 1979

There will be sections of the majbr Trans-African Highways (Mombasa-Lagos,

Dakar-Ndjamena, Lagos-Nouakchott, Cairo-Gaborone and Tripoli-Kinshasa) and

their feeder roads whose construction has not yet commenced* .. _:•' '.,''- ;

It is expected that the implementation of the Trans-West African Highway

Network (Dakar-Ndjamena and Lagos-Nouakchott Highways and their feeder

links) would have been,handed over by the end of 1979 to the Economic

Community of West African, States (ECOWAS). ■.':■•■'■»

(ii) The biennium 1980-1981

Strategy '

The secretariat will continue to co-ordinate actions and stimulate co

operation among African States concerned as well as with and among co

operating industrialized countries and financing agencies. Autonomous

authorities will be established to implement the further phases of the

Trans-African Highways which could not be adequately handled by the EGA

secretariat. :



Xnroact

By 1980 the authorities for the Lagos--Moxabasa Highway and the Trans
it African Highway Network would have been operating under the

ministers?11 contro1 of the appropriate subrepional conferences of

The biennium 1932-1983

Strategy

The secretariat will continue to co-ordinate actions for the establish-
ment and functioning of the appropriate highway authorities.

Impact

wirR^the" Cairo;Gaboron^ Highway Authority would have been operating
under the appropriate subregional authorities, and bv 1933 the Tripoli-
Kinshasa Highway Authority Mould have been established, "

(iV> Activities in the strategy tW »r» "^^ U}celv to be f
marginal usefulness and the le^SHttSalSSSi^^^^rv^s

(e) Expected impact

for .n 1S eXrCtf t,hat by 1983> the African eountrlea would be directly
Z? tlTtl/1:^^1 hlghWaV devel°^» operations and

better r*^n^^rt«» ««j ^ in^a-.irr^Caa u,.ade and the development of
wtter relations and economic co-operatioa aTOnn?: the African eoimt-ie^

SubPiroRramme 3: Maritime and coastal shipping

(a) Objective

locked andlocked and semi-landiocked countries. All these with the aim of achieving the follow-

- The reduction of transportation share within the over-all commodity cost;

- The promotion of the earnings of Africca developing countries from maritime
^^?r" ^ , *;eductlon of the outflow o£ foreign exchange from those
countries arising from maritime transport;

- The achievement by the merchant marines of African developing countries of an

SLTSa^f:?^ Z^AIT*in the carriape of ™senerated by
of Africa
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(b) Problems addressed

In spite of the efforts of African countries to expand their merchant marines,

their share in the world merchant fleet has remained at the very low level of 0.7 per

cent in 1976. At the same time developing Africa's share1 In the world"international sea

born* trade in 1975 amounted to 11.2 per cent of poods loaded and 2.? per cent of goods

unloaded. Operationalconditions for African nationally owried merchant marines have
not been favourable. Some shipping lines of developing African countries have been
admitted into liner conferences, but they have experienced difficulties^ in. obtaining

a sufficient number of sailings and in obtaining high-rate:paying cargoes,--Theu
capacity of African inland waterways was not increased substantially and the utiliza

tion of African inlandVater transport has not been developed adequately..;

Development of existing and new ports is either in progress or in planning stags

in most African countries. The long-term solution of Africa's pdrts can only be to

increase the facilities available and to improve the efficiency of port operations

and Management. .Both these measures necessitate the investment of capital which is

currently noti available everywhere.

Flight rates in African trades have greatly increased in the recent .past. The
increases have been arbitrary and unilateral. These wide-spread and frequent increases

have had serious adverse repercussions on the exports and balance of payments of African

countries•

The arrangements to establish consultation machinery in Africa have so far been

inadequate and in many instances ineffective because of the dilatory tactics employed

by liner conferences.

Lack of adequately trained African sea-going and shore personnel is a constraint

to the development of African merchant marines.

(c) Legislative authority

Commission resolutions 277 (XII), 281. (XIII) and 293 (XIII).

(d) Strategy and output

(*) The situation at the end of 1979

EGA in co-operatiott with UNCTAD and other agencies would have assisted

member States of the Commission in preliminary investigations into

transport aspects of trade development among developing regions includ

ing in Particular the transport characteristics of commodities, the
desip.n and type of vessels required for use by African shipping lines

serving her present and potential trading partners in the following

trades:

- Assistance would have been provided to land-locked and semi-landlocked

countries in facilitating their access to the sea;

- Study on the feasibility of establishing facilities for education

and training in shipping economics and management will be under
taken;
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- ECA would have assisted African developing countries in port

development Including technical services concerning pilotage

such as minimum requirements for qualifications and experience of

candidates for pilotage services; regional survey and assistance

to navigational aids; training port labour supervisory staff; setting

up subreglonal marine pollution control centres, and economic aspects

connected therewith (in collaboration with the Intergovernmental

Maritime Consultative Organization). . .

- Seminar on Fort Management and Operations would have taken place

in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republic.

(it) 3he biennium 1980-1981

Assistance in the development of national and multinational shipping

■ lines including coastal and island shipping.

Studies will be undertaken on establishment of shipping investigation

units in West, Centrals East and North Africa.

Study of the economic, technological and operational aspects of bulk

carriers and tanker fleets for the transportation of raw and semi*

processed materials with particular reference to the third world trade

--.-_■■,s will be undertaken, <:

Assistance will be provided in development of the African fishing .

Industry including requirements for the type, stability, safety,

standardization and loading of vessels and presentation and distribu

tion of fish ;(in collaboration with the Intergovernmental Maritime

Consultative Organization and the Food and Agriculture Organization),

(ill) The biennium 1982-1983 : ;■■-,

Workshop on cargo bulking, freight-booking and chartering will be
organized.

Studies will be undertaken in Eastern and Central Africa on further

development of inland water transport and the improvement of water

ways including reviews of the status of intergovernmental machinery, ■

international agreements, river shipping operations, skimmer systems,

administrative arrangements and manpower.

Studies on economic and technological aspects of ship design, ship

building and ship-repair facilities in Africa will be undertaken in

conjunction with the Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organiza

tion, and relevant United'Nations specialized agencies.

(iv) Activities in the strategy that are considered likely to be of
marginal usefulness and the legislation requiring them: - None

(e) Expected inpact ,

The earnings of African developing countries from maritime transport will be
increased, substantially and the outflow maritime transport will be reduced.
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The merchant marines of African developing countries will have increasing and
substantial partic:* ation in the carriage cf cargoes generate., by the foreign trade
of those countries.

Intra-African trade will get further impetus resulted from the establishment and

operational activities of African national and multinational coastal shipping lines.

Intermodal movement of persons and goods will be much facilitated by the develop
ment and operational improvements of African inland water transport.

Subprogramme 4: Tourism

(a) Objective '

The objective of this subprogramme is to assist and guide ECA member countries
in tourism development in conformity with the principles of the resolution on the
New International Economic Order in Africa and in particular to improve the terms
of trade in the tourist field to the benefit of the developing African countries.

(b) Problem addressed

Tourism development in African countries took place mostly without objective
assessment of its social costs and benefits. As a consequence, a range of incentives
have been granted to hotel developers, which cannot be justified on economic ground
and which have in addition contributed to the excess hotel caoacity especially in
holiday tourism, "

This excess capacity combined with other handicaps vis-a-vis the highly concentrated
tourist trade in the developed overseas tourist generating countries has resulted in
terms of trade whic. are clearly prejudicial to the interests of the African tourist
receiving countries.

The aim.of ECA's work in this field is to redress or at least to alleviate this
unfavourable situation for its member countries.

(c) Legislative authority

Commission resolution 204 (IX)

(d) Strategy and output

(i) The situation at the end of 1979

The programme elements to be carried out during 1978 and 1979 will
have clarified the essential issues of tourism development in African
countries and thus helped the ECA member countries in adopting sound
tourism development policies and in adopting similar attitudes in
business transactions with their partners from developed industrial
countries.
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This will allow to switch the ECA activity in the tourism field to
more specific and often tech-leal problems cone^mlne tourism develop

ment as outlined uuder (ii) aad (iii).

(ii) The^iennium 1980-1981

Assistance to countries and groups of countries;

Advisory services upon request of member States or group of States in
preparation of tourism development programmes and specific tourism

projects, in organizing professional training, in the introduction of
tourism statistics, in the elaboration of marketing and tourism publicity

programmes in overseas markets etc,

- Collection and distribution of essential information on tourism

development and the volume, structure and routes of the tourist
flows both in Africa, and to the competing tourist destinations;

publication of the Annual Tourism Bulletins. ..'...

Studies

Study of the Implications for tourism of the completion of the main

Transafrican highways;

Study of Hotel management in Africa and assessment of management

contracts with foreign hotel management firmsj

Incentives for tourism investors, and their costs for society.

Seminars, working groups

Organization of &uLre&ibu&l seminars on tourism statistics including

sample surveys among outgoing tourists (in co-operation with the ECA.

Division of Statistics);

Seminar of tourism projects elaboration and appraisal (in co-operatior

with the World Bank);

(iii) The biennium 1982-1983

Assistance to countries and group of countries (like in biennium 1980-

1981).

Studies

Environment protection and tourism development (in co-operation with

Natural Resources division, and U>IEP);

Area planning for tourism development in Africa;

New tendencies in air transport in Africa, and their implications

on Intercontinental tourism;
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Intra-African tourism (by subregion).

Social aspects of rapid tourism development and how to reduce-some
of its harmful side effects.

Activities in the strategy that are considered likely to be of
marginal"usefulness and the legislation requiring them "^~l"

(e) Expected impact

'ECA ln the fleld of touriOT1 should

- The Government administrations of EGA member countries will have a
clear and objective picture of the main issues involved in tourism
development.

r The responsible officials for tourism and the planning agencies will
thus be able to assess objectively the pros and cons of tourism
development. There will be no futile attempts to attract large scale
overseas holiday tourism in countries which have no favourable
conditions for it, it will help countries favoured in that respect--—
to maximize.the economic benefits deriving from tourism, and it will
help all countries in creating condition for business visitors and
for domestic and regional holiday tourism.

- This will allow planning and implementation of tourism development
taking into consideration the social-costs and benefits of tourism
development as a whole and of individual projects.

- Both hotel development and marketing of tourist product in Africa will
be^carried on a sound economic basis, which will eliminate or greatly
reduce the present handicaps of African tourist enterprises-vis-S-yis
overseas business partners. ~r~~— -a_v_*»_

- At the same time tourism officers whatever their scope of activity
will be helped to acquire the technical and business know-how to
cope successfully with their respective tasks.

Subprogramme 5: Improvement and development of communications

(a) Objective

s,



(b) Problem addressed

Telecommunication needs of the region are increasing rapidly with growing economic,

social and political activities. The lack of adequate facilities and services is

therefore a constraint on effective and orderly development and1increasingly frustrat

ing to citizens of the countries of the region, government officials and businessmen

included.

The average telephone density, a development indicator for telecommunication

(tslephone/telegraph/ftelex)» in the region is 1.1 telephones per 100 of the population

as compared to the world average of 9-6. Since 1962, the region's percentage share of

the world's telephones has declined from 1.4 per cent to 1.2 per cent in 1976. For

the past 15 years, the ratio of the region's to the world's average density of telephones

has also fallen from 16,3 per cent to 11-4 per cent. The inadequacy of basic physical

facilities in the region is reflected in the ratio of the number of telephones to the

number of principal lines of 2 to 1; when it should be of the order of 1.5 to !•

In broadcasting a similar problem exists0 The number of radio receivers per

100 of population is of the order of 7$ the world average is 30. The availability

of service which in indicated by the number of radio transmitters is equally poor:

c*ie transmitter serves on the average 600^000 people as compared to an average of

150,000 i* the resf. of tbp wcrlc. . The strength of signals and programming alternatives

are commensurately inadequate-. The picture for television is even

With postal services,, their availability, and development may be indicated

by the ratio of the-number of inhabitants per-post officef in the region the average

is 27,500, This is worse than the world's averages of 19,600 for all 'developing'
countries and 2,930 fcr 'developed* countries. The actual physical distribution of

post offices in tlie.region, which is poor in the rural areas, shows the African region

to be the least equipped;-, there is one post office to every 2,270 square kilometres,

as against one to ev.iry 1,120 square kilometres in other 'developing' countries and

cr\Q to every 54 square kilometres in "developed* countries.

Unless modern, adequate and economic communication services are available to all

countries cf the regies the achievement of their economic, social and cultural growth

objectives will prove difficult if not impossible.

Legislative, authority

Commission resolutions; 278 (XII); 279 (XII); 281 (XII); 310 (XIII) and 291 (XIII).

Strategy and output

(i) The situation at the end of 1979: °

(a) EGA in co-operation with other'members of the Qo-ordiiiating •

coxxittee for the implementation of the Pa»-African Telecommunica- ^

tion Ketwork (PANAFTEL), itamely the Organization of African Unity
(OAU), the International Telecommunication tinion (ITU) and the African

Development Bank (ADB) would have assisted member States of the

Commission in acosff&tK&tag about 60 per cent of the route



length of the first stage of the Network (which comprises 24,000 kms
rf route) and 18 international switching centres. Arrangements
would also have been well advanced for assisting member States to
secure aid for the technical and economic feasibility studies of
the second stage of the Network which comprises some'35,000 kms of
route. • ■*■...-

0>) Two joint studies on the use of radio broadcasting for accelerat
ing development in rural Africa and on manpower requirements for
telecommunication development would also have been completed.

(c) A sectoral study'on comruinications as part of a transport and
communications study in the west African subregion, requested
by the Economic Community of West African States would have been
completed.

(H) The sectoral studies on communication as part of the major study
on the Transport and Communication Decade in Africa, to be under
taken by ECA, would have been initiated.

The two sectoral studies - (c) and (d) are expected to lead to the
formulation and subsequent design of specific'development projects in
both the transport and communication sectors.

(e) A workshop and regional seminar, respectively on (i) administrative
and financial management of postal services and (ii) on the World
Administrative Radio Conference (1979) would have been conducted
ror policy makers and senior government officials of the region
working respectively in postal services and telecommunication
organizations in the region.

(ii) The biennium 1980-1981;

(a) Arrangements for designing and possibly implementing some of the
?^7fl/^iorOimn^ded by the Telecommunications Manpower Study
(1978/1979) would be initiated.

(b) The major study on satellite communications system(s) for the
region may be initiated jointly by ECA, OAU, ITU and UNESCO.

orpSp?hat ^^^atins committee for the implementa
of PAMFTEL would have succeeded in assisting member countries

concerned, in securing adequate financing to enable completion of

STl^E °"* °f ^ ttl
(d) A regional Seoinaron postal tariff harmonization is planned for

senior government officials of postal services organizations of
tne region.

taken on the Transport



(ill) The biennium 1982-1983

■:■ ■ ■■'.-> -.if- is expected'- that::"" ' " -V'..'.'""''.,' ■ ■ ■ ..'-,.

■ (a) The design ari^Timplementation in the
u ■-. '■ ..■■..■ Transport 'and Communications Decade iii Africa Study will commence;

(b) most of the projects under the Telecommunications.Manpower Study

-:..■*■; ; "■ "■' ■'■ ■^1^w6ui<i/-bi'?dbm^leted; •'■ ^V;' .' ;_ " y'""J''..'^ ■!',.,';, *■■*>

(e) The joint study on satellite'conmunicatidn including the practical
experiment on broadcasting called for in Commission resolution

310 (XIII) would have been completed and evaluated; and a report

for policy makers and national communications policy organs of
- ; governments of 'the region issued; ""t. . ;

(d) The first stage of the PANAFTEL Network would have been 90

• per cent completed and the feasibility studies for the second

stage (comprising some 35,000 tans of route) completed;

(e) support will be given to the Joint ECA/UNIBp Industry Division

in its work programme for establishing telecommunications equlp-

' ment manufacturing industries in the region. .

(iv) Activities in the strategy that are considered likely to be of marginal
usefulness and the legislation requiring them - None

(e) Expected impact

Improved efficiency and nation- and region-wide availability of essential

communication services: this should be reflected in the ability of a large portion

of the citizens of the countries of the region to communicate with little difficulty

over almost the whole region and to have reasonable access to sources of information,
new ideas, skills and technologies which in turn should lead to greater understanding
at the national and international levels and facilitate economic co-operation and
increased Intra-African trade. : ■'-■ -itv , ;, r




